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Maple Sugar Making.
The season for maple sugar making
will soon be upon us, and those who have
the facilities for manufacturing this toothsome and wholesome sweet should be
getting tilings in readiness in order to
secure the largest possible amount.
All
the indications point to a good season,
,mii we shall be very much surprised if it
is not so.
The continuous cold weather
during the latter part of Autumn and the
irst half of Winter, has alw ays deen re
-aided as favorable to a large flow of sap
:n the Spring.
When Winter weather
•<■ir.es on early iu November and coiitin,c s for a lew
days followed by a warm,
siuing-like spell, as is sometimes the
ase, the buds begin to swell indicating
that the vegetative functions have pre.,sturdy awakened and a portion of the
-ip of the tree passes into the form of
cose and is lust to the maker of crystal! /.e,d sugar.
Maple sugar and syrup are great luxu•s
which no farmer who has a sugar
diard can afford to he w ithout. Besides
can be made a source of protit.
The
as<<n comes when the demand for farm
k is iight, and the product of sugar
Hiking always brings a good price. It
s
a wholesome sugar, but no more so
.:
that from cane, provided the latter
p no. bin as now found in the markets
roly is pure. It is adulterated with
isc. and then
powdered with terra
i. a white earth which is also used for
adulteration of cream of tartar.
We
e recently
j •achased several samples
granulated sugar, having decided blue
ni. ;.ui<l when uissolved the same tint is
:<P tried to watt". Such sugar has been
<n oil w itli ultra marine, a pigment com•: ■•!' •arious mineral
substances, and
cover up some defect in the
Maple sugar, though not absois
; are, contains nothing that
nr u. and good maj le
syrup has adeliavor that is possessed bv no
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to insure tin* nest results, care and
i' ■: i to all the conditions are requiri icanliness is the tlrst
requisite. As
asmi advances and the weather l»evaraier. the vessels, :1 neglected,
1 icriaiie soul and the
product
spniled. Washing the vessel in a
■a ni' common soda or in weak
lye j
■c-sirov tin- acid and this should "he |
a d as
::mi as is lie i-ssary to
keep I
i. swei
! he evaporation should lie I
.■
.nd the noning continuous. but not
j
l: the same syrup is
:
at .i boiling heat the sugar
t rted into glucose.
After passing
.ap' atii.g kettles, the syrup
in
allowed to settle, which will
take trout eight to twelve hours,
clay rubbed up and mixed in a
f sap w ill accelerate the process of
The syrup should then be drawn
d defecated by means of the white of
m of milk, which will
carry down
i emaining impurities.
If a very white \
is desired, lime may be used for
a-1 at.tig purposes: this unites with the
-•■table acids in the syrup and forms
soluble compound which settles at
:: t

■

■■

|

M

it t uni.

There are several kinds of evaporators
isc which generally work well : ail
: orator that works well in the manual re of syrup from
sorghum, will do
i.dly weli m the manufacture of maple
■cl',
rook’s ranks among the best.
;:ti in Vermont last year we saw one
ictured at 1 fellow's Falls, which
ci to be all that could be desired.
a alien Fessenden of (freen Hirer is
i-cnt and w ill give all desired inforn.
In boiling down the syrup into
a tile heat should be slow and
steady,
i wise the product will be scorched!
1'i-by spoiled. These few suggesembody most of the modern im- |
1'iiients in maple sugar-making, but
:ii ail these modern appliances, we i
•.lit if there is as much enjoyment in i
b.is.as by tin- primitive methods
ur boyh' ni, w hen sap w as
evaporated |
'he use nt kettles suspended over a
nl lire built between two huge logs: 1
a we camped on the ground and ob]
car rest on a bed of
fragrant evera boughs, alter
having watched over
lug sap and told stories until far into
fight. There was much hard work
:.ci ted with It then, much more than
v. but the sugar season was also one
great enjovment.
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j

■
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Creamery.

i'i'it.

Knapp of tlie Iowa Agricultural
■go gives the following information
the benefit of farmers wishing to start
.micrics on a moderate capital:
will give a simple plan for a farm'■remnery:
Building lffxdo, bailoon
>et on a stone or brick foundation,
"U blocks
studding vixii, sheathed
side and in with ship-lap and tilled
o

■

ith saw-dust:

cell w

height of story

feet ; ceiling ship-lap, covered with
-ht inches of saw-dust: three windows,
e 1 f or. a
ventilatoi : building shingled :
mk made of brick and cement covers
ut one-third of the ground space of
building, the remainder is floored
li pine ; the Hour inclines to one side
as to allow the wash to pass off in a
ifipl- drain : machinery required, an old
■: sc [ac.\ < r to
puiup and churn; apparaa el m:, butter worker, deep tin pails
: sett ag. a small
refrigerator for stor-

id

■

butte:-, two strainers, two skimmers,
■q ol milk testers, and a thermometer.

small addition. Hx-q is needed, in
h to place a stove to heat water to
•anse the utensils and for other pnrpoTliis provision will answer for sixty
KSTIMATMl COST'.

B

iiuiiug 12x20.£141)

•iilitioD SxS.
uter vat 0x12.

chum.
Kelrigerator.
'uwer

l*»r>e power.
heel iiiid shafting..
Mi ans, s inches diain
1!* inches deep
^trainers and skimmers.
" her
tixtures.
T'liiil cost, for

-lusi

sixty

J4
25
20
25
20
15
24
2
5

cows.Sunil

good butter can >e made in this
nple creamery as if it cost ten times ;ts
mebThe same plan can be increased
any size to suit the number of cows,
file cost is relatively decreased as the
-i/e of the building increased.
For sixty
ow.s the preparation cost §5
per cow ;
■r four hundred cows it would cost less
mi §d.
Some of the best creameries in
•Jones county are constructed upon this
Jan. William Starr, of Mouticello, Iowa,
■ as
one, and states that it is approved In
don. II. It. Sherman, the distinguished
"liter manufacturer of Jones county,
\a.
Will the expenditure of $300 for
■.ty cow s he profitable as compared with
in- simple plan t Creamery butter at a
■tv low estimate has
averaged ten cents
l>vr pound net more than common butter
■hiring the past season in the State of
as

■

Iowa.
A good

cow

should produce MOO pounds

t butter per annum, but we will estimate
i"
average of sixty cows at. 150 pounds

h; the profits of the creamery plan
’»uld he §15 per cow in one year, or §000.
I >educting cost of
creamery and the farm■ lias left the
snug profit of §000 as a reminder of his good judgment and enterprise. The item of ice has been omitted
■
the foregoing estimates because it is
■'
variable. Where the water in the well
a
spring is cold very little ice need be
"-ml. Every farmer should have some
'■
for family use, and the added amount
necessary for a creamery would not in■rca.se the expense hut a trifle.

>

ai

■

there

actually

numerous persons
bull is recorded in the
Herd Hook” that it is all right, whatever
%tpe or quality he may himself be.
l'rairie Farmer.
are

"■'liu think if

a

Holts should never be shod at a year
"PI- The feet increase in size with the
rapidity of other parts of the frame, and
:1|

iice the

with irons is sure to
produce contraction, it is soon enough
1,1
put on shoes when the colt has reache,l two years.

fettering

Gleanings.
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Didn’t

Know.

and in half an hour we takes bold of the helm, and guides the
were on our way to the country seat to
ship to safety.
A .Michigan man sold rolls of butter He gave me a knife one day at school,
take the men out of jail. Some of our
Four-bladed, the handle of pearl—
Once 011 the Rhine, between the armies
that had been made hollow, filled with
And great black words on the wrapper said—
men were half drunk, others wholly so,
of France and Germany, I got into great
water
and frozen
solid.
For the darlingest little girl."
[Chatham
and all were wild with excitement. Nearly trouble with the authorities. The miliCourier.
1 was glad ! Oh, yes, yet the crimson blood
all were armed with six shooters.
We tary police, who were arresting everybody
To my young cheeks came and went.
Mr. A. Johnson, I’ulaski, Ky., killed a And my heart thumped wondrously pit a-pat.
ran forward as we approached the jail,
they could lay hands on, had got me into
But
I
didn't
know
what
it meant.
bronze turkey gobbler, eighteen months
pistol in hand. Heing nimble-footed and their clutches and were trying to read a
old, that, according to sworn statement, One night he said 1 must jump on the sled.
having no better sense, 1 was among the whole lot of mixed-up manuscript which
For the snow was falling fast;
lirst.
constituted the main part of my luggage;
weighed fifty-live pounds.
I was half afraid, but he coaxed and coaxed
Sheriff Colton, who had heard of our in order to find out what sort of a man 1
And he got me on at last
'flic sweepings of the barn floor when
coining, and taken up position in the jail, was, for I could not talk a word of either
clover is fed to the cattle are excellent Laughing and ehattiDg in merry glee.
To my home his course he bent:
promptly refused to give up his prisoners French or German. I think they must
for poultry in Winter: the tops and
My sisters looked at each other and smiled.
without process of law : and we opened have been poorly educated, for they could
leaves make an excellent substitute for
But I didn't know what it meant.
fire. The sheriff and his posse answered hardly read it.
1 tut they tried and tried
grass.
Ten years passed on. aud they touched his eyes
back and what a scatterment 1
Our with all their might.
And the harder
With a shadow of deeper blue ;
A noted New Knglaud stockbreeder
men literally broke down and swept away
they tried the madder they got; and they
They
gave to his form a maulier grace
once remarked that if you want a good
board cabins and fences in their flight.
laid the blame all on me.
To h.s cheek a swarthier hue.
calf let your cow go dry sixteen weeks, We stood by the dreamily rippliug 1 rook.
Hut there were some that did not tiy.
They were about to iron me and march
When the day was almost spent,
but if you want the greatest quantity of
«>ne, l)r. Stone, the Dost man of our 5(M), me oft'for a spy, when an American steptlis whispers were soft as the lullaby ;
milk let your cow go dry twelve weeks.
I think, lay dying in the jail yard along ped up and laid down the law in a way
And—now 1 know what it meant.
with a few others : and there were men that made them open their eyes. He was
A
Wisconsin farmer,
twenty-three
of our party who would not desert them. a Californian, ami my trouble was over.
years ago, planted a piece of land untit | Joaquin Miller s Sketches of the Old
1’he tight lasted in a loose sort of fashion He could not talk a word to them—no
Californians.
for cultivation, with black walnut trees.
for hours.
We would tight a while and more than I ; but they soon saw that alThe trees rre now from sixteen to twenty
"in those days there were giants in the laud,
then parley awhile.
We were finally, by though he could not talk in any of their
inches through, and have been sold lot
mighty men ot power aud renown." [Bible.
some kind of compromise not found iii law
six or seven tongues, he could at least
The cowards did not start to the l’acilic books, allowed to go back with our prison- light in any language under the sun.
Poo much hay and too little grain is a coast in the old days: all the weak died ers and our dead and wounded. This
I am reminded here of two Californians,
common
mistake in feeding working on the way.
And so it was that wo had was known as the “Greenhorn War."
who, short of money and determined to
We threw up breastworks on Green- see the Holy Land, went with Cook, the
horses.
Twelve quatts of good heavy- then not only a race of giants, but of
oats and twelve pounds of hay is a good gods.
It is to be allowed that they were horn, and waited for the sheriff, who had tourist. They were the horror of all the
daily ration lor a working horse. [Ameri- not at all careful of the laws, either been slightly wounded, to come out and staid old orthodox parties, but in less
can Cultivator.
ancient or modern, ecclesiastical or lay. attempt to make arrests.
Hut he never than a week they were the leaders of the
would curse.
And 1 never met him any more comnanv.
would light came.
They
They
A neglected, poorly-fed, stinted lamb
like dogs—aye, like Christians in battle. till this trouble in Naples.
I wonder
They wanted to pump out Jacob’s
never recovers, however well fed afterBut there was more solid honor among lio" many of us are alive to-day ! I saw Well, and get down to the bed rock.
wards. so as to make as good and as
those men than the world will ever see tho old earthworks only last year.
They They were perfectly certain that it was
large a sheep as it would had it had
in any body of men, 1 fear, till it ar almost leveled now. The brown grass only a prospect hole. And when they
Feed the ewes so again
proper care early.
the millennium.
Is it dying and weeds covered them.
As I climbed came to Mount Sinai they found quartz
that they can supply the lambs with approaches
out with them?
I hear that the new the hill to hunt for our old fortress, a indications, and declared that all that
of
milk.
plenty
Californians are rather common cattle.
squirrel scampered into his hole under side of the mountain from which the taAs a beef animal the Devon is in the
Do you know where the real old the wall, while on the highest rock a little bles for the Ten Commandments were
first class.
He fattens readily, lias com- Californian is?—the giant, the world black lizard basked and blinked in the supposed to bat e been taken would pay
ten per cent.
pact bones, and therefore a small amount builder? lie is sitting by the high trail sun, and kept unchallenged sentinel.
They pretended to find
I remember when we came to bury the plenty of gold in the rock one
of w aste, w hile the llesh is of the finest tip on the mountain.
His eyes are dim,
morning,
quality and well laid on. The Devons and his head is white. His sleeves are dead. The men were mighty sober now. and made the whole party believe that
are well recommended for workers and
lowered. His pick and shovel are at his We could not go to town for a preacher, they intended to set up a forty-stamp
for beef, but not for milk.
side.
His feet are weary and sore,
lit- and sci one of our party had to officiate. mill, and have it thundering down that
is still prospecting.
Pretty soon he will That was the saddest burial 1 ever saw. same canon Moses is supposed to have
Pile query raised why grass colors butsink his last prospect hole in the Sierra. The man broke down who lirst began to descended with the Laws.
ter yellow, instead of green, is answered
Some younger men will come
and read. His voice trembled so he could not
There are many of the wandering chilby Prof, \rnold in the New York Tribune, lengthen it out a little, aud along
lay him in go on. Then another man took the dren of the dear old Pacific coast in art,
lie says that chlorophyl, the green color1 ill He and tried to finish the chapter, but and art work, all over the world. 1 have
his grave. The old miner will have passing matter of plants, is neither digested ed on to
the outcroppings that his voice trembled, too, and pretty soon known ;ts many as five of the eight or ten
prospect
or appropriated by milk-giving animals,
he choked up and hid his face. Then theaters in the city of New York to have
star the Moors of heaven.
while the yellow fats which abound in
He is not numerous now : but I saw every man there cried, 1 think.
They either ('alifornia actors or California play s
are
assimilated
eh
without
grass
mge.
him last summer high up on the head loved Dr stone so.
He was a mere buy, on their boards ah at the same time. And
*
waters of the Sacramento,
ilis face is yet a graduate, and beautiful and brave in the army and navy! Consider the
Bone Meat lor Cows.
as a Greek of old.
set forever away from the civilization
deeds of the old Californians there.
A Monroe county correspondent of the which has
Ah, these, the dead, are the mighty j When one speaks of California, her
passed by him. He is called
When cows a
Country Centlenian sayNo one northern sister, Oregon, is of course intramp now. And the new. nice people majority of old Californians!
chew old bones it show ■■ that their food who have slid over the
in a palace would guess how numerous they are. cluded.
plains
is deficient in phosphates.
This often
The
Hut perhaps it is in the* financial world
car, and settled down there set dogs on California was one vast battle field.
happens on land that has been long him sometimes when he comes that way. knights of the nineteenth century lie that the Californian takes the first rank.
cropped, or where milk and cheese have
1 charge you treat the old Californian buried in her bosom; while here and there, Yon elevated railroad, that stretches
been sold from the farm. Hotter does not
lie has over the mountain top totters a lone down the sheets of New York, was built
well, wherever you tind him.
remove the phosphatesas it is only carbon,
seen
and is owned by an ex-AIayor of San
more, suffered more, practiced sure i\or, still prospecting.
while tin-more valuable portions of the more
self-denial, than can now fall to the
Francisco.
Down y onder, at the end of
And 1 sit here, at forty year.
milk, so far as fertility is concerned, are lot of
And though he may die
the island of Manhattan, wliete the ‘‘bulls”
any man.
Pipping nose in the Paseon wine.
left in the buttermilk and fed to the pigs. there in the
and “bears" guide.the finance of the world,
pines on the mightv mounThere is an older Californian still
Cows >liow the lack of phosphates in the
tain, while still freely searching for the
there is one little Californian who stands
“tlie oldest inhabitant,” indeed, I knew
soil quicker than other animals, because
next to the head of the class. And if ever
golden tleeee, do not forget that his lib him, a
a quarter of a century
need
so
much
in
their
food
to
form
native,
lusty
they
is an epic, noble as any handed down
Jay Could misses a word, this man will
milk.
Feeding bones, either crude or in from out the dusty eld. 1 implore you ago in the impenetrable forests and lava spell it, and turn him down, and take
beds arcand the base of Mount Shasta.
meal, is only temporary relief.
The true treat him
his place.
kindly. Some day a fitting He, too, is dead ; dead in
spirit at least,
way is to feed the crops : give them their poet will come, and then he will take his
’Two little facts let me mention.
More
if not altogether in fact.
line share of phosphate manures and
than fifty years ago the very brightest of
place
among the heroes and the gods.
If
valor
is
a
let
us
at
least
conthe evil complained of will t ease,
virtue,
it is
lint there is another old Californian, a
till the young men of the city of New York
cede that to the red man of the California
not generally known how largely the
wearier man, the successful one.
lie too,
married the daughter of one of the wealmountains.
were
There
battles
of
is
affected
fought thiest and most
forage plants
composition
is getting gray.
But he is a power in the
distinguished of her great
here
between
the
miners
and
red
men
by the richness or poverty of the soil on land, lie is a prince in fact and act.
merchants.
Fifty
years bring changes.
before tien. Canby was ever heard of. t
which they are grown.
“Novice'’ will What
'The blight young man was no longer a
strange fate was it that threw dust
were bloody battles, too.
Hut
if
lie
a
to
They
they
notice,
applies phosphates
part in the eyes of the old Californian, sitting
banker.
He was poor, and all his idols
never got to the ears of the world.
If I
of liis fields, that the cattle of all kinds
broken and behind him. He wasstill
by the trail high up on the mountain, (
lay
with
his
handful
of
braves,
will eat down the grasses much more and blinded him so that te could not see
apt Jack,
a gentleman.
Hut, says the Spaniard,
closely there than elsewhere. This indi- the gold just within his grasp, a quarter held the I nited States army at bay for “\\ ho is there so poor as it poor gentlehalf a year, you may well understand
cates that tin fertilized land produces a
of a century ago ! And w hat good fairy
man .'”
Well £5(),(Hlil was handed this
that we miners met no boy’s play there i
richer ami stronger grass than the other was it that lead this old
now
and worthy old gentleman by this
Californian,
good
when these Indians were numerous and ]
can supply.
In grains, the lack of phos- the
old Californian, who is not willing to ever
banker, the railroad king, or Senator,
phates is shown m an undue proportion to where the mountain gnomes had hid- united.
let his own name be published in connecof straw, and 1 think, also, often in an den their
Hut this “old Californian,” as I knew tion with the same.
of old i What accidental
gold
inferior shrunken grain.
1 lie other circumstance is ot less imbeggarsand princes we have in the world him there, is utterly extinct. About the
to-day 1 But whether beggar or prince, fisheries of the McCloud, and along the portance to any one but myself. A new
How to Remove Obstinate Glass the old
Californian stands a head and stage road on the head waters of the I ami unskilled dealer in stocks, and an
Stobpkks.
The obstinate sticking of
shoulder taller than his fellows wherever Sacramento River, you see little houses ! utter stranger, found himself one mornglass stopper- in bottles is a frequent you may find him. This is a solid, granite now and then not unlike our miners’ i
ing routed, “horse, foot and dragoons."
source of trouble.
The following method truth.
cabins of old. ’These are the homes ot Halt
desperate he rushed down to the old
of removing them given in the English
A few years ago a steamer drew into the few remaining Indians of northern Californian and asked hisad\ ice. Advice .'
will
be
Mechanic,
likely to answer the the Bay of Naples with a lot of passen- California. There is a little garden, and He gave his advice to the
stranger in the
purpose when the shape of the stopper gers,
among whom were a small party of straggling patches of corn about the shape of don shares of Western fniou.
and of the neck of tin* bottle admits of Americans.
The night had been rough door; two or three miserable ponies These shares in a few days turned out a
I ake two pieces ol wood, put and the
its use :
was behind time.
It was nibble about the barren bill hard by, and profit of nearly sd(mo.
And still he will
ship
them between the neck of the bottle and ten o'clock
and no breakfast. a withered, wrinkled old squaw or two not permit his name to be mentioned in
already,
the lower part of the stopper.
Having The stingy captain had resolved to grunts under a load of wood or water as this connection. Very well; I will not
fixed them securely by a piece of string,
economize. A stout, quiet man, with she steps sullen and silent out of the path give you the name of this “old Californian."
soak the whole aifair in water, say ten a
And that is about all. Neither will I
stout hickory stick, went to the captain to let you pass.
give you that of the venerhours: if the wood has not swelled enough, and
Her husband, her sons, are dead or dyfor a little coffee, at least for
able banker who received the sbO.OOO.
begged
then pour some hot water over the wood, the ladies. The
captain turned his back, ing of disease in the dark, smoky cabin But 1 see no reason why you may not
and as it swells (which it must) out fluttered his
He accepted the inevitable, and have the name of the embarrassed
coat tails in the face of the yonder.
specucomes the stopper."
stout, quiet man, and walked up on deck. is trying to be civilized. Alas 1 long tie- lator who received the sdimn worth of
fore
that point is reached he will have “advice.” You will find it subscribed at
The stout quiet man followed, and still
Brighton Cattle Market.
respectfully begged for something for the joined his fathers on the other side of; the head of this rambling sketch.
Boston, \Vkdnt;si>ay, March !>.
Amount ul .'tuck at market. Cattle, :is:!4; sheep
The foundations of nearly all the great
ladies, who were faint with hunger. Then dark ness.
ami lambs, 7S00; swine, 11,t»40; veal, 1*25; number of the
1 spent a few weeks at Lower Soda fortunes of the far West have been almost
captain turned and threatened to
western rattle. 4104; eastern rattle, 205; milch rows
ami northern rattle, hi.',.
put him in irons, at the same time calling Springs, near Mount Shasta, last summer, purely accidental. After that it became
Brier of beef B inn tl, live weigh!. extra quality,
liis officers around him.
in sight of our old battle ground in Cas- merely a question of holding on to all you
#0 on ip; 47 : first, s J.'m.'i s71,; see,,mi, Si alia5 12
The stout man with the stout stick tle Rocks, or Castillo del Diablo, as it was could
•, : think #t 00a4 47',: poorest gratia of coarse
get. Of course, many threw away
'Xrq, bolls, etc., #3 25a7.5.
1 tried to find some of the their opportunities there. But remember
very quietly proceeded to thrash the then called.
Brighten Hide-, se B It,; Brighton Tallow. 5g a.V,
captain, lie thrashed him till he could men who had fought in that battle. Hut that many others gave away all they had
4 It,, t ountrv Tallow,
B It,; Countrv Hides, 7/i7
tat'., B Ho Call Skin-, 14 .,*. B Ik: -beep Skills,
not stand; and thrashed every officer one white man
remained, Squire Gibson. to help others, and arc now gray and for#1 25a2 (Hi earl, Lamb skins, #1 25a noeaeh.
that dared to show his face, as well as At the time of that light, which took
Working t »xen—We quote -ales in full1
gotten in the mountains, while they
1 pail* girth 7 14., n inches, live weight ,*Snon It,. #145;
half the crew. Then he went down and place on the fifteenth day of June, ]s.V>.
might have been to-day at the head of
n
7
14..
live
inches,
pair girth
weight :!2on tl,, #un:
made the cook get breakfast.
he was married to the daughter of a their fellows in the city.
1 implore you,
n in,
1 pair girth
ft
lies, hie weight 4200 It,, SI2S;
This man was an old Californian, friendly chief, and as he was tho
2 pair girth n ft., n inches, live weight 2700 It,, #1 to;
only do not too much admire the rich men of
1 pair girlli
14.. s inches, live weiglit 2700 It,, #125:
“Dave Colton," as we used to call him alcalde in all that
country, was a sort of this rich land, where wealth may be had
J pair girt n ■; It., hi inches, hie weiglit 2UU0 It,, #12u;
rratie for them lia- been 'lull, ami the supply in
up at Vreka.
military as well as civil leader, and in the by any man, who is mean enough to clutch
inai k*‘t greater titan tiie ihunand require-,
sales ot
Of course, an act like that w as punish- battle was
conspicuous both for courage and hold on tight to it. I tell you that
4
-pringeys m ,#:;2.5n each; 1 tin. #45: 1 cm ami able with death almost. “Piracy on the and
alt #T,; i mile], cow, #40; 1 tl,,. #45; i springer,
good sense. He tried to keep me in nine cases out of ten, great acquired
#4n, ! tl". #5o: 4 cows anti calves, #105; 1 tlo. #44: seas,-’ and all that soil of offence was
back and out of danger. He told me that wealth lifts up in monumental testimony
4 springers, #2*4.4n each. 4 cows ami alvc-, #t;5.
and I know not how much gold
1 was of no account in the light, and only- the meanness of its possessor.
-beep amt i.until—Those from tin* West were charged;
it cost to heal the wounded head, and in the
ownc'l by t. W. Iloliis, ami taken to the abattoir to
Hut when 1 was shot down
1 knew two neighbors, old ( aliiornians,
way.
hi slaughtered; Slice), costing from C
p, 7, and
also the dignity'of the captain of the at his side in a
charge through the chap- who had equal fortunes. They were both
lambs from 7 to 7: ,c. B U., li\ e weight,
But this Californian neither knew aral, he took me in his arms and carried old settlers, both rich and both mueh reswine—Price- ul fat hogs liave declined, tliose ship.
for thi- week’s market costing the liutehcrs ..
the law nor cared for the law.
lie had a me safely aside.
He eared for me after- spected. In that fearfui year, 1852, when
i;:, to 7e. B It,, live weiglit.
little party of ladies with him, and be ward, too, till I got well. How glad 1 was the dying and destitute immigrants liter\ cal Calve,—Those from Maine were
mostly sold
He to find him still alive 1
by tin* (lead. We note .-ales of t; calves af#it B would not see them go hungry.
When you go up ally crawled on their hands and knees
head; 0 calves at #2U5ht!n* lot, or from 4 to 7c. B
would have that coffee if it cost him his to Soda
out
of the stage at over the Sierra trying to reach the settleSprings,
jump
11,, live weiglit.
1
head.
Sweetbriar Ranch, only a few miles this ments, one of these men drove all his catDear Dave Colton ! 1 hear he is dead side of
Soda, and look him up. Do you tle up the mountains, butchered them,
Nervous ami general debility overcome by Malt
now.
We first got acquainted one night think him an illiterate boor ?
Bitters because nourishing and quieting.
He is of and fed the starving,
lie had his Mexiat Yreka while
one of the best families in New York, a
cans pack all the mules with Hour, which
shooting at each other.
If Heaven were run on the American plan there
And what a fearful shooting afi'air that trentleman and a scholar.
at that time cost almost its weight in gold,
would straightway be a caucus to see who should
was! Many a grizzly*old miner of the
be gatekeeper.
A few years ago, one of his wealthy sis- and push on night and day over the
north still remembers it all vividly, al- ters came out to visit the old man from mountains to meet the
strangers there
There is a balm for all who weep—
though it took place more than a quarter the Eastern States. From San Francisco and feed them, so that they might have
A bairn for all who toil :
of a century ago.
A sovereign balm for anguish
It would make the she telegraphed her
deep
approach, and the strength to reach h:s house, where they
In balm of GILEAD OIL
:5wll'
most thrilling chapter of a romance, or
probable day oilier arrival at his mansion. could have shelter and rest. The other
the final act of tragedy.
•He is aimo-t a perfect brute: he only lacks
She came: but she did not find him. man, cold and cautious, saw his opporinstinct.' is the opinion that a Philadelphia man
To crowd a whole book brielly into a Squire Gibson had
long contemplated tunity and embraced it. He sat at home
holds of another.
few words, the Yreka miners insfl^ed on
prospecting the rugged summit of an in- and sold all his wheat and mules and
GiiKEN.'.m.K'i, Pa., .Jauuarv -Oth, ISSO.
using all the water in Greenhorn over to accessible mountain. He felt that the meat, and with the vast opportunities for
James 1 Fellows
Yreka Flats.
The Greenhorn miners, time had come for this work, as his ven- turning
money to account in that new
Peak Sir -. Allow me to inform
you that 1 have about five hundred
strong, held a meet- erable maiden sister, with all her high country, soon became almost a prince in
used bellows’
Syrup of Hypoplo-sphites during the
and remonstrated with the miners of ideas of “family,”
:ast lot:1- or live years in cases of
approached. He called fortune. Hut his generous neighbor died
Consumption, ing
airl other Luug and l’hroat diseases, with tin1 most
Yreka, who numbered about five thous- his spouse and tawny children about a beggar in Idaho, where he had gone to
results.
I).
\
Aktkk.
M
1)
gratifying
and.
But they were only laughed at
him, bade them take up their baskets try to make another fortune. He literally
W hen a pretty Irish girl is stoleu away they sus
So, on the Tld day of February, lS5f>, and go very high, up into the mountains, had not money enough to buy a shroud;
!
pect some Boj cotter.
they threw themselves into a body, and for acorns. And the gray old Californian and as he died among strangers, by the
! inarching down to a man,, they tore out
sinehed his little mule till she grunted, roadside, he was buried without even as
No, Sic!
much us a pine board coftin.
A jSeotch minister once said 110 woman could I the dam and sent the water on in its tied a pig, pan and shovel to the saddle,
natural channel.
I say to a man, and, and so pointed her nose
1 saw his grave there only last year.
bear pain as well as a man. Thai is not so
The j
up the peak, and
I might add, to a boy. For 1, the only climbed as if he was
fact is generally the other way. Mrs. Edward
climbing for the Some one has set up a rough granite
on
stone at the head.
Greenhorn, although quietly morning star.
And that is all.
No
Meyers, of Rondout. X. Ysubmitted to the opera- boy
as cook in the cabin of a
party
Squire Gibson, 1 beg your pardon for name—not even a letter or a date. Nothtion of the removal of her hand by amputation, officiating
of miners from Oregon, was ordered to
dragging your name and your deeds be- ing. Hut that boulder was fashioned l>y
without taking ether, or moving a muscle or utter
shoulder a pick-handle by the redheaded fore the heartless world. Believe me, old the hand of
Almighty God, and in the liting a groan. Dr. Kennedy, of Rondout, X Y
leader, Bill Fox, and fall in line. I friend and comrade, it is not to trade upon tle seams and dots and mossy scars that
who performed the operation, said he never saw
ought to admit, perhaps, that 1 gladly it. or to fatten my own vanity. But do cover it, He can read the rubric that
such heroism. The lady’s disease was erysipelas,
obeyed, for it flattered me to be treated you know 1 have been waiting for ten chronicles the secret virtues of this lone
and afterwards the Doctor gave his “Favorite
as if I were a
man, even by the red-head- years for you to die, so that I might dead man on the snowy mountains of
Remedy” to cleanse the Blood. Mrs. Meyers is now- ed Irish bully and desperado.
write you up and do you a turn for your Idaho.
well and strong.
Dr. Kennedy’s “Favorite Rem
1 remember that on the march to the kindness to a hair-brained
The children of the ‘‘Prince” are in
boy more
edy at One Dollar a bottle is the thing lor Female dam, the quiet, peace-loving men of than twenty-five years ago ? it is a fact. Paris. Upheld by his colossal wealth,
weaknesses and all complaints arising from bad
Quaker proclivities were found still at But it begins to look now as if you are go- their lives seem to embrace the universal
work. On their declining to join
blood.
But that Scotchman was mistaken
-w 11
He is my friend. He buys all my
us, Fox ing to outlive me : you there in the high, world.
ordered his men to seize them and bear pure air, and I here in the
How’s your coal bin ? (Ex. Our coal's bin out
pent-up city. books, and reads every line 1 write.
them
along in front, so that they should And so i venture to put you in this sketch, When he comes to this sketch lie will unseveral times this winter.
be the first exposed to the bullets of and name
you as one of the uncrowned derstand, too, that all the respect, admiRescued From Death.
Yreka.
California kings!
ration and love which the new land once
William J. Coughlin, of Somerville. Mass says :
Had the mob dispersed after destroyI count it rather odd that I should gave these two men, gather around and
In the fall of l.S7t> I was taken with bleeding of
THE LUNGS followed by a severe cough.
I lost my
ing the dam, no blood would had been have found even cno man in this region is buried beneath that moss-grown granBut unfortunately the Wheeler still, after so long a time, for of all wan- ite
appetite and flesh, and was confined to my bed In shed.
stone; and that I know, even with all
187? I was admitted to the Hospital
The doctors
brothers rolled out a barrel of whiskey, derers the Californian is the veriest no- his show of
said I had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar.
splendor, that his heart is as
and, knocking in the head, hung the mad upon the face of the earth. Perhaps cold and as ompty as that dead man’s
At one time a report w-ent around that I was dead.
I gave up hope, but a friend told me of DR WIL- barrel with tin cups, and told the boys it is a bit of that same
daring and endur- hand.
LIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS
I
to “pitch in.” A fool could have foreseen
ance which took him to California that
got a bottle, when to my surprise, I commenced
the result.
still leads him on and on, through all the
to feel better, and to-day 1 feel better than for
Some worthless fellows got drunk and land and over all the
The Cineiuuati Saturday Night says : “Should
three years past.
seas; for I have
“I write this hoping every one afliicted with dis
went to Yreka, boasting of their work of found him in
the authorities of Delaware get Bob Ingersoll arof the globe.
quarter
every
cased Lung3 will take DR WILLIAM HALL'S
destruction.
And wherever 1 have found the Califor- raigned for blasphemy iu that State, they ought
They were arrested by
BALSAM, and be convinced that CONSUMPTION Dave
then sheriff of Siskiyou nian, I have found him a
Colton,
CAN BE CURED
I can positively say it has
leader; not an by all moans to tie his logs together, else ho might
The obtrusive one, but a man who, when a kick the proud commonwealth out into the Chesdone more good than all the medicines I have county, and thrown into prison.
taken since my sickness."
news of the arrests reached us at Greenman is needed,
quietly steps forward, apeake."
hum about

(lark,

j

■

NOTES 01

SOME DETAILS

OK

Miscellany.

Tne

THE STATE VALUATION.

The report of the valuation commission, as it
went to the Legislature, gave
merely the number
of polls, the valuation of estates, and the valuation
of wild lands. The following table from the Portland Advertiser contains the separate valuation of
real and personal estates, by counties, as found bv
the commission:
Heal.
Personal.
£(.511,620
Androscoggin,.*17,'265. Hod
Aroostook.
3,884,697
1,341,137

Cumberland. 35,568,039
Franklin.
4,253,183
Hancock. 5,542,403
Kennebec.
17,672,769
Knox,.
6,846,154
4.737,807
Lincoln.
Oxford.
7,498,087
Penobscot,. 15,420,736

York.

1,559,683

2,355.085
5,619,397
4,032,582
1,896,886
2,293,219
5,333,102
815,075
4,941.072
'2,904,494
2,720,484
2,841,643
3.994,524

‘2,527,161
5,356,143

Piscataquis.

Sagadahoc.
Somerset.
Waldo,...
Washington.

15,962,471

7,745,401

6,857,350

6,403,465
18,429,436

Steam

Twenty years

Carolina.

We propose to furnish now, as a comnotes of a trip to the far

days, when slavery existed
beginning to rear its front.

New York was the starting point, and a brief digression here regarding the changes twenty-eight
years have made in that city may be pardoned.
The Astor House in 1858 was one of the leading

hotels, and its live o’clock dinners
of

forcibly
steamship Persia

then alloat. But Mr. Pearce
that the. highest rate of speed of the
Persia was Id knots an hour, and that in a passage
across the Atlantic she consumed six and onethird tons of coal for every ton ot cargo she could
carry. In opposition to the Persia he places the

stylo

the height

day.

room itself, were regarded as magnificent, though
quite eclipsed by the grander hotels of to-day.
The Astor still has its portals open for the hungry

and wearv, but its restaurant anil bar are the chief
'revenue aud the fashionables long since

out

Gallia of the Cunard line and the Arizona of the
Union line, as being instances not of what may be

in that

were

The costumes of the lady
guests and the bills of fare were alike elaborate,
aud the table ware and decorations, and the dining

steamship

any

keen and

observer, has

South in ante bellnm

the crack boat ot the Cunard line, and in size,
speed and other respects was equal if not superior

points

a

intelligent

and secession was

was

to

NEW

panion picture, some

Marine.

ago the

TO

given the readers of the
Journal some interesting glimpses of tne Son Hi of
to day : or rather, of what may be fairly called a
representative Southern city—Charleston, South

In a recent lecture by Mr. William Pearce, a
member of the great English ship building firm of
Messrs. W'llliam Elder & Co., the advance that has
been made in the science of steam navigation dur
ing the last quarter of u century was
illustrated.

Wa’.

vinced all who read them that he is

NUMBER 11.
Maine

de

whose letters must have con-

George,"

Uur

Befo’

South

A .JOURNEY' FROM NEW Y ORK
ORLEANS, DEC. 1858.

sources o

deserted it for the

palaces a mile or more up town.
the Astor stood Barnum's Muse

j Nearly opposite
and chief
j um,
Happy Family,
mermaid.
the

accomplished by vessels now in process of con
struction, but of what has been done \ y ships that
have been a year or more alloat. The speed that

amoug its attraetious were the
the cosmoramie views and the

On the site of the Museum

stately

New York Herald has its home.
the

gallery,

Dasseldorf

uow

In art there

collection ot

a

stamls

in which the

building

white marble

was

paintiugs

which found many admirers then, and would be
the Gallia has made on a transatlantic voyage is
as worthy of admiration now.
lu this gal
fifteen and one half knots per hour, and this has i quite
been done at a consumption of one half a ton of I lery was the original statue by I’owers. of the
Greek Slave, and a painting of the landing of the
But a still
real and personal estates and wild lands in the coal tor every ton of cargo on board.
first Atlantic cable at Conception Bay. Newfoundnext
more favorable exhibit lias been made
the
by
Wild lands.
land. It represented the cable stretched along the
Total.
I
Arizona, which has made voyages at the rate of
$20,776,973
Androscoggin.
shore aud about it stood a group of sailors listen
Aroostook,.$2,339,098
7,564,032 sixteen and one-quarter knots to the hour, anu j
mg to the prayer of Capt. Hudson, while near by
Cumberland,.
51,530.510 this, from larger carrying capacity, with a cod
was Cyrus W
Field, with his head uncovered. The
Franklin.
6,153.612 sumption ot only Pit)
340,746
pounds of coal for eac! ton
Hancock.
8,274,966 ot
377,478
did not impress the writer as a work of art,
painting
iu
her
To
hold.
the
cargo
bring
Kennebec.
comparison
23,292,164
Kuox.
10,878.736 down to a simple ratio, a ton of cargo can be but as rather a catch peuuy affair, though it was
Lincoln,.
6,634,693 transported across the Atlantic at less than one- the work of an artist who has since made a name
Oxford.
267,248
10,058,554 thirtieth the
for himself
outlay in coal required when the
654.313
Penobscot.
21,408 151
but it is time to say good oye to >ow
ork, amt
5,255,746' same service was performed by the Persia, and
Piscataquis,. 1,913,510
this was done from the deck of the steamship Au10,297.215 this, too, at a greater degree of
Sagadahoc.
But
this
speed.
12 128,878
Somerset. 1.478,983
bound for .Savannah. The steamers James
is by no means all the saving made, for
by (Lis gusta.
Waldo,..
9,577,834
Adger. for Charleston, and Huntsville for Savan9.721. "92 deoroase in consumption the number of coal heav
576,681
Washington,..
York.
nah left their piers at the same time. The latter
»nu uremen
22,423,960
employed lias been materially re
duced. Mr. Pearce points out that these savings
figured somewhat prominently in the naval oper
Hi
$7,948,0*50
$23-5,978.7
ations of the late war. The voyage, though not
have been largely due to improved
and
machinery,
Here follows the valuation of shipping, cotton
that the progress made in the construction of hulls uneventful, does not call for special mention. It
mills and stock, in the whole State:
ended at the bar at the mouth of the Savannah
has not advanced in anything approaching a simi
SHIPPING.
lar proportion.
It is the reduction of coal confiver, where, the steamer being unable to cross,
Valuation.
Tonnage.
Cumberland. 82,334
si,581,212 sumption and consequent increase of freight ca
passengers and baggage were transferred to a tikg.
Hancock,. 311,785
.462.679
pacity. which has given steamers so great an ad- On our way to the city we passed the bark K A.
Kennebec. 3,007
50,075
over sailing craft, and
practically trails Rawlins, a wicked-looking, beautifully modeled
Knox. 84,931
1,660,.581 vantage
ferred the ocean carrying trade to the steam ma- craft, which had but recently been engaged in
Lincoln. 37.244
677,431
17.003
280,270 rine. Now a steamer clears from New Orleans bringing over a hold full of
I’enobscot,.
unwilling emigrants
2.020,837
Sagadahoc.104,222
with a cargo of ('*.000 bales of cotton, which in
from Africa. Savannah, though its business has
Waldo. 46,771
744,325

$165,908,182
*62,122,471
In the following table, the valuation of wild
lands is given iu one eolurni and tlie aggregate of

j

Washington.

11,326

87.4.023
207,564

471,068

$8,678,003

46.305

York..

COTTON MILLS.

Spindles
Androscoggin.314,360

$4..412.600

Cumberland,. 15,536
Kennebec. 81.200

650.736
1.241.400

York.

200.000

2,856.,400

641,102

$0,201.24.4

Valuation

STOCK.

..

Sheep.

Number
31.817

Valuation

$1,420,464
2,0,43.614

1,799,002
5.037.398

16,6.44

.4.40,7.48

466,626

1,316,0.42
249,035

Swine. 44,027
MUNICIPAL DEPT

I'AVOltAULK CONDITION
TOWNS, ETC.

OF

THE

The report of the Superintendent of the Cnited
States census, showing that the cities of Maine
have debts which are equal to $102 j>,f,,. has
led many to infer that the Maine towns are equalburdened.
One of your Boston Democratic eon
ly
temporaries makes that assumption and finds in it
one of Hie causes of the increased
opposition vote
in Hie lust two or three elections. I’erhaps the
journal in question reasoned rightly upon the
premises, since it assumes that a calamity of some
sort, a financial panic, a July frost or a bad»liarvest is necessary to insure a Democratic
victory
iu the average Northern Sta'e.
THE

days would have given two or three of our
ships handsome freights. Nor is it
probable that sails can ever again compete as sue
eessfuliy with steam, or wood with iron or steel,
as they have done in former years.
An iron ship
lias greater carrying capacity than a wooden one
first class

of the same tonnage: and with the constant improvements in machinery and probable improve
incut in the construction of merchant steamers,

they

will

have if

Cows,.141,006
Young Cattle. 147,716
Horses.
87,345

Colts.

former

CITIES No CIttTEItlON I-OB TOWNS.

doubt retain the trade they now
not encroach still further
upon the

no

they do

business of our

lievo,
are

as

Debt in
I860.

Towns.

Livermore.$4,000

Leeds.

10,785

Minot.27,829

Webster.20,638

Uodgdon. 2.876
126
Presque Isle.
Sherman.
Ashland.
Linneus. 4,246

Debt in
1876.
$ 1.000
2.607
10.155
8.052
213
_

1,0*5

1,950
2,035

Farmington.33,260
10,084
Industry..

10,185

Bridgtou.46,800
Standish.25,624
Yarmouth.. -.37,895

11,911
4.833
1,080
7,59 4

...

Yew Sharon..15.954

Bluehill.12,600
Castine.
3.500
Gouldsboro’. 12,000
Otis. 3,000
B oo th b ay.26,000
Whitefield.30,000

3,000
Appleton.
Fayette.16.000

Monmouth.27.173

Keadtield.37,177

Winthrop.53,969
Albany. 2.428

11,3i iu

3,600
2.300
1.930
1.270
24,000
14.603
700
6,022
9,904

21,671
21,250
300

Brown held.21.311
Greenwood. 7,324
Rum ford.10.032
Hiram. 9,000
W aterford.17,200
Corinth .14,071
Charleston. 7,991

12,625

Garland.15,848
Keudi.skeag. 6,109

3,031

6,363
4,860
800
4.065

vessels

We do not be

numbered, but it is evident that the field for

their

profitable employment

strieted.

There is

no

has been

decidedly

become further
reason, however, why

narrowed, and it is likely

to

re
we

could not compete as successfully with other na
tious lu the construction of iron ships as we did in
wooden vessels it this government should adopt
as liberal a policy as that
which England has
maintained with regard to her
Fusil and FiSHiN'..

shipping

interests.

Prof Baird is said to be of

the

opinion that the only retributive remedy we
apply to Canada tor cheating us in the fish
question is to refuse to admit Canadian tish to our
can

markets free of duty, after the expiration of the
lsCC>. He suggests that w-> impose a

Treaty in
heavy tax

tish

on

imported

do

from the Dominion

as

without

violating the treaty.
A retaliation by the Canadians in the form of the
exclusion of our fishermen from waters within the
soon as we can

it will not do to jump at this conclusion. The
increased debts of Maine cities do not necessarily
imply an increased debt among the towns. The
large debts of Maine cities are chiefly due to the
policy of loaning credit to railroad projects tjnite
a number of towns have burdened themselves w it h
debt by engaging in railroad enterprises. Outside
of such exceptions the debts of the towns of Maine
have been diminishing year by year, until I think
it is safe to say that the aggregate of such debt,
outside of the railroad towns, is not more than
half as much as it was in 1866 and 1868
No return of municipal debts has been made since 1876,
but even at that date the most of the towns showed Hint a large part of their war debts hail been
paid To show that this is the ease. 1 have taken
from ollicial reports of towns about an average of
the towns iu each county where there has been no
railroad expenditure, in most instances giving the
preference to agricultural towns, and by no means
selecting the most favorable, as follows:

sailing

do, that the days of wooden ships

some

so

three mile limit, will not. he thinks, be
Our

matter.

fishing

three-mile limit,
the

gill

oxc

serious

craft seldom go within the
»pt to get bait, and the use of

will make bait

net

a

unnecessary_Fish

Stanley says that the commissionhave made arrangements for placing a large

Cummi-si
ers

mor

number of tish in Maine waters this season. Mr
Stillwell has BOO,000 salmon eggs at Bangm’ that
will hatch very soon. These are designed for the
Penobscot aud tributaries.

At Norway are 150.
000 m charge ot Clarence Smith that will go into
Crooked River for the Presumpseoi waters
At
Moose head
House

Lake the

have

150,000

land-locked salmon.

of the

proprietors

Kineo

young salmon, and 50.000
The Oquossuc Association at

have 150,000 salmon. 50.000 land locked

Rangeloy

salmon, and

a

million white tish from Lake Miehi

Mr.

gau.
Stanley
the lakes will not go to sea
The salmon placed
in the Audroscoggin, several years ago. were at
Brunswick last year, and will probably get up to
thinks the salmon hatched in

Lewiston this season-‘-It

ing;

no

draw

our

at

waiting

once

if there

for bait,

only fun now.
baiting trawls.

tish

is

no

We

in the morning, and set them again
If good weather, we stop on the grounds:
nets

are

signs of

a

blow,

we run

into the

port and carry in a good fare." The
is the substance of a statement made by

est

near-

foregoing
an ex

peri

enced Massachusetts fisherman, who commenced
his career as a hand liner and kept it up as a trawler

until

recently,

hut who for

some

time past has
schooners_

been sailing in one of the net using
Several weirs are to be built at Millbridge this

spring

catch herring for the Sardine factory_
Boothbay fishermen are fitting out for the South
to

fishery-The Portland Press says the Port
laud Mutual Fishing Insurance Co. insured >J00,
000 worth of property the past year at
cost of
about >1,500-The fishing vessels sailing from
Portland in future will

use

seines

as

a

general

4,765
7,023

Bowdoinham.30,000

b.u;n

dine factories.iHe Southern mackerel

Richmond. .62.539

39.884
4,071
3,038

Brown ville. 14,700

Bingham.15.385

11 art land. 8,885
M adison.32,650

18.560

Liberty.11,(508
Palermo.24,000

3,427
18,000

Cherry field.22,000

600

Mac hi as.53,478
Topstield. 3.500

Kennebuuk.26,589
Lebanon..24,019

Limington.29,328

27,245
3.177

7,280
2,071
9,500

It is true that the State assumed a part of the
burden of the towns in 1SG8 equivalent to about
$100 to every volunteer ft- three years’ service in
the war, but while doing ti.is and regularly meet
ing a due portion of the State debt, the rate of
State tax is much smaller now than in 18GG.
I
have recently made inquiry respecting the debts
of towns at the present time of members of the
Legislature and others familiar with the matter,
and learn from them that the reduction of such
liabilities has continued since 187G, so that many
of the towns in the above list are now practically
free from debt. Such information as I can obtain
on the subject leads me to conclude that at least
one-fourth of the towns of the State which felt
their debts to be a grievous burden at the close of
the war are new practically free from debt, and
that many more have so far wiped out their indebtedness that it is not a burden
All the towns
of the growing county of Aroostook are tree from
debt, while Oxford county towns, all agricultural
communities, in the other quarter of the State,
have done wonderfully well in getting rid of a
heavy burden.
It is but just to the residents ot these towns
that their gain in this respect be made known,
particularly as it has been industriously given out
that they have been losing wealth and population
because of enormous aud increasing debts. [Augusta Correspondent of the Boston Journal.
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE RELIEF OF

SHIPBUILDERS.

In the course of his speech against the proposition to admit loreigu built ships to registry in the
United States, Representative Ladd of Maine said
that six things should be done for the relief of
American ship builders ami ship-owners1. Abolish the system of compulsory pilotage.
2. Admit all materials that enter into the con
struction of ships duty free.
3 Permit owners of American vessels engaged
in foreign commerce to take all needed stores out
of bond free.
4 Relieve American vessels of all consular fees.
5. Oblige our postal department to send all mail
matter in our own ships, aud pay generously, as
we do for carrying our internal mails.
1). Remove all local taxation on ships engaged
in foreign commerce.
A CANINE

DETECTIVE.

On the last trip of the steamer Lewiston from
the tast an example was given of a dog’s sagacity
A married woman and a man not her husband
were
occupying a stateroom, when at one of the
stopping places on the route the man whom she
had sworn to lovo and rospoct came ou board with
a pet dog.
The animal soon began to act strange
ly and run wildly over the boat. Ho soon stopped
at the door of the above mentioned stateroom, and
barked, and whined and scratched for admittance.
This gave an unquestioned clue to the identity of
the inmates, and they wore soon trotted out to
the light by the officials of the boat. The result
is a libel for a divorce.
[Portland Sunday Times

increased since the war. has changed little
in outward appearance since l*.X
The city is
built upon a blutl, thirty or forty feet above the

river.

fleet

already

commenced fitting away, a fortnight
earlier than last year, and some six weeks earlier
have

than usual.

the residences

a

good

est of that city

as more

favorable than for several

years past-Ocean steamers report very stormy
passages of late_V Rockland company have

purchased of the Boston a Kennebec Steamboat
Company the steamer Ilenry Morrison, of 200 tons,
and will, April iirst, put her on the route between
Rockland and Ellsworth, touching at Northwest
Harbor, Green's Lauding, Rlnehili, East Bluehill
and Surry, making three trips per week ...The
number of vessels belonging to, or bound to or
from ports in the United States, reported, totally
lost and missing during tile past month is .id. of
which 20 were wrecked, 7 abandoned, 2 sunk by
collision, d foundered, and I I are missing The
list comprises I steamers, 1 ships, 21 harks, i
brigs, and 20 schooners, and their total value, ex
elusive oi cargoes, is estimate l at sl.sl.i ooo_
The Rockland Gazette says a large steamer has
been purchased and is to run between New York

as now,

the coming aiul billed the departing guest, and
the theatre of to day was then m existence and ap

pareutly

built about

was

founded.

was

One of

year before tlie

a

city

party thus related his

our

at an operatic performance:
‘On en
tering I noticed the following notice in large type
‘Gentlemen
conspicuously posted on the walls
are requested not to smoke or talk out loud in the
dress circle or parquette.' I sat patiently through
the performance amid the cracking of peanut
shells by the audience, and when I attempted to

experience

rise found myself fastened to the back of the seat,
which had just been varnished.'
The prima donna of the company sat opposite us
diuner

day. gorgeous with paint and briland as her busy fingers, laden
with diamond rings, tlew to and from her mouth we

at

one

liant with

jewelry,

reminded of the

jugglers trick of swallowaud then emitting tire
Savannah has two monuments to Pulaski, “the
heroic Pole, who fell, mortally wounded, while

were

tow

ing

lighting for American liberty,
auuah Oct. bth. I7?‘J."

as

the

the seige of Savon one of

at

inscription

them reads.
1 here has been a great improvement in railroadsince the war. particularly in

ing in the houth
Georgia—and there

through

iug

>um for it.
Though hold
Montgomery. Alabama, we

wap r

tickets to

coaid not get our baggage cheeked at Savannah,
without paying extra.
Five miles trom the city
the tram

stopped in a swamp, with not a house in
Here the conductor assisted a young woto get tint, called to the baggage master to

sight
rn a:1.

"put oif that Miiall black trunk." and then carried
conversation of fifteen or twenty minutes duration, having concluded which, lie condescended

on a

to

the train.

start

We halted after that about

every quarter of an hour, and Were so much behind
time that our party concluded to stop over night
in Macon, instead of

obliged

were

proceeding

to

in

comfort

Columbus.

baggage cars and
surly otlicials in charge re-

Brown's Hotel.

We found little

At

breakfast next

morning, after many fruitless endeavors
attention of

one

to get

the

of the many slip shod darkies who
about the room, upsetting each

frantically
clustering by

ran

We

climb into the

to

get out our trunks, the
fusing to render any assistance.

other and

half dozens about a single

bewildered guest, the writer caught a youthful
Ati man. whose w oily head just reached the top of
the chair, and asked it

they had green or black
He replied
'Taint green, nor'taint black
—when we pours it out. it's white, and when we
The'table was
puts milk in it it's kinder yaller
teas

spread

with alternate dishes of fried bacon and

fried liver, and

bread and fritters

corn

completed

the breakfast bill of fare.
Vt

noon we

after

standing

a

took the train for

Montgomery,

aud

for three quarters of an hour, with
number of ladies, on the platform of a car, the

seats

being occupied by drunken rowdies, another
put on, which had apparently not been

car was

Nothing that was eat
and although that
contingency had been provided for, we were quito
cleaned since it

ready

built.

was

procured

en

route,

for supper when

we

arrived at the

able could he

Hot*.:.

Montgomery, at
give is nothing t» eat
seek

a

11

however, and

The hotel

restaurant.

Kxehauge

The hotel could

m.

we

keepers

had to

here aud

elsewhere did not fail to charge for what they did
not furnish.
Next
streets

Boston paper reports the
season for the inarm me intera

embowered in vines and shrub

are

The Pulaski Hotel then welcomed,

bery.

morning

tiou ana found

Siiiiti.ni; Items,

prospect for

of the streets have wide grass plats
rows of shade trees, and

Many

in the centre with double

ern

thing.... A sardine factory is to be built at Salisbury Cove. Mt. Desert-Hereafter fish will be
baked, instead of fried, at one of the Eastport sar-

3,656

largely

we

a

forth

set

very

on

a

tour

of

iuspec

pretty little city with wide

shaded by trees, aud a pretentious but di
House over looking the

lapidated looking State
other buildings. Some

of the party saw slave
pens for tbe irst time, and wore appropriately
horrilied at sight of the well fed. well dressed aud

sleek
were

looking darkies awaiting purchasers, and who
lolling about in the large, open ware houses,

seemingly

unconcerned

as

were no

Alter uiuner

we

we

einoarKcu

(iraud for Mobile.

their future.

to

sales iu progress
of them “knocked down.
then*

on

Her cabin

did not
me

As

see

any

steamer

i.e

tilled with

was

a

motley crowd of passengers, most of whom be
longed to the class known us “poor whites.''
There were twenty-tive or thirty rough looking
men wearing slouched hats, and suits of butter
nut-dyed home spun, and well equipped with

bowieknives aud revolvers: about the

same limn

her of women, aud seventy or eighty children, of
whom at least one-third were babies.
As

the boat leit the shore

darkey

a

burly, good looking

stood on the cotton bales

the bow, and

in

and

Bangor touching at Vineyard Haven, Rock sang a good-bye to Montgomery, the deck hands
land, Belfast and perhaps other places on the line I joining in the chorus. These wild melodies were
of route-Hon, ,1 S. Bike of Maine, for many very
pleasiug^-particularly pleasing to the musical
years the Tribune correspondent in Washington,
darkies, no doubt, as when the singing was over
J
and Consul at Liverpool under President Lincoln,
i they were rewarded with a shower of silver coins
has recently written a letter to the Tribune, in
; from the passengers.
which he suggests a plan which will put American
Most of the women on board chewed snuff, a
ships on an equality with those of other nations. i common practice among the lower classes in the
Mr Bike notes the general objection to subsidies,
South, and net wholly confined to that section
and yet is so practical a man as to see that Amori
The end of a splinter of wood is bruised until it is
can ships cannot compete with those of other nalike a broom, and with that the snuff is rubbed
tions which have been favored by some system
iuto the gums.
But an even raoie disgusting sight
of subsidy, and by reason of which they have lost
was a pretty young girl smoking a huge cigar
ground. Our ships cannot compete with ships while playing a game of euchre. Our party of live
thus subsidized; consequently, if Congress and did not
impress our fellow passengers more favorthe country dislike the subsidy policy, let it im
ably than they did us, apparently ; and one of us,
pose discriminating duties or charges, which shall
a New Yorker, visiting the lower deck, where he
rectify the disparity of advantage and restore the heard a violin, was greeted with the remark:
actual equality for which our treaties provide.
“Here'sone of them d-d Yankees ! what inThore passed Congress in the last hours of the ses- is he
doing down here V He suddenly recalled an
sion, two resolutions of importance to the shipping engagement in the saloon aud visited the deck no
interest, which have received little attention. more. Among our distinguished passengers, who
One authorizes the secretary of the treasury to colwere not numerous by tlie way. was a Frenchman,
lect information, statistical and otherwise, relative
to local taxation of vessels.
The other calls upon
the secretary for all information relative to taxa
tiou of vessels hv United States statutes_The
organization of the Maine Snipownersaml Masters
Association will he completed in the State House
on the 15th inst.
The object of the association
will be for the protection of the rights of ship
owners and ship masters, and to promote the in
terests of navigation. One of the immediate oh
jects in view is to test the constitutionality of the
Hell Gate pilot law, which is an unjust charge tipon onr coasting trade.

who called himself Viscount de Basterd, and who
most of his time on the hurricane deck mak

spent

ing entries

in

a

large

note

book.

on

his return to France he should

on

his travels in America.

1 vas

He told

us

publish

a

Said he

:

that
book

“Ze part

von

de Mizooree rivar vill bo very amusing;
zey ask me to trink, but 1 no like to trink, but zey
say zey shall shoot me if I uo trink. and 1 no like
ou

refuse.” If the Viscount should read this number of the Journal he is informed that ho was seen

to

the morning he slipped the buttered rolls off the
table—one into his pocket and the other into his
hat.
The Alabama river is narrow and crooked, with
high, steep banks but is tree from snags, and nav
igation is net difficult. At some of the landings
there are slides built of timber, down which come
the cotton bales at almost lightning 'speed upon
the boat's deck. Immense crops were raised in
Alabama this } ear. and at one place there were
io.nob bales on the bank, representing a value of

Maine

I

NEWs

OVER THE STATE*

—

country.

In the Senate. Mr. Frye will prove a worthy successor to Mr. Blaine, and will reflect honor on the
party and the state which he has been called upon
to

represent.

Mr. Frye's election will necessitate his resignaof the position of Representative to Congress
from this district, to which he was elected last
September for two years from the 4th of the pres
ent mouth.
A special election must be held in
this district at such time as Gov. Plaisted may indicate. to till the vacancy in the National House,
which wiil be thus created.
tion
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The

Prohibitory Laws.

Both the Senate and the House have
decided in the negative the propositions
the

repeal

to

cider and

prohibitory laws.

clauses of the

of those who voted

.,
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| comphc*

in crime*.
On one occasion he said:
Nat! Jones has a nice flock of sheep
Now
*' we set his barn afire we can get hold of some of
! .' m without getting caught." These are but a
few of the escapades ot this young
desperado.
In tin.*, connection it may be interesting to state
that a hand of the murdered woman, with one or
two hngers chopped off. has been found in the
road between the scene of the tragedy and the
vibage of Weeks Mills. It was partially covered
with snow, and had probably jolted out of the
1 ad of potatoes which he was bringing to market.
The unhappy father of the murderer, who was
in the woods at the time the atrocious act was
committed, is nearly insane with grief.

this afternoon. Two persons were concerned in
the crime, one of w hom was seized immediately.
The explosion also killed an officer and two Cossacks
M;*.n\ policemen and other pi rsons were

injured.

The official Messenger of St. Petersburg makes
the following announcement
God’s will has been done.
At 3 j.‘> oV;< ok this
\Sunday) afternoon the Almighty called the Em
to
himself.
tew
bid to !.;> death
A
minutes
peror
the Emperor received the sacrament.
FURTHER DETAILS.

Reuter's St Petersburg correspondent <ays the
attack was made while the Emperor was returning
with the Grand Duke Michael from Michael Palace
in a close carnage escorted by eight Cossacks.
The first bomb fell near the carriage, destroying
the back part of it
The Czar and uis brother
alighted uninjured The assassin on being sezed
by a colonel of police, drew a revolver, but was
prevented from tiring it. A second bomb was then
thrown by another person and fell close to the
Czar’s feet.
Its exph sion shattered both his legs.
The Czar fell cning for help
Col. Dorjibskv.
though himself much in ured, raised the Emperor,
who was conveyed to Winter Palace in Colonel
Doriibsky's sleigh Largo crowds assembled before the palace but were kept back by a troop of
Cossacks The Imperial family were all assembled
at the death bed
A council of state was immedi
ately convened. All places of public resort are
closed.
The London Standard's St. Petersburg correspondent telegraphs that the Czar's right leg was
nearly torn from his body, and the left leg was
badly shattered. A C-^saek and a passer-by were
killed on the spot
The Grand Di ke Michael was
wounded
An officer of the escort and a Cossack
have >if?ce died
The Czar lingered an hour and a
half. All tfC'rts to rally him failed
The only
wogI he uttered after being struck was the name
of the Czurewitch The latter on leaving the palace
after the death of the Czar was hailed as Emperor
by the crowd, lie was surrounded, contrary to Lis
custom, by a strong mounted escort.
The people are intensely excited and indignant. The
w ho loved
the
are
furious.
All of
soldiery,
Czar,
the officials hastened to the palace to inquire as to
the condition of the Czar- Telegrams announcing
his death were sent to all foreign courts and to
It is stated the bombs
every part < f the empire.
were made of thick
glass filled with into* glycei
ine
The assassins stood on opposite sides <>f the
road. The carriage was moving past, and the first
shell struck the ground behind, and the back of
the cariage was blown out. The coachman implored the Czar to enter the carriage again, but he
moved a few paces toward his carriage to s<*e to
the wounded of his escort. The assassin who
tiirew the first bomb tried to
point a revolver at
the Czar.
Ine Ixunlua Times 8t Petersburg special says:
The doctors' bulletin, published at 3 o'clock in’the
afternoon, stated that both the Czar's legs were
broken below the knee, the lower part of the body
severely injured and the left eye torn from ’he
socket. Grand Duke Michael was not hurt
The
assassins w»*re disguised as peasants, one report
states that one of them was so roughly handled
that he has since died. All of the army officers
have been ordered to remain in their barracks.
The Council of the Kinpire, under the presidency
of the C/an-witch, was still sitting at midnight. A
manifesto will be published ou Moiidav.
St. I’KiKHsurm;. March 13. Glasses of gas
lamps in Michael Garden, beside the canal, were
broken iu pieces by the concussion of the
explo
sioa.
A cordon of guards were drawn around the
s< eue of the murder.
The streets are densely
throDged with excited crowds The utmost sym"
patby for the Imperial family is everywhere expressed Dells of the principal churches are tolling.
LLl iKit
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CONDOLENCE 1'KOM SKCHKTAKY T.LA1NE.

Washington. D

C March 13
Minister White
from Berlin that the Kmpcror of Russia was assassinated this afternoon
Vpou receipt
of the second dispatch
from Minister Foster.
Secretary Blame cabled the following:
To Mr. Foster, American Mini-tor at M. lYi oiv-

telegraphed

burg :
F\pn*ss

Minister of f oreign Affair- the
-<otow with which the Piv.-hleut and
people of the I nited Mates have lu-ard of th»‘ lerrible crime of which the Kmpcror ha- been the victim,
and their profound sympathy with the
Imperial
family and Russian people in their great ulllietion.
.!.(». Blaine.
Mgned.
>ccretar> of state.
to tin*

sentiment- of

A

SKETCH

OE

THE I.ATE

CZAR.

Alexander i I. who has met his death at the hand
of the assassin, was the son of the Czar Nicholas
and Alexandra Feodorovna. a sister of Frederick
William 1\. and William 1 of Prussia, and was
born April ‘Jib ISIS, lie ascended the throne
March
l*oo. while Russia was engaged in the
Crimean war
On Sept. 7, JX7j6. he was solemuly
crowned at Moscow,
llis accession to the throne
was signalized
by numerous reforms in the empire.
He began by emancipating the nation from the
military routine which permeated every branch of
administration. He reorganized the army, dissolved the greater part of the military colonies,
and freed public instruction from
military disci
pline He gave a new impulse to internal industry
and trade, and annulled the impediments which
prevented Russians from visiting foreign lands,
and granted general amnesty for political offend
ers.
His greatest measure of reform, however,
the emancipation of the Serfs, which was decreed
March 3. 1861, and completed two years later His
reformatory activity was checked by the rebellion
of the Poles in January. 1X63. which was
finally
crushed in the spring of 1X6-1. and punished by the
most vigorous measures,
lu 1867) he rejected tho
demands of the old Moscow nobility for a representative government.
The first attempt upon his life was made in April
I860, by Dimitri Karakosolf. but was frustrated by
the interposition of Komisaroff. a peasant who was
ennobled for his action. A second attempt was
made in Parisin 1867 by Beresowski. a Pole.
For
several years, with the spread of Nihilism, athis
life
have
been
upon
and
in
sevtempts
frequent
eral cases before this last were nearly successful
1 he f zarewiteh who succeeds to the throne, was
born March 10. 1SIf* He is a sympathizer with the
old Russian party who are prejudiced
against all
foreigners, especially the Germans.
-.

Clippings.

ernor's chair, it is
tind that
men as

consolation

some

The Lewiston Journal

were Fusionists.

is wrong in principle and dangerous iu
practice : and to further declare that the opinions
thus obtained from the Couri. have no force as decisions. but are only to be taken tor what they are

“It was noticeable that
says further:
most of the farmers voted against repeal,

that “the

petitions

for

repeal

worth
ed at

were not

after

pronounced the law to he a dead
complained that the special
constables were taking the work out of
the hands of the temperance people:
another that these constables could not
Under

the

Legislature such
patriotism and statesillustrated in the majority

manship

are

circum-

The prompt renomination and confirmation of
Hon. Lot. M Morrill as Collector of Portland will
meet with general approval.
[Boston Journal.
Hon Win P Frye will be Mr. Blaine's successor
in the Senate No man has been in the House from
New England who is more deserving than Mr.
Frye, f Boston Journal.
The inaugural address of President (iariield is
of the shortest messages we have ever seen,
and is a plain, sensible anu practical document.
|Gardiner Home Journal.

one

We doubt if there is a single person in Maine,
but will be glad that Hon. J. G. Blaine has accepted the appointment of Secretary of State: and
we believe also that the
filling of his place in the
Senate, by Hon. Wm. P. Frye, will also be perfectly satisfactory to the State. [Gardiner Home
Journal
For a gentleman of very limited capacity and
less deserts. Gov. Plaistcd of Maine is assuming a
great importance. He has already decided that
the Executive Council is not a pari of tile Execu
tivo Department, and that the Supreme Court has
no right to decide a constitutional
question respecting his jurisdiction which ho has decided in
his own favor. His friends have already given out
that he will certaiuly veto the Apportionment bill.
They have also destroyed the harmony of one Senatorial caucus. It was the ex Confederate Doorkeeper of a Democratic House who wrote himself
a “tiqer man than old Grant."
Gov. Plaisted evidently imagines that he is bigger than all the rest
of Maine
[Boston Journal.

of the assassination of the

news

U/.ar of Russia

was

hard-

startling,though

ly unexpected in view of former attempts
his life by the Nihilists.
Whatever
may have been the short-comings or sins
of the late Czar, he is certainly to be credited with carrying out many important
on

report.
This report takes issue squarely with
the statements and inferences in the Governor’s

inaugural.

repudiates alike

It

the representations that any considerable
portion of the people of this State are

reforms, the greatest of which was the
emancipation of the serfs, decreed in lSdl

wanting in substantial prosperity, and
the suggestions of future disasters arising

completed two years later: and his
cowardly and wicked assassination will
be universally condemned.
The Czare-

from
the

which do not exist

causes

imagination

which are not

save

of the Governor,

likely

exist.

to

in

and

It

ex-

presses the “fear that the tendency of
that part of the message which discusses
the

subject

of

both state and

taxation,

national, the militia, imprisonment for
debt, gov eminent bonds, corporate pow er,
freehold, and the comparisons and conclusions connected therewith,

is

to create

discontent at

home, and to lead the people to erroneously believe that they are
living under unjust laws which hear unequally upon different classes.” And pernicious

must

as

teaching

be

the effect of such

at home, it is shown that

the}

to the throne as Al-

Signed by L A Emery. 1> V Mv.tlaud Geo I>.
Bisbee on the part of the Senate, and by A. A.
Strout. 0 *. Hall. Ephraim Flint. L. K King, on
the part of the House
1 concur with the Committee in their conclusion
of law. and believe legislation in the premises in
.1 B Hr i< hinson
expedient

born in I Jo. He is said
sympathizer with the old Russian

Mkmokaniuwi John C. Talli n au l M N Me
Knsiekof the House Committee w. re absent at
the time of the consideration of this report.

witeh. who succeeds
exander -'ill.

was

—

party who are prejudiced against all foreigners. especially the Bermans, and for
sonic reason lias even been looked
upon

j
j

favorably by the revolutionary party I
which has compassed the death of his
father.

'The

new

Czar lias issued

a

proc-

lamation and ascended the throne.
Brant is no longer "The Silent Man
lias fallen to Mahone. (Boston Post

The title

Not much. But then, the Post had

t

no

heard of the

sitting-down Mahone gave
Hill of Georgia in the Senate on Monday

injury abroad. last.
people of Maine are not sufferThe question of the organization of the United
ing under the weight of unequal burdens
States Senate is still undecided. A Republican
or under the operation of unequal laws is
caucus has agreed upon a list of committees, and
clearly demonstrated. With regard to it will be offered as an amendment to the Demothe laws authorizing imprisonment for cratic list when the Senate is full, which it will
debt it is shown that thirty-one out of probably be tiiis week Senator Hale is assigned
forty-seven States and Territories have to the appropriations committee. Tnere was an
laws providing for arrest for debt in some exciting debate m tin* Senate on Monday over an
on the
-‘In

some

few the

causes

of action

upon which the arrest is made are more
restricted than in Maine, but in a majori-

ty the facility for disclosure in this State
is much in favor of the debtor.”
therefore

declared

It is

that tiie assertions

found in the message that ‘-thousands of
our citizens have left our State
during
the decade to escape these burdens of
debt and taxation, hoping to better their
chances in a new country,” and that ‘-one
of the most efficient causes

tending

to

drive citizens from the State is the law
of

imprisonment for debt," are
founded.
“They seem rather,”

report, “to be
have gone to

a

well

not

says the

reflection upon those who

new States, allured by the
cheapness and fertility of their lands or
by their mineral wealth, and who were
amongst our most enterprising citizens.”

'The work of the Valuation Commission
is

pointed

to as

showing

has availed itself of all the
ed

that the State
means

provid-

law to prevent unequal taxation;
while w ith regard to property and poi
sons exempt from taxation it is stated

by

exemption extends only

that “such

property which from its character

or

to
the

part of the Democrats

attempt

Mahone

Mahone

He made

boldly defying

ocratie caucus.

public burdens, t )f this
churches, charitable institutions, public buildings, household
furniture, young stock, hay, grain and
vegetables, the tools of the mechanic and
like property.” So far as the State debt
description

are

is concerned it is well said that:
States

in

debt,

and

“Other

considering

our

resources and situation it will uot be

de-

are

nied that

we are

both

willing

and able to

pay what we owe. 'The credit of the
State of Maine stands equal to that of
any State in the Onion.”
I lm

bugbear conjured up by
Plaisted of a few people monopolizing
the land of this great country is shown to
Gov.

be

tial

circulated

Of the expressions
perous condition.
lound in the message which tend to create class

tend to advance the honor and
our

dignity of

beloved State in the estimation of

our

citizens, nor to exalt it among its
sister States, but rather to excite discontent with our institutions and destroy
that patriotic sentiment so essential for
own

the support of

a free government.”
The
report concludes with these true and eloquent words—
The permanence of a representative government
depends in a great measure upon the intelligence
and harmony of the people, in whom all power resides. l’uhlic tranquility is necessary to public
prosperity. Whatever tends to arouse distrust and
prejudice in the minds of the peoplo weakens tho
ties which hind society together, and thereby endangers tho Commonwealth. If by such appeals
party success is promoted for the hour, it is at the
expense of a sound and healthy public sentiment,
which is necessary to the harinonj' anil progress

of tho State
The road to fortune and honorable
preferment should be open to every citizen, and
success should not be counted a disgrace to
any
man.
And your Committee cannot believe that
the people of this State are jealous of any limn
who by industry, enterprise and courage achieves
even a large fortune. This country invites all men
to enter the field of honorable competition, and
oilers ample rewards to honest industry. Upon
that field the people of this State aro ready to take
their part, confident of the future as they havo
been successful in the past.

be ready for

use

be built

to

are

the cotniiu

season

by Bangor

Sev

ami Boston

Monday

excellent mayor
staunch Republican administra-

a

more

an

gratifying because the sole

a

lie measures, without

origin, according
Davis is

to

regard

their

big man—he
pounds—and makes a pretty good sizod party of
ator

his

a

own.

The dark and

deadly

insinuations thrown out

the independent press
financial heresies of the

by

concerning the alleged
new Secretary of the

Treasury prove to have no foundation whatever.
Secretary W iudom is sound as a dollar in his fiuan
cial record—as a gold dollar, or a silver dollar its

equal

in value.

dou't believe in

He favors

a

coin.

double standard, but

clipped
By the way, an in
dependent newspaper, in nine cases out of ton, is
one that assails the reputation of public men indiscriminately

stud

recklessly.

u-ea

the unfortunate insane: and .-bowed in detail, the
entire inside operation.- at the Hospital. gi\ing information in regard to the
i• «-rn whieli never
would have coim* out quite -o clearly had tin* inves
tigati«m never taken place. I»r. I’»1111 *• r. Dr. \*i.
and those very profoundly interested parties in
Boston, invited the storm, but got the whirlwind,
and a regular old clearing off shower it was.
The prayer of the petitioners forth* repeal of tineider law* and constabulary act has very emphati■

been denied by the action of both brauehe-.
and the law remain-; although I think if tlie members had acted upon their judgment and convictions, thi- law whieli ha- so many obnoxiou- features and inconsistencies, would have been swept

ally

But the argument was that
had been a law but a year, and therefore bad not
“Let it be fully and fairly tested.”
had a fair trial
-aid >peaker Hutchinson, in hi.- brief but pointed
defence of the law, and -o thought the large major
irv o^botli branches. If the vote in the House is
any test of the temperance sentiment of the -rver.il
political parlies, then the Republican party an
claim the championship, as it always ha-.>n this
great moral question. Let us analyze the
Republicans who voted that the law should
from the statute books.

it

repealed.r

iIreenbaekers who voted that the law -h *uld be

repealed.

Democrats

w

voted that the law -h• *u 1«1 he

ho

re

The
two

there was

no

election

Waldron, from the p.m of his
E. Calvert.
The sketch in-

cludes letters Iroiu the old typographic, army and
other friends of the deceased, and among them is
one from Howard Owen, who twenty nine
years
ago entered Col. Waldron's office as an apprentice,
and whose tribute to the dead and sympathy with
the living arc feelingly and tenderly
Edward Tobm. another apprentice, now

expressed

one of the
editors of the Providence, R i. Journal, also con
tributes his
and concludes by expressing the hope that some means will be taken

reminiscences,

put iu enduring form a sketch of Col. Waldron’s
life, “of his services to journalism in the State of
Maine, and especially to the young men of Andro
seoggiu. for whom no man did more in his early

to

life

Pierce, Presideut

The loss

was

<>t

not

more

and comfort of patients.

The Machias I'niou, the Democratic organ of
Washington county, deplores any attempt to abolish the national

banking system

or

to restore

the

Eastpoit
clipping
referring t a dairyman "of this city”
(Belfast) might just as well have credited it to the
Journal as to "Exchange'. In the former case its
readers would have known that the dairyman lives
the Journal

in Belfast, Maine, and not in Canada

or

Mexico.

Rockland Opinion, coroner for Knox county,
probably wouldn't object to sitting on the
who slapped Ins face the other day.
When Mrs P. T. Barnum was a
Thumb used to hold her on his knee
can

Barnum don’t

to the hall of the House

About

lap-trap

gotten up in the name of religion.
celebrated the "Uth anniver.-ar\ ot h:-

birth by giving a lecture in Representative Hail, on
••Reminiscences of a Busy Life." Humpty Dumptv.
with its three clowns, was at t.ranite Hall on the
same

evening,

but John beat

the fun furnished,
dience.

I

Miring

as

well

in the -i/.e of the

lecture John relate l

the

incident of his

w

as

them out and out

while

au-

curious

-ehooi

ma-fer.

experience
obstinate girl of huge proportion-.
deserved an unmerciful whipping, and -I hu
ent at her with the side hugs,
b, w as like getting

eon.juering

into the

a

an

embrace of

huge she bear.

a

But John

pupil altogether una ouainted with the
science of wrestling, and he very soon laid her out
on the floor.
'i on can kill most anything with ridicule, but that

.>

lllivi!

XHg'JS
W i s<

hold Tom

on

baby

with

east*

nesday. and out of which sprang the celebrated
dog debate. The bill is
protect the lumber
i tg corporations
from the depredation of river
thieves, w ho -teal the cant dogs, which their employees throw down over night, without regard to
law or gospel. This crime is not reached by the

rant

general law, as these ant dog- are les- in \abie
than three dollars; therefore, a special enactment
wa.-asked for. Ludicrous amendments were put
«

in, such

as

an

amendment to include handspikes,
rat. -kunk ami bear

horse-whip.-, buffalo robes,

traps, etc., and even one Senator and it wa- n a a
mock scs-ion) went so far as to suggest an am«
i
ment adding the words “or any "tiler" ifter th
word “cant." so that if -hall read “cant or an; *'hi
dog-." The object of another amendment w■■*.exclude yellow'dogs.
The friend- of tie- bill, in
stead of get ting ero-- and snarling, took ad v a may
of the good Matured cant the bill had taken, ami
-lipped through their measure nearly two to..
H

£\?00,0iM),0rt0 he

can

afford

to

be satisfied.

ai

T

as

S

S

v.

V

I

'•>

Sen at

mab-r

A targe number
arrests have >«•••:
the coercion act in Ireland. There was
popular dent mstratiou in < irk las* week

:«•

der

a

great

There is some cominer t in W ashiugtou
Senator Conk ling or the Y;.v President haw
March 1th
called at the White H use s

isi

In the Cabinet of ITe-.-icnf (Ja-tiehi the M'Jd.e
New
K: glut !
haw Mv. posit’one. and the West three, besides the
’hit

Stut»-s
South

Magistratc
he
President (iartiold has informed one
friends that he does not intend to make g--i.tr,,! tmo villa among o dicers wo are now perform rig
satisfactory serviic.
1 ::• New York 15 >ar 1 or Trad** and I'ta .• rr
ti«'ii has pa.-s- d a resolu: -n common ling Dart; -.VCabinet a;.; '.i.tiia-. ts .is
whole, an i especialiy
those of Winddut and Jam* s.
<

new M cretarv of the me ;
been four tin.— married
H> ;
the widow .»r ('lenient 11 -ps: ,s

Judge Hunt, the

it

sai'l

is

wife

was

Bishop

-•

a-,

:
:.

11 )pkius. of Vermont.

? Die
Rev Dr Philip Sell art', eliairma:
Bibb*
Revision Committee, airioun- **s at New York,
the
revised
new
that
tcstameiR will
1
Mm
by the English l niwrsity pvs>es

Canned

fruits

be

will

The

cheaper.

>-• am

committee «>u patents ha> ;•-■ fus*- 1 t re:.--w t:.<• ;
tent on the Masi-u can. which has been a s- m.
to the inventor tor twenty one
years
>

protit

The English Court of Haims lias decided that
mo ;r
the owners ot the vessel who received
the Alabama Claims fund are entitled t :*•? u it.
the underwriters having :n> claim t-> th-* nr nut
to be set off as
stinet
St ite be vuse of the
teresrs
people, but the population is only V"'u? seventy
be obliged ’-■ wait
thousand, and her pe-v-v w

S

ar

if**

Tue public interest
Thomas Carlyle. winch
has seuriviv slackened -nice hi- death. recoMes a
the hr-? iv-.b
new niipiii.v! 'u tlu* publuittion
ment of his c-mrespandimce. edited b\ Mr Lnm lilt is said that Robert Lincoln recen ->
from one iusm am c company
NeLug
law hu-im-sland tor transacting
l’lns hi >..>■* i-bligi>1 tore!::
n *ss be will
rder t
act as Secretary of War

yearly

..

-t
S*rvuv
::i- haw
Tin I’uitcd Stati s >.
done their country g'-d service hv {pmnmr I
scoundrels in New York who have been engaged
in making and passing counterfeit money
itui
a!s. w <* ki w i: as hieves.

Senator Dawes ami Uoai arc invited by t. vcnio
mi: eiit gen
Long tin! a large umber ot othei
tie men to be present at apubli meeting to ho heid
ir convenin Boston at such time .is may suit *h
The mvita
ience to discuss the Dalian -j lesti-c
turn has bee:: accepted
It is said that the it tempts to d s.tt:c au
>r-hi} of the Morei letter lu.ve finally been
v ied u.th success
and that ere long ihe public
will be made aeij laiute.i wit it the tn;.
l-tory <-!
the infamous letter It :s further -tilted that sew
ral members ot the National Democratic «'"innr
tec will appear as participator- :n the crime
th
r

The decision reached by the Cabinet on the re
.piest cf the National banks to withdraw their
legal tenders deposited to retire circulation main

tains that the
precedents of the department It;
similar eases .-h-MiId be adhered
and n.-retipn
s ’ere farW;u-him ex
legal tenders mad-*.’
tli !*
press
money market need b* appreltcuded owing to
th- large am .nut ot builds that aav.*
and are
being put chased by the Covernm** u:
of

Washington

Hubert l.ineoin. Secretary ot War. i.;;vr
Washington. Thursday, and toek charge >•!
War 1 *e|>artn.eiH.
Secretary Blame nas addressed an otlieia! :
to the British legation >••. W ushirgton denying
ports of prevalence of di>ea>e armr.g sw ne u:

F sh

Everett Smit

states,

the result of his investigations, that the

as

thriughout

doubt it will breed

in

the year, and he has no
such confinement
The

theory that young alewives first return to the
place of their nativity throe years after hatched is

a:

Km

:v
t

h«•

Western States

f the
Si v members of the Se; ate are not at.
I'riled States.
Farley. .»f < alitorr.ia Kan ot Ne
vada. Jone.**. ot Florida, Sewed, of New ,!erse\
were born in Ireland
.Lu:e>. of V vada. in Kupland. and Beck, of Ke ; :ek\ :n .<••• ’.la
..

The President has nominated and the Senate
continued the following L >vi p Morton, of\ew
York, for Minister to Fratiee Wm M F.varts, a
New York. Allen 1 i Thurman. *■«' Oi;i >. I'-mot: ;
11 Howe, of Wisconsin, as Commiss, mom to tne
Bar
international .Monetary Conference at Paris
ron B Colt, to he
C S
Histriet d u !g«« torKhed.1-iand. L-.t M Morr ii as Codei r : *f » i.sioir.s at
P -itland
Ill

last

our

u'.«*d

ssnt* an ei: turn was

the tree mxt 1 * *»k sym.cin
how this >\ stem has worked

see

Fish and Fishing.

Notes.

gemrai

n

Let

terms

Hotter.

us

now

the

«d

s.um*

places where it 1. is been adopted. It will answer
our
present purpose, and sutliciently shew the
eeouomv ot' the system.
t-» mention u tew tacts

pertaining
a

the maximum p;

wa<

duct ion. the
once

tin* Lewiston, \\ atervd.e and nrono

to

Lewiston adopted tree
mb >ut
cost to the city

being

cost

furnished.

The

cents
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:

It-'.-
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aim

books i:i

text

:

: ;

first intro

;•

1

w

ooks

are

.ai cost of the books, at

present, is less than >0 cents per pupil, wbiim
would be very reasonable, it every pupil had
one !>o,>k
yet when we are aware that readers

borne out by Mr. Smith's observations
lie
says that they return when two years old- at least
in Maine-The Sow Hampshire Fish. Cmuinis

spellers

sioner received Friday by express 00.000 Schoodic
salmon spawn from the Schoodic salmon brci ding

be used by very vonng pupils. to say nothing
ot the more expensive books of advanced ’pupils,

not

establishment, Fraud Lake Me. The eggs were
placed in the hatching-house at Plymouth_The
frozen herring season is over.... a stock company
is building a sardine factory in North Lubec. and
Gil Use A Pike will put up one in Lubec village....
The Sea World credits Maine with

-o

>r«*r

tisl.iim

industries which

furnish many thousand peix>:>
Hilt we fear the Sea Work;
with a livelihood, etc.
is laboring under a mistake ...It takes from ten
to

pounds of

twelve

■•evaporated” cod.

live cod to make

as

at

prepared

The Pamariseotta smelt season,

close, has been

as

successful

now

as

one

pound

<■:

Gloucester....

drawing

former

to

a

ones....

Marsh of Paris, will do

business

in

a large canning
llarpswell during the lobster seasi.u.

and after the lobsters go he will can mackerel
Republican says that if the Mucin is river
doesn’t swarm with salmon before many years it

The

won’t be the fault of Mr. Ellis Uanscom.

A

visit-

arithmetics, grammars and

sum

this

tlie Scho'1

thought

mi

missioner .’>0,0011 salmon spawn which are in his
hatching house. If the season is favorable another

adopted

were

a\

caught tty the

crage AO
new

net

SmiTi.su Itkms. The Sentinel says tlie sclir.
Waiter Franklin, Capt. Malloeh, recently made the
trip from Kastport to Boston and back m nine

days

with

a

freight both ways_Messrs Hideout

it Lord of Calais,

are

building

a

schooner which

they expect to have ready for launching the latter
part of this mouth-Kockland vessels art* fitting

Line rescued the

Tom

at Boston in the spring month*, beside numerous
sailing vessels from Furope, tho Pacific. Africa

crew

of the

sinking steamer

Drum

March 3d, and brought them to New
York_Thirty Fast India ships and barks are due
sea

and South America— For the tirst time m many
years the building of a vessel can be seen upon
he shores of the Kennebec within the limits of

Augusta-Mr. George LI. Theobold of Richmond
t'.ias bought a ship s frame of X. L. Thompson of
nearly 2000 tons, and is contracting to have her
built at Kennebnnkport

mss

than that

t
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v
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cy of the schools has boon consoler:-.'"!; im ivast 1
by the introduction am! use <d *rce U xt books
which are now supplied t ai! the pupils in a 1 the

public schools
text

books
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than

has

erst
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and

in

'Pln.sc who would

learn how mhmrablv

the system has worked in
would do well to refer to the Bangor Daily
ot Marcti J which contains an excellent
pa

Drotio.

•

the

e.

Mono

and

we

subject bySamucl Libbey. Ibsq

ot

Pho economy of the system ;s tally prove !
shall be mueh surprised if it is not geiter

ally adopicd.
cd

process

the tourt!
even

The Watorville school report
contains the following statement
PI e

W:

They

It is

sa\ s.

that books cost Lie

Lewiston.

pel

pounds apiece.

Lew iston

the third year, loss than 1° cents
than BO cents; a better showing

drove will be

Gloucester has landed All* codfish that

should

we

f*1' 1> ing the booksat
ecu done
A report
■

the txpense to eiti/.eim
tbesvstem n*. 1^7 7. at a cost p.
annum for the first year ->t >1 "7
Since
per pupil
introduction. the cost mis been much less, the
sec..ml year less than no ictds tor each scholar

fall-The

■;

liiy
o;

and

.cafe,

t"•

...

Watervillc

next

gin operations April 1st_Schooner Merrill

‘•

t.ur est.mme.

a

'■■■

eit)

large

ready to start for the briny def*p
Boothbay lobster factory will be

vcti.

Hinunttee

isr:»

lie has received from the State Fish Com

pos.-itiilitv

this rate, had it m>t
ot

and

now

-otall) tmt-.le

s.-eins

much doubt, the

>1 00 for each
:ie* «*r e \ccci led

two

‘graphics

g

must

ago he sent off a large drove t.> pasture,
which is expected to return soon m good order,

or

dntf at

object.

••Or!.

elected
the annual

towns

found his

this

her knee—that is, if

has

Vermont
of >c.

licaustos

»’arpouUr

in

a

the

of

super.! tender.fs
town meeting." ias: week

t;

stuff

quarter

a

women

is

■

ot State

cremation > uety was organized m New
York. Tuesday. Ail active meuu-ers w ill be ere
mated w.'hout charge.
A

repealed.

man

W. II. Vanderbilt says “the wisest thing in this
world is to be satisfied with what yon have, and
that is what I am.” As Mr. Vanderbilt is worth
over

Mr Walker Blaine has been appointed Private
to his father Hi»u James G. Blaine.

Secretary
Secretary

“Come, let us go up and bear Cnele John iokr
with tin- Lord.” say the members, a- tlu*\ -tart to

leading

two

The dinner to ex Secretary Schurz at Boston,
will take place Tuesday, the 'JJ 1 instant, at the
Hotel \ endouie.

Democrat- who voted that the law should not be

dimb the stairs

said to be sixteen millionaires in the

are

Over *.'>1.000.000 in cash passed through the
money order branch of the Post ottice Department
last year
Chancellor Howard Crosby says that l tab should
It is a ffteuch heap and needs a
be dynamited
brimstone cure

(ireenbaekers who voted that the law should not
be repealed.
!-'■

publish a complete I
for sea-Steamer Ml. Desert is to go to Boston
history of Washington county, and asks the co I
to receive a new boiler
She will not he re&dy tor
operation of those having reliable information of
until
service
and
the
May,
company have charterlocal or family interest, etc. There ought to be
ed and will put on her route, beginning the IlMh
ample material for a very interesting book
iust, the steamer Sasano_Fearful gales continue
to prevail at sea.
(iov. Plaisted lias nominated Oliver Otis, of the
Steamship Krin of the National
The Machias Union will

Now she

There

present Senate, equally divided between the
parties

pealed.i:.
Repu’dican.- w ho voted that the law should not
b«* repealed..

Mr K. A

tin* World's Dispensary
Medical Association, says the Association will not
rebuild the Palace Hotel recently burned, ami
which cannot be replaced for less than >AiR1,ih)0.
Dr

Even the Nation thinks that President Garfield
has named as good a cabinet as could be expected

'Phis

entertainment

political
right. Sen
weighs about 400
to

To

investigators “had more washing than they could
hang out.” When they opened the ball they thought
they would present a few eases of glaring abuse,
set tlie public agape with sensation, and end with a
grand climax of mad-’louse pyrotechnic-. But
the Hospital manager- and trustee.- decided thewouldn't round lip and take their d«»e like good little children: but set themselves squarely down t*>
business, in \ it. d the el<--.--t scrutiny «*f its affair-;
disprove*! in detail, and by overpowering evidence
each ease of alleged abi -e : kn*- k* d high, r !m
a
kite tlie imputation that had been put upon ih«
managers that the Hospital is behind the times in
an intelligent and professional appliance of all Unlatest and potential agencies t o* the helpful care of

ill

The Governor of Iowa has appointed .1 W 1M11
til! the uuexpired term ot Senator Kirkwood

pil.

the

his convictions of

series of years.

a

a

to

in fresh water

Esq received a majority over all of Ido
Republicans carry live Ward-. In the other

dis

He will not accept a chairmanship from either
party and proposes to continue to vote on all pub

for

eh

-rig*current phrase, the
-t

w

at

than half coveied by insurance.
The Association will, however, erect upon
the site of the Palace Hotel a Sanitarium for the

pose to join the Democratic party ‘-unless its
methods are changed and Pa wisdom is broadened

tin1 '■'tato from

The Southern cotton crop.it is estimated,
aggregate the present year »>.<H >0.000 bales

1

late Col. Win. II

It

Senator David Davis will vote with the Democrats in organizing the Senate, but he does not pro-

the repetition

-ave

was

schools

son-in-law Charles

in

able and patriotic.

crazy. But this weary, dreary investigation will
have its us*'-. It will more thoroughly establish
the institution in the confidence of the pe* pie an I

The business portion ot Kosita. Colorado,
Loss about Sido.OOO.
burned. Thursday.

average number of eggs deposited by each ale wive
is 1’>0.000.
This tish. he says, will live if >ntined

[

are

dreary, weary, drizzling, wicked ‘*investiga
the Insane Hospital, lias come to an end.
after twenty protracted, laborious hearing.-, tiring
out the reporters, exhausting the lawyer-, and
rendering the committee almost tit subjects for a
home across the river in the -tone building. A
longer hearing would set the whole legi-latur.

in Vermont and

Moodv and Sankey’s meetings, at San Francisco.
Cal., continue to be'thronged nightly

quite exciting. There were three
Republican. Democratic aud
The Republican candidate, Elisha E

In conclusion, it says of
State banking system.
the national banking system
We think the
whose demand upon the new administration is |
the best we ever bad. and hope it will be
|
system
that
the
Postmaster
(Jeneral
shall
endeavor
simply
tried twenty years longer at least.
to celiver Sunday's New York Herald in Bangor
earlier than Tuesday morning. These gentlemen
The
an article from
Soutiuel in

they

he

tion“ of

snow

thousand im-

a

The amount of debt which Tennessee proposes
000.000.
repudiate is

Commissioner, contributes to the limue Farm an
article on the fecundity of alewives in which he

Last week's issue of the Lewiston Gazette contained a biographical sketch of the career of the

But Mr. Pullen neither asked nor expected a reward for his editorial labors, nor does Mr. Boutelle,

as

are

to

of

receipt

in

There was a heave fall of
New Hampshire Friday.

The contest in Biddcford.

Clark,

Pi ess
Boutclie of the Whig that the Demo
cratic press awarded to the former the Portland
collectorship and to the latter a foreign mission.

modest

papers

the lit tit* bill for the protection
of lumbermen which came up in the Senate on \\ »••

was

Citizens

Comparing ISiJO and 1880, crime has increased
all over the Union in consequence of the influence
of war. tendency of population to cities, ami in
crease of wealth and luxury : but Maine has resisted these influences better than any state in the
That our prohibitory laws have aided in
Union
resisting these influences, is evident to those who
have given the subject a careful consideration.

are as

endorsed “Harold Plaisted. Private Secretary to the Governor," while Major
House, writing at another desk in the same ante
chamber, continues to act a- Messenger to the t»o\
ernor and Council.
ernor’s

wasn't tin*

tickets in the field.

says—

utterly absurd and preposterous : and
a vigorous protest is entered against the
it was no doubt in recognition of the
impression conveyed by the message that
the people of the State aro not in a pros- tinguished party services of Messrs. Pullen of
and

to

drews, Greenback.

years, and that this is the wickedest State in the
Union, are clearly disproved by the Lewiston Jour
ual. That paper presents official statistics which

proportionately

captains

sea

following is the mayoralty vote. P <> Vick
cry. Republican, P»>b; Harvey Chisham. Democrat.
JOP; Elisha Atkins. Temperance. *J7iO; A. (> An-

of late

Maine than in any other State in the Union.

remove

The

which purport to show* that crime has increased in
Maine more than *200 per cent, within twenty

show that there is less crime

our

majority, the biggest Republican majority for many
years, and the Republicans elected six out */t seven
Aldermen. There were three tickets in the field.

We only call atto show how unsubstan-

extensively

wharf-Two of

and the slums to grasp control of the community."
In Augusta Mayor Vickery was re eh eted by 111

the charges of bribery the Fusionists
brought against the Republicans in order to off
set their own crimes.
statistics

steamboat

issue raised by the opposition was the Commer
end's open auil defiaut rallying ot the rum shops

were

The

as they claim that the
without the concurrence
of the Council. During the last campaign it plainly appeared that Gov. Plaisted did not have much
confidence in the court; otherwise he might submit
the question to its decision. The Council would be
delighted to have him do so. The Governor hascarcely manifested the shrewdness with which
some credit him, in this wholesale defiance of hiCouncil. Had he manifested a desire to jo the
honest thing, the Council would have met him more
than half way. As it now i-. the gulf between
them seems impassable. In the meantime the <.■ >\

>he

at the head of
tion is “all the

doubt be discontinued.
now

occupy
which lie is appointed. The Counthat light; to them such a cour-c

Governor cannot

in

result, and that the election of

and acted with the Republicans in the organization of the Legislature, of accepting a bribe from

tention to the matter

see

plainly unconstitutional,

is

tels.

The Whig says that Republican confidence and
Fusion activity nearly brought about a different

confession and an apology. During the count out
last winter, the Standard accused Mr. Kbenezer
Sproul, the Representative from Veazie who refused to assist the Fusionists in stealing the State,

contribute to the

it in

(.’apt, H

men, and thirteen of the twenty-one Couucilmen.
The election was one of the quietest for years.

the bottom of a column in the last issue of the
Maine Standard is evidently designed both as a

no

cottage containing twenty large airy

Republicans elected their candidate
Mayor. Lysander Strickland Esq., at the election held Monday, and also four out of seven alder

at

will

the

meet

built last

Son

The Bangor

The article published iu the Maine Standard,
which Mr. E. Sproul of \ eazie thought reflected
upon his character, was published without the
knowledge of Mr Dillsbury. the editor of the
Standard. He has or had no reason to believe that
there were any facts that authorized the publish
iug of the article.
The above notice, which appeared in small type

Sproul promptly brought

to

Hotel

for

journed

Mr

X. Teague A

...

parties.

declared their party would take no mean advaat
age in the matter of organization, the Senate ad

Republicans.

a

fisheries

being increased

are

demands

eral cottages

from Georgia, were an insult to the Representatives of the American people." After further
debate, in which leading Democratic Senators

to

cil don’t

I ncle •)ot'ii

lory

ator

nominating
ing the place

usual iu the cod and mackerel

>

have concluded to try living on shore tor a time,
and will build a bowling alley and shooting gal

to

libel suit against the Standard, laying damages at
slo.inn)
The suit has nex t1) come to trial, and if
Mr. Sproul is satisfied with this tardy reparation it

calmly sit- in his chair

so

doubtful if there can be much development
the devotional element when those who are -up
pos»*d to he heartily joining in the prayer- are onb
watching for Turle Johnny 0* crack jokes w ith t if
lord, and say something tunny for them to laugh
at an-l tell their friends.
One of our city clerg\
men in a sermon Sunday before last. admini-bre
a -tinging rebuke to those who encouraged thikind of a “devotional” service, a- well a- t
tlier

a

say and informed the Senator from Georgia that it
was none of
his business how any other Senator
should cast his vote.
No slave master or plantation oveiseer should crack his
whip over American
Senators, (applause.) The utterances of the Sen-

the

Texas claims to be
migrants a week.

oeeupied this winter, that
there was talk ot petitioning the Legislature for a
few more nights in the week Monday night there
is a lyceuui meeting in district No. 1 Tuesday
<vum
in
night, prayer meeting: Wednesday.
district No A: Thursday ami Friday nigtits. dam*
ing. and Saturdav night meetings at ditVcrent
houses for singing.... Now th it Spring has
me
the young men are aboi-.i n-aving t<> engage as
s

The price <>f board is £7 to >|o per week..
.!, Anderson, Jr. formerly of Belfast, is
to build this spring iu trout of the Ocean House.

sorry failure of it. Mr.
any dictation from a Dein

purposes to which it is put, all will agree
should he exempt, or to persons who,
from intirmity or poverty, are unable to

evenings have bee

iu connection with their hotel, the Ocean
House, and intend enlarging this spring.
Im
provemeuts are also being made on the other ho-

to secure

something

corrcs-

rooms,

a

Mr Hoar also had

A

who writes us from this place in ikes it
appear that the gayety there is l>v 1.0 umaus eon
lined to the summer sea-on
Indeed, he says the

winter,

on their resolution relative to the
organization of the Senate committees, in the course of
which Hill of Georgia attempted to bulldoze Sen
r

Dkskui

poudent

summer

action

an

SoriHWKsr Haup.ok, Mi

accommodations

That the

form.

follows—

pedient.

and

to be a

as

>

must do the State a greater

prejudice it is said that “such
the abolishment of capital punishment
in Maino-has increased a hundred fold.
expressions from the Executive do not

Since
murder
Mac*
hi as 1,'uiou.
[

The

have in the

we

in

interpretation of its scope and meaning
the light of legal authority, the report concludes
an

It is not the purpose, nor has it beeu the effect
of this provision to permit any interference by the
Court in matters of administration or legislation,
but rather to enable a learned and honorable Court
to point out the path of constitutional duty, aud
It was
power, to the department asKiug its aid.
to secure harmony of interpretation as to cousti
tutional law and rights, ard prevent unseemly
conflicts between the Executive and Legislature,
the Senate aud lions?, <>r the Governor aud Coun
oil.
It was to prevent wrongs, instead of leaving
them to be •'ommitted. and then redressed
By
means of this lamp set by the founders of
our
commonwealth, the Executive and the Legislature
can see the bounds of tneir
power and duty as
lixcd by the people, aud avoid encroac'.iuent on
the rights of each other, or tin. light" t the people
It has served its purpose well
it cmne to us
from the Mother Stan-, in whose constitution it
has stood for a century All through that century,
iu both States, are instances where some department was in doubt, not as to expediency, but as to
constitutional rights, and asked for light from the
constitutional interpreters of the law
When the
light has been received. Governors. Legislatures.
Courts ami people have moved peacefully and
prosperously on in the roads thus made plain.
Conflicts of authority and consequent shocks to
the commonwealth, have under this constitution
been happily avoided in both States, iintu that sad
instance iu our own history, when an Executive
arrogated to itself, the judicial power ot declaring
to be unconstitutional laws passed, solely to give
effect to the will of the people and then undertook
to disobey those laws and -.lety that will
The instant failure of that attempt, and the peaceful issue
of that conflict illustrate the wisdom of our fathers
in providing tor a speedy solution of all such u'iestions of authonty.
While amendments have been made or suggested
to many other parts of *he constitution* •»: tii two
states of Maine and Massachusetts, this section
has stood ur.assailed, without suggest!.*iu»f amend
ment. until that made in the addre.-s of ti.e present
Governor. This long stability, amidst change, this
long acquiescence, this not infrequent exerc.se.
through four generations of freemen. utt» >t i»s val
ue. and the high, regard in winch it is in id by the
people The people have never asked irs repeal
nor have they ever refused to give it full effect.
The people expect that each officer is anxious to
perform his constitutional and legal duty They
realize that conflicts of opuiion mat i,;-e among
officers as to the limits and extent of mat duty
They have provided an authoritative interpreter of
that duty
They have provided for a speedy inter
pretation before any wrong i> done. 1‘hey surely
expect all their officers. Executive. Legislative and
Judicial, to heed that interpretation
t
the .Mid
that this may be a government of law- mi not of
men."
The Committee therefi re report legislation inex-

One

law.

unable to assent to either of these

The provision in question, sec. d.
article ti. of the constitution is then quoted, and

another

the

are

propositions

ion among those who advocated repeal,
one declared that the cider clause
especially bore heavily upon farmers, while

enforce

opinions, and to he followed or disregardwill by the executive or Legislature. The
as

Committee

signed by farmers."
There was a marked diversity of opin-

letter.

Governor l’laistcd, who

a? re

opinion,

to

those whose

much of the Governor's address

so

Oeneraiitie*.

of the Journal. J
.Vt'iL'STA, March 15,1<M.

was

>

Governor

un

winch

against repeal large
quire consideration and report. The Committee
majority were Republicans, and of those understand the Governor t declare in effect, that
who voted tor repeal a large majority
the constitutional provision iu question, in his

stances the

Legislative Committee

A

to

Augusta.

[Special Correspondence

say the Governor in his address makes two declarations. that have seemed to the Committee to re-

a

any market for cider which any good citizen should desire to retain :"and further

Spruce

Judiciary,

from

Courts, and the constitutional provis- through Republican magnanimity, -till continues
liarmless amusement of making nominationions for requiring the opinion of the Court on cer- the
and removing officers. He claims that the act of
tain occasions, have submitted their rtport They
a new officer removes the one

Our Au-

Temple,

s. M. Pettengill & Co.. 10 State St.,Boston,and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington S
Boston.
Ceo. p. Rowell & Co., lo
St.. New York.
•I. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

referred

the

on

Letter

of

lates to the

gusta correspondent furnishes an analysis
of the vote in the House which shows that

many of them stating in the debate that
the law does not take away from them

Boston.

The committee

constabulary

The followingare authorized agents for the Jour-

nal :
s. R Niles, No. 0, Tremont St., Boston.
T. U. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & S, Tremont

The Judiciary Committee on a Portion
he Governor’s Address.

w

<

..
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<

March 1". The Senate passed t<> !»*engrossed a resolve for the protection and propaof
gation
game tor 1*M and 1 *>•..'
The House passed to be engrossed—An act relating to suits on administrators and executors
bonds: Resolve for the propagation of fruit: Re
.-•-Ive in favor of the State prison. The evening
session was spent in discussing the bill to re a a.
the cider and constabulary law- so called. Ad
journed without reaching a vote.
Friday. March 11. In the Senate the special
assignment, majority and minority reports of the
Committee on Temperance, was called up. The
• ENTENMAL
KLEllKATION oK HATH.
majority reported a bill to amend sec !■». chap. -7.
R. S relating to the sale of intoxicating liquors,
The people of Bath are making arrangements to
which provides that after the adjournment of the
celebrate the centennial anniversary of tiie incorcourt for any county, the County Attorney shall
poration oi the town of Bath, which occurred
cause a statement of convictions rendered at said
March l'.L lT'H.
The Knight Templars observe
term tu be sent to the Judge and Recorder"; each
the occasion bv a grand bail in the Patten car
municipal court in the county. The minority re- shops, which will be prepared for the occasion,
port gave the petitioners leave to withdraw The and will accommodate two thousand
people. On
House substituted the minority for the majority
Saturday, public exercises will be held at Wesley
report, and the question before the Senate was on church, commencing at 10 o’clock A M. There
concurring with the House Senator Mortlau 1 fa- | "Til be an
organ voluntary, singing and praver.
vored anil Senator Flint opposed. The Senate
, after which the citv clerk. Charles O. Rogers, Esq
voted to cone ;rr 11 to 7.
wiil
read the act ot incorporation, with record ol
The second special a.-signment. resolve propos |! first
town meeting.
Rev. H. 0.
will give
ing an amendment ot the constitufb n prohibiting an historical sketch of the town Thayer
and city
Uon
the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors,
h B Nealley of Bangor, a native of Bath! will dewas next considered.
The resolve was adopted on
liver an oration. F. W Uawthorne will read an
a yea and Day vote. 1N to 7#
The exercises will close with
original poem.
In the evening session a motion to rec.- i.-Mer t be
ringing of America bv the audience At noon a
vote passing the Prohibition Constitutional amendnational salute wiil be tired and the city beils rung
ment was laid on the table and assigned to Tues
In the evening there will be a grand sociable at
day.
the Patten Car Works.
Probably a special train
in trie House majority and minority reports <d
will be run to meet the night train on the Maine
the Temperance Committee was taken up. the
< entra:. t*« accommodate those who
wish to par
question being on the substitution ct the minority t.impale in this
Old residents of Bath
report wbu-h brings in a bill to repeal tin* cider arc arranging togathering.
be present, making the occasion
and constabulary laws of last winter, for the 111a
one ol rare interest.
q-rity report which give the petitioner? tor the reIN <; i:\EKAL.
Remarks were made by
peal. leave to withdraw
Messrs. Lang, of Palmyra McKellar. of >out*h
The lumber teams are leaving the woods.
Thomaston. Harding of W.f. io. Ritchie, of Win
A. D. 11 uni ley Las built at Smyrna A! ills, Aroosterport and Freeman of Lmcoluville.
Speaker took county, a first class grist mill with two runs
Hutchinson took the lloor and spoke in favor of of French burr stones.
the majority report, lie d< ! not want any legisla
The Maine Central railroad will have six new
lion to show that Maine *. i taken any backward
passenger cars from the Wasson manufacturing
step in the cause of temperance. After further company's works in Springfield. Mass.
discussion in the afternoon the House refused to
I’i Hathaway, of Presque Isle, is said to possess
substitute by a vote of 70 to bq.
the best and fastest pair of pacing horses in the
I!.
March
In
the
Senate the ComMate.
Saturday
Tney are six years old. and good style.
mittee on Finance reported a resolve authorizing
Appleton has voted to refund the indebtedness
a temporary loan for the years I8*l-\!. and that the
id' the town at 1 per cent if practicable.
same ought
to pass.
Provide? that the State
Thom aston's indebtedness is but 11 per cent, of
Treasurer may procure a loan of Sqmi non if necesits valuation.
Some of the citizens favor the rais
for
1*81.
and
an
sum
if
needed for ing of >100.000 at the town meeting on the *J8th of
sary
equivalent
1 *■*-.
Notes are to be given reimbursable within
this present month.
twelve months, for such portions as may be found
rl he tirst city government of Rockland was ornecessary, for 1**1. and to give notes reimbursable ganized in IX>1—twenty seven years ago.
Knot
in twenty four months tor such pur1 ions of the
('rockett was the tirst Mayor.
loan as may be necessary for l**,f Passed under
The report of the Auditor of North Haven shows
suspension of rules. Ought to pa?s was reported that the resources of the town are more than suf»»n bill to amend sec 10. chap. bs. R- vised Statutes,
ticient to meet its liabilities by the sum of 81 58 *!•
relating to agricultural societies. The* majoiitv I
Neal Dow has tiicd with commissioners of Cumaud minority reports of the Committee on Temberland County a protest against the payment of
were
taken
and
the
wa>
on
perance
bills of deputy sheriff's, on the ground that those
up
question
concurrence with the House. SeuaP-rs Emerv and
oilicers have not discharged their duties according
Bisbee spoke upon the question, and the Senate
t<* law. particularly with
regard to drinking houses
then concurred. Passed to be engrossed
An act
and tippling shops.
to incorporate the Shipbuilders aud Shipmasters'
Mayor Case, of Rockland, was re elected on a
Association : an act to amend chap. -JOb. of the
distinctly announced platform in favor of refundpublic laws of 1880. relating to suits uv collectors ing the city debt in an honorable manner and at a
of taxes and the jurisdiction of trial justices: an
He will also be supportj ist and practicable rate
act authorizing the improvement of marshes
! c‘d by a Hoard of Aldermen and Common Council.
meadows aud swamps : an act concerning the caiv a iiuoonty of whom are
Republicans, and more of
of abused and neglected children.
! whom are sound and trustworthy upon the linanIn the House the Committee on County Ksti
cial
question.
|
mates reported a resolve laying a tax on the seveGardiner is still discussing the project of build
ral counties of the State for the years 1**1
and i ing a cotton factory.
it was passed to be engrossed.
HIue Hill is iu a prosperous condition. The last
Monday. Mftrch II In the Senate Mr Bislr e "f her war debt was paid during 1880. The old
presented a bill explanatory of the cider clause of tow:: officers have been re elected
the last winter. Ordered printed. A bill was preThere are twenty four legal voters in Fryeburg
sented authorizing the city ot Rockland to retire
by the name of Walker. au<l twenty six by the
bonds under its present indebtedness. Ordered name of Charles.
Bills were presented to incorporate the
printed
Capt ( has A. Bouteile, the editor of the Ban
Rockland Granite Bank and the American Bank.
gor \N liig. has engaged to deliver the Memorial
The hill relating to Congressional vacancies was
Dav address in Bath.
amended and passed to be engrossed
Passed to
Airs Thomas Day oi Fryeburg has some silver
be engrossed—Act to amend chap. bs. m-c. io. R.
-poons made from the hilt of the sword used by
S.. relating to agricultural societies. The Com('apt Peter Kimball in the war of 181J.
mittee oil Apportionment of Senators and
Maine is represented in the cabinet again for the
Representatives submitted a report basing the appropritilth time. Nathan Clifford was attorney general
ation for the next decade at «>LMb. and relying upon
under Polk : Horatio King was postmaster general
the census of 18*o for division A minority report
under Buchanan: Pitt Fessenden was
secretary of
was submitted, claiming that the Senatorial
the treasury under Lincoln (second term :) Lot M.
representation was unjust in Waldo and Somerset counAlornll was secretary of the treasury under Grant
ties. Both reports were printed.
(second term,)and James G. Blaine as secretary of
In the House bills to amend see 10, chap. bS, reState under Garfield,
completes the list. Gen.
to
lating
agricultural societies was passed to be Knox, of the district of Alaiue. was Washington's
not
to
on
bill
reengrossed Ought
pass reported
secretary of war nearly live years.
lating to libraries, charitable societies and public
A guest at the Hotel North
Augusta, from
cemeteries. Also on bill jiroviding for a lien on Greene, blew out the gas
Alondaj’ night, tied on
pressed hay. Governor Plaisted returned tlie bill his night cap, and crept under the blankets, and
relating to the Municipal Court in the town of in a few minutes was
peacefully snoring away.
Brunswick, declining to sign it as it confers upon
'The ventilating window over the lintel of the door
the Judge ot said Court power to appoint his own
was open, and oneof the
porters detected the odor
successor.
The bill was tabled. An order was and turned off the
The old fellow was uningas
passed, the Senate concurring, that the Legisla
jured, but said he thought the “air in Augusty had
ture adjourn finally on Friday the l*th.
The maa gol darned
peculiar smell."
jority and minority reports of the Committee on j Captain II. W. Trefethen, of Kittery, gathered a
the state of the commonwealth on the Governor's
large quantity of trailing arbutus list autumn,
message were discussed iu the morning aud afterafter the buds had formed, and this
spring he has
noon sessions, and laid on the table.
Passed to be three thousand clusters of
may-flowers fully equal
engrossed—An act in relation to levy of execution iu beauty and fragrance to those gathered
in their
on real estate : Act to amend
chapter b8 of section forest homes
l'» of the revised statutes relating to agricultural
Bush rod H. Clay of South Thomaston, in Rock
societies : Act relating to Congressional vacancies
land police court last week, paid a tine of 81 and
Act to amend section 1 chapter bl of the revised costs for
slapping the face of the editor of the
statutes relating to railroads.
Rockland Opinion. The assault was on account of
March
lb.
The
and
Senate
House of an article in the
Tuesday.
Opinion.
Representatives each balloted to-day noon for C.
From Sept. 18, q, to June, 1880. there were
shipS. Senator to fill vacancy caused by the resignafrom
Houlton to Boston bv rail, (i4J carloads
ped
tion of Senator Blaine; aud Hon Win. P Fry.
of potatoes. From Sept 1880, to March, 1881, the
was elected by both branches
by a solid Republi- number of carloads was 071—an increase of‘JO earcan vote.
The vote of the Senate stood W. P.
loads. It is estimated that at least 180 carloads
The vote of the house
; R. A. Frye, b.
Frye,
more will be
shipped before the middle of June,
stood W. P Frye, 8-J; R. A Frye, b'.t
making a total of 800 carloads against 01J of the
Both Houses refused to pass the resolve allowpreceding year.
ing the battle flags to be taken from the State
The Richmond Bee says during the past season.
House. Also bill to authorize the city of Rockland
\\. Dockendorff, of Bath, has sunk eight artesian
to retire or exchange its bonded indebtedness. In
wells for persons living in that vicinity.
the Senate the report of the Committee on ApporAt the annual meeting of the Knox A Lincoln
tionment of Senators and Representatives, was ac
Railroad Co., the board of directors was re-elected
and
the
resolve accompanying it passed to
cepted
without change, and is as follows : John T
Berry
be engrossed. The Senate refused to reconsider its and Francis
Cobb, Rockland: Edmund Wilson,
action passing the resolve putting the principle of
Thomaston; Edwin 0. Clark, Waldoboro; I) W.
prohibition into the Constitution by an amend men r Chapman Damariscotta; Edwin Flye, Newcastle;
submitted to the people, and then passed the re
Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset; John G. Richardson and
solve te be engrossed by a vote of P> W 0. The Geo. A.
Prebble, Bath.
of
the
committee
on
the
state
of
majority report
me inhabitants or
Rangely have decided to
the commonwealth was accepted
build a meeting house, 42x60, with 20 feet
posts.
Both Houses have agreed to adjourn on Friday This will be the first
meeting house iu the place.
next.
The Committee on Congressional ApporA correspondent of the Ellsworth American
tionments had a meeting this eveuiug.
By a de- says that to day East Bluehill can boast of being
cided vote the committee voted that it is inexpe
one ot the most
thriving little villages in Hancock
dilnt to make an apportionment at this session.
county. During the last nine years, nearly seventy-five buildings have been erected, including a
Mr. Frye's nomination to the Senate as Mr
church, postoliice and a hall. Three granite
Blaine's successor was expected, and will give
wharves, and many hundred feet of granite sheds
general satisfaction. He will be among the ablest have also been built.
and best-trained members of that body, and a
The first number of the Bar Harbor Tourist will
valuable supporter of the administratiou'should a appear early in May.
division iu the ranks occur hereafter. It begins to
The Fusionists elected their candidate for Mayor
look as though Senator Conkling's dictatorship of Ellswortn, and carried three of the live wards.
Roscoe Holmes Mayor.
may be seriously interfered with. Several of the
new members, including both the Senators from
Not a single Fusion vote was polled at the Read
Maine, have a decided talent for "talking back.'' field town election. The Republicans elected
their candidates unanimously.
[Boston Herald.
Bcnj. Burr, Esq formerly of Maine, but a resiMr. J. C. Bancroft Davis resumes the place of dent ot the South for many vears, has been elected
First Assistant Secretary of State, which lie so
Mayor of Port Royal. S. C
The ice is out of the St. Croix river
ably tilled undersecretary Fish. Secretary Blaine
The Pembroke Iron Works are
is generally congratulated on his good fortune in
running steadily
getting the assistance of so experienced and able and have shipped several cargoes of manufactured
iron lately.
a diplomatist as Judge Davis, who will
his
resign
seat on the Court of Claims at once.
Friendship harbor aud bay are clear of ice.
For the first time since ‘’women's rights” have
been diecussed, a woman was voted for in
Palmyra,
Stockholders of the Philadelphia, Wilmington <fc at the late annual
meeting, for Supervisor of
Baltimore Railroad are referred to the important
Schools, and on a full ballot, a change of one vote
notice in to day’s paper.
would have given her the election, although her
The man who unearthed a mummy boasted that opponent was a very popular man.
Madison reduced her debt nearly a thousand
ho had got a dead sure thing on the show business
dollars last year, and Cambridge and 8kowhegan
Tho surplus of the Union Mutual Life Insurance are out of debt and have
money iu their treasury.
Company, according to the Massachusetts stand Good for Somerset county.
increased
from
1877
to |300 213
Good building lots iu Richmond are advancing in
ard,
$77,209.53 in
77 in 1880.
price.

Thursday.

Gen J. A. Hall lias contributed $QJi to the Gardiner Public Library building tund.
Thomaston bonds sold in the Boston market
last Saturday at 100"-, while Rockland sold at
and Bath 98£.
Golden robins, blue birds and new maple molasses are announced, the last at Farmington.
Men engaged in lumbering on F. L Caraey's
lot in Jefferson, saw seven very large deer in an
orchard last week: since then a number of single
deer have been seen in the vicinity.
Miss Mary Buzzell of Vassalboro. while walking
to church at Cross Hill on Sunday last, complained
of a pain in her side, and a few minutes later
dropped dead.
Camp Meeting John Allen celebrated his 86th
birthday by an autobiographical lecture in Representatives' Hall. Augusta, lie was born in a log
cabin in Farmington in 1795. He was rather a wild
young fellow, but was converted at a camp meeting at Industry in 18-J8. He has attended 31*J
camp meetings.
A Steuben man recently killed a 400 pound bear
with au axe
It was nip and tuck between the
man and the bear, but the latter saved his life and
the bear lost his.
Cole A Mernam's lime sheds, at Roekport. were
destroyed by tire. March 9th. The sheds contain
ed sixty tons of hay belonging to S J. Gushee of
Appleton. Loss on buildings and wharf. >1500;
on hay. >900
No insurance. The hay had been
insured, but the policy expired last week. It was
probablv an incendiary tire
The Maine Ship-Builders' and Ship-Masters' As
sociation met m the Senate (Jiamber. Monday evening. and organized permanentIv by the choice of
Guy. C. Goss as President, ami a long list ot VicePresidents from various parts of the State. They
appointed a committee consisting of Guy C Goss.
John Kimball and A A. Strout to draft by daws
and report at an adjourned meeting
An effort
will be made by the Association t<* bring an intluence to bear on the repeal of the Hell Gate Pilot
age law.
The ice is out of the Maehias river. High water
and fears ot freshets and ice surges on the Kennebec and Penobscot
Senator Hamlin appeared <*n the tloor of the
House, Saturday forenoon. Both branches took a
recess in his honor, and an impromptu reception
Mr. Hamlin and wife arrived
was accorded him.
home Saturday evening, and Mr Hamlin is to have
a public reception by the citizens ot
Bang >r this

Legislature undoubtedly pursued tlie wisest course.
It is folly to
Platsted’s Inaugural.
enact laws one session only to repeal
The majority ami minority reports from
them the next. This tends to bring the
the
Joint Special Committee on the State
A CASE of TOTAL DEPRAVITY.
(Thursday) evening
lawsiutocontempt. No doubt many who
of the Commonwealth on the Governor's
The Fusionists linaiiy dropped the names ot
Charles Merrill, the self confessed murderer,
voted against the repeal of the constabu" ho is now
waiting final sentence, in the county Plaisted. Anderson and Talbot and nominated as message contain the bane ami the antiail, is apparently an example of “total depravity," candidate for V S. Senator R. A Frye of Bethel
and cider clauses did so on this ground
lary
Mr. Frye is Probate Judge ot Oxford county and a
lie seems to be a
dote. The gentlemen who sign the minsays the Kennebec Journal
of
member
Gov. Plaisted's staff
He
is
a long
alone.
Then, it Would lie a pity to deto
is
and
insensible
to
remorse,
disstranger
any
ority report were only equal to a brief
motion between right and wrong.
Since Lis m- way from the V. S Senatorship. howexer.
Gov. Plaistcd of the opportunity of
prive
areeratiou in the jail evidence is accumulating
paragraph, introducing the message itwhich goes to show his moral rottenness. On the
enforcing the lav where the local officers
self as worthy of the approbation and
The
Czar
of Russia Assassinated.
eight of the 17th of June last two large barns, be
and sheriff's refuse to do their duty, af elt"
Liver
Hammon
of
a
China,
of
m
longing
neighbor
support of the plain people of the State, ite has stated his intention of
r j;v a BOMB WIIII.K RKTFRNIN11
UK IS BLOWN
the Merrills, were burned to the ground.
Mr.
availing
FROM A l’AKADK—THREE SOLDIERS KII.I.KD ANI»
Hammon informs us that young Merrill has conand which lias tints been reprinted at
himself of the authority to do so granted
SEVERAL PERSONS IN I FRED—< >N E OF THE ASSASfessed that he uas the incendiary,
it seems that
the public expense. This is not statesSINS ARKEsThD.
Mr ilamiii>'ii had a line calf which Charles wished
by this act. By all means let him enforce
to purchase, but the owner refused to part with
Washington. I). < .March 13 Dispatches from
manship. but sharp practice. However, these as well as
other laws, as it is his
the animal.
S-» the young monster took this Minister Foster at 1st. Petersburg to the Slate
no one need complain if tlie majority remethod to get even, probably hoping that in the department announce the killing «1 the < zar
by
to do.
If
duty
they
prove to be all that
eonfu.Mon he could steal the calf without being
the explosion of a bomb under his carriage. As
port is laid before all who may see the
detected.
is expected of them, well and good.
the Emperor was returning from parade in Michael
After Charles was turned out of doors by his
Manege, about two o'clock Sunday afternoon, a only gubernatorial address of which the They will then be retained
mother. :u September, he went to live with a rel
upon the
bomb was thrown which exploded under the Czar's
people of Maine hav e good cause to feel statute books. If
ative named Sumner Merrill, to whom he told the carriage,
hich was considerably damaged
The
are found impracthey
Mr Merrill says that he did not dare to reashamed.
Hut while it is humiliating to
Czar alighted unhurt, but a second bomb exploded
story
ticable after a fair trial, they may be modveal the secret until Charles was behind iron at his feet, shattering both legs beb-w the ki.ee.
know
that
a man capable of uttering such
< barms also related to his
bars.
relatives, with and inflicting other t errible injuries The Czar
ified or repealed.
But gdve them a fair
c<»L.-klerabie gusto, his numerous other misdeeds,
was immediately
conveyed in an unconscious demagogical sentiments occupies the Govand trmd to induce Mr. Merrill to become Lis ac- state to the Winter Palace, where
trial first.
du d at A 30
v

Legislature.

nuiLicipaiities.

Matters.

FROM ALL

On Tuesday lion. Win. 1*. Frye was elected by
the Maine Legislature to succeed Hon. James G.
Blaine lr the United States Senate, by a solid Republican vote. This promotion was sure to come
to Mr. Frye sooner or later, and is well deserved.
Maine has honored herself in honoring him. The
following sketch of Mr Frye's career we take from
the Lewiston Journal:
Mr. Frye was born in Lewiston. Sept. 2, 18:11.
and is consequently now in his 30th year. He
graduated from Bowdoin in 185<>. studied law and
was admitted to the- bar. and practiced first iu
Rockland and subsequently in Lewiston. At the
bar be proved himself one of the ablest and most
successful lawyers iu the State—having no superior as a jury advocate.
In 1*60 he was elected to the Maine Legislature
from Lewiston and served two terms successfully
Mr. Blame being at the time Speaker of the
House. lie was mayor of Lewiston in 1865 and
1*06
He was also elected to the Legislature iu
1866. and while a member was chosen Attorney
General of the State, which position he filled for
three years with great ability and success.
lie was elected to Congress from this district in
l*7t». and was re elected iu 187:2. 1871. 1876. 1878
In Congress he speedily proved himself
and 1*8"
one of the ablest debaters on the floor of the House
and has been for some time recognized as one of
the Republican leaders. While in Congress he has
devoted much time to the advocacy of Republican
principles on the stump in \arious parts of the
Union, and has won tor himself a reputation of being one of the most eloquent speakers iu the

We landed one Diglit at the foot of a bluff to
take on cotton. In the bow of the boat were large
pine torches, whose liames lighted up the bluff,
fringed with dark-leaved live oaks, from whose
branches hung streamers of long grey moss. One
after another, in quick succession, the cotton bales
rolled dowu. followed by duskv negroes, shiny
with perspiration. One of the darkies, through
neglect, letting a bale roll into the water, the mate
gave him a few blows on the back with a switch—
a chastisement less severe than many a school boy
undergoes, but which nearly sent a lady of our
party into hysterics The same punishment indicted upon a white man would not have affected
her at all : but these were the days when the
leaven of Uncle Tom's Cabin was working, and the
black man was as greatly idealized as Cooper's In
dians— and idolized, as well.
We were not sorry to leave the Le Grand for
the Battle House in Mobile, then the best hotel ;n
the South. There was little to attract the sightseer in the Gulf City, however, and in less than
twenty-four hours we were at: >at again, this time
on board the steamer Cuba bound tor N ew Orleans
via Lake Porchitram. The Cuba left her pier at
d i*. m and
though we remained on deck until
dark, it was not because of the attractive scenery
The laud on eituer side of us was tiat. and save
the little clusters of houses at the watering places,
there was nothing to break the monotony When
we awoke next morning the boat wa^ moored at
the end ot a loci: pier: and taking au early train
over the Ponchitraiu railroad we were s«*on in the
city—a ride of about four miles, part of the way
through a swamp thickly gr< wn with Cyprus. The
accumulation of*tilth along the sides of the streets,
the stagnant water in the gutters, toe dilapidated,
decayed old buildings, did not impi *ss the writer
as they would a stranger.
1 was lamilar with this
state of things, and had become acquainted with
it at a time when that dread scourge, the
yeliow
fever, was numbering its victims by hundreds.
The Crescent City will be served up in succeed, ne
articles.
\ 1.

Aia. March'.'.
In the Senate the bid !'• ■:
tile speedy detection of crime, which was passed
in the House and indetlnitefy
postponed -n the
>cnate came back from 'he House, that body in>;sting on its former vote and proposing a committee ot conferenc". in which the Senate concurred. The Military ''oimnittee reported a ie
lve
That His Excellency Harris M Plai.-h d,
'lovernorof Maine, ami his Executive Council be
requested to extend to the President of the United
States such attention and courtesies as his presence in the State, on the occasion of the reunion
"■
the veterans of Maine at Portland in August,
s.houl : demand. The bill requiring insurance eomp.tnies incorporated in this State to have their
head quarters here was taken from the table and
passed to be engrossed.
In the House the Judiciary Committee rep< rted a
contract with Judge Goddard ot Portland for the
revision and consolidation of tin? public laws The
contract was approved.
A bill was pa-sod that
"oldiors and sailors shall not he incapacitated tn m
uting on account of any help rendered them from

GOSSIP

THE NEW UNITED STATES SENATOR.

£>*0,000.

Maine

AND

of with

Next week the
more

s\ >:

-m

will be tit*.it

special reference

to

our

cit;

stdiools.
The Washington Cost

predicts

that

one

*>;

first acts of Secretary Blaine will he to cail for
investigation ot Plot. Hinds* persistent charges

tin*
an

fraudulent misrepresentation :n the matter of the
fishen’ award under the treaty of Washington.
The Canadians have not thought the charges
worth inv< migatmg : but if the Post is correct
Mr Blaine thinks differently
The Boston Journal is

receiving many merited
its inauguration number. Asid1*
Irom its news features, the four
page supplement
tilled with matter of historical interest, the work
«d the Journal s able staff, was a clever stroke of

compliments

on

journalistic enterprise and skill. But the Journal
is wo good a
paper always that it can only bespoken
in terms of commendation

ot

Mr

Blaine has
ot him

a

expected

The fault seems
Mr

Blaine’s

habit of doiug better than was
j Boston Herald.
to bo with those who underrate

capacity.

What next?

The fifteen puzzle has been laid

upon the shelf, and < Jar field’s cabinet is an estab
lished fact The country wants a fresh conundrum

News

■-day

of

Belfast

and
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Bapli-t

of age.

yearehur*

on

apt. A Ion/
and the orlier the wife of

■'

rni:
B

\

d

peculiar

>a one oj their
programme.-.
:- <ni of tlu* Im*-i on tin* r<>ad: thev
sing
>'-d to on tiie old plantation, tin- same old
on

■'

-am.

peeuliar strain. There i-a -uert;ii'out tneseold plantation songit»k*.
and one never lire- of hear,i•‘vf-i-t
I'
am
ii' <* last
evening wa- so pleased
'opiece wa- heartily encored."

a.1
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11

,v
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last week, there

into port
schooners
Frederick and (’harloj Buck;. aud seh. A.
the latter with hard pine, the others for
Tl.cy til report hmir trips and many hardMat y

U'
'•

ln 1‘

Clark,

came

the three masted

a.-t tire !.ri_ stacy vdark and
togethm front Baltimore for
•'I -. After long detention
they sailed from
»ia on
-ame day. theC’lark for Fall
River,
*"r-;
1
Bo-ton. After discharging they
!
ledt.,-: and arrived on same
day. as mcn-

*

c

cce,;.,

'k

—
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■

d'he

■

d

<

barley Bm

! from mtvannah

ki and A. (>. Cross

day,the

formerfor

liter for Belfast direct.
The Bueki dis.
Bath and proceeded to Belfast,
arriving

1 at

nay with the

tme

-aim-

1

<

truss.

v-, »t.v i:ni a

The following bu.-im*-the March tenn of the Insolvencv
■'•r the <■ miity of Waldo.
In the case of \1‘emlleton. i'nity, insolvent debtor, order
•mi ..tin- of creditorpa—ed. Meeting!.*
\pr:l 14th.
\ndivw F. ( lark. Belfast, re*•]

te<t

•*

at

..

!

-ign■■

•1

for

i■

month ending March 7th, tiled.

Niehols, s.-arspurt—Petition
di-charge pre-ented and hearing
>•

lv!;a

1

Pi

■

■!

;

Ul‘

*t

ot

1

ite

.(.•. >. \\
< ooksun, l nit
K\debtor 1-omple‘ed-Mo>, W. Rich,
>r ler ot assignee :o
pay preferred claim
1 aide,
’Hector, pu.— ed. Monthly report
tiled.
Proof ot debt of 1). Famine,
'Hrv<
*r tile«l—preferred claim.
’'c

1 l~‘L

'■'>

■.

—

of

a

Vwtliport

wa-

ex.-itcl la-t

“U-d -appearance of
t

week

over

the

young girl. The eir-nidi a< localise a belief that all
right, and a warrant wa- determined upon.
ih:- ’’it}
-ee the IMiff .Judge a
u
j at a lem-c n Belfast and there
n
’■!.
A -lurching party the
day be-

ad

found

"Id

a

w. iv

ii".

a

on

de’ut of Leonard Crav tiled.
ie-1.\lbert A. Youna Liherfx
"'■'ii ul assignee examined and
allowed.
1
Bowimi. Belfast—Petition of assignee
A, relation to notice of sale of real estate

'''■■!

n

of

portion -,f
building, and a i<»

u,,.

a

a

of her

hair

*>11

a

eliild. told night poli/'cman Mureli,
approached on the street, that her mother
^
kill her,— that just before
morning
it the house, pa-sed the
day in an un

b'l'h
1

b'

11

••

|)i' i
bail'

.'

•\

'•

1-e.

i"

made her

toilet at the stump where

found, and w hen darkness appeared
Beita-t, wliere sin* had acquaintances. Mr.
took her to the house
inquired for.

a

wa-

u.lmt

iM \ n

Law CASK-.

Thecase of Ellen
Bellas! Foundry Company, tried last
I and carried
up to the law court, has been deiu lavorot thi* plaintilL The
original elaim
;il,out s l.ono, money loaned and note- taken
crd .y \V. \v. Castle,
president of the Belfast
,'lr> ( mpany. The company contested, claim;.tf the president had no
right to hire money
t-111

">ut

a

\.

vote of the

company.

rescript—

!'»e

\

The

following

is

..f the director- of a corporation, that the
-i le'ii ha\c lull power and control of it- busiauthorizes him to purchase tne materials to
!-- d in ;ioperation- and to borrow tuoticv for
'orporation and give its note for the amount
*\\ed.
A note signed Belfast
Foundry ComI1V- A. B. Piv-ident, hind- the
corporation, if p
ot• ■

otherwi.-e the defendant would be liable on
y count- for money loaned to the corporaa:“l applied to the purchase of materials for its
the payment of its debts.
It is immaterial
;i:er the money was obtained bv the transfer of
depo-it book of a savings bank by the president
h*
orporation or by the owner of such deposit
aioin

tlie
he

1

«

a-eof j. .j. Carr et al.

vs. Kebeeca C. Bart
defaulted. This case want the April term, last
year, and was an action
’■ night
by the building committee of the Elindalc
•"'•■sc < o. for amount subscribed
by defendant.
1

defendant

was

i»> hiusn a Shikt Fhont. <akl a woman
Journal reportev the other day, “There are not
iN women in the city of Belfast who
thoroughider>tand the polishing of a gentleman’s shirt
hi
< )f course there are
who
many
attempt this
'■lit those who can do a first class
job can be
‘"ted on the lingers of one hand. These
t

good

have all the work they can do, sometimes
ing oil as many as twenty-live shirts per day
twelve cents apiece. The
highly polished
f front is not now so
fashionable as
hers

formerly.

the Journal man tin* modus
ainli as follows—First boil your starch, (some
t unboiled; and some skill should be
displayed
making the starch of the proper consistence.
bosom of the garment should be
thoroughly
>'iirated with starch upon both sides and rubbed
woman

gave

■

'a

“■I

ecu tin*
hands.
Everything depends upon
storching, for if not well done it will blister
is polished.
The shirt is now rolled up and
away for a couple of hours. The shirt is next

,IM?d

covered board.

The bosom is ironed
iron at first down'! and never the reverse. When
you are ready
'''
l'"lish, place the bosom of the garment over an unr('d board of hard wood, birch
being considered
A small part of the shirt front is
polished
•lie time and this
place is first dampened with a
’! (*loth.
The polishing iron should be hot and
'W-d
quickly back and forth until the gloss apu
Repeat this performance until the entire
1 f‘t
has been gone over. The collar and cuffs are
in the same manner.
on

a

always moving

A

■

the

business at the close ot the present
she will leave Boston for the Bcnobscot
next Monday evening and continue on the route iu
connection w ith the Cambridge. Three trips per
week will he made until May 1st, then four tripuntil further notice.
the season’s

week,

Baikij's Nkw Oklkans Minstkki.s. The above
named company, under the management of F. W.
Bote, will appear at II ay ford < >pera House, in this
ity, on Monday evening, March 21st. The troupe
consists of twenty-live artists, including eight end

i to the

11oi;-.•

advert;-.

the farmers

".

real

Maple-

estate

for

-ale at

advertises the annual

lion-,mold furniture, bedding,
edar -treel.

hi-

on <
IN

J

i.-lAli:

Ki:\l.

the

following
Irausfev- in real estate ill Waldo county fertile
einiii._

weeK

Damon,

H.

March la— William
-nine

\ugn-tns

to

*—

*i■

tow

n.

Hither, Cnity, to

Hannah 1

'M—, -Mine

>.

town.

Bagiev Troy,
Brook- Dairy

<

"•>
to < lia-. E. I.ai
Brook-.
Beni. Col-ou.
Monroe, to Ira D. White, Winterport. David E.
1
Belfast, to t’on.iiit A <
Belfast. Adoniram
B. Curtis estate. Frank) mi. o. V1 imm J. and Amelia
M
urtis. same town. Win. Dh krv. Waldo, to
Ee\ i MeDonaM, Waldo,
.lame- Mur ii e-tate.
Winterport. t«* Edmund J Murch. -aim* town.
.John \\ Ellis. Belfast. t«» Fred W
Brown. Belfast.
John II. Hav nes, l-le-Boiv, to Stephen
Knowlton,
••

town.

Haynes, Isleshoro, to
Hosannah H
m -. -ame
town.
Bufus Kenney,
I rankfort, t J. 1».
King-lmry. ,-ame town. Estate
of Amo- M. Mat hew -, stoeki. u. m (,eo.
Staples,
-aim
town.
Waldo Peirce e-tate. Frankfort, t*»

-ime

W\

>mon

>

Kennev.-ame tow n.
Hiram Peirce, Beli:i'’lit, to 1 • »vi i E. ( .ok. Bella-!. Delia W. ThumpE*i;

a-

Belt a-;,

-ii.

n

Math

I

■■

Belta.-t.

John
Mixer. Knox.
J *.aniel Weni w orth, K .••\. to J lorten-e SJiibles A ak.
-ame town.
W in.
Whitm-'.
Bittslield, to Au*
gustus Steven-, Troy.
I

Woodbury, Waldo,

PtitsoN

Hon.

Belfast, ha- been

Hou-i

»r

B

--oe

re

Judge of the Polio- < <uirt of Boeklami ...A Washington correspondent of the New ’i -rk Herald intimate-that 11«»n. s. E. Millikeu would m>t be averse
t » repre-e,iting hicountry abr*»ad in ae w-ular or

diploinali capacit y.Bev. Mr. (•"<»denough, of
thi- city. Dram! High Priest of the Drand
EncampMaine, I. <». <). E.. in eompuuv with the
other grand ollicer-. instituted at W ilt*m, on .Monment of

da; night,

a

new

encampment.

Mr.

ill

Doodenough
ork, eiicanip.

in.-truct, -iiortIv. in the rev i-ed w
mentBangor, oidtown, Dexter ami Dover_
Mis- Mudgett has recovered from her illness, and
resumed her pia« e at the South Intermediate school.
w

Johnson,

....Dr.

at

best company tra\ oiling.
Bote's on Friday morn-

o'clock

The press of Boston and of other
which this company have appeared, speak
in highly complimentary terms of their performances, ami the programme they offer here is certain*
ly a very attractive one, including songs, comic and
at 0

of this

I".-al Medical Examiner

city,

1- r

has

been appointeil

the .Etna life insurance

company-Mr. D. A. Wadlin, of Northport. has
bought the butter route, in this city, heretofore the
lui-ine-s of J. W
Knight-Fred S. W'alls, Es<|.. of
Vin.ilbaven, wa- in Belfast oji Wednesday.Mr
1
H. >lt eper, of 1 ort Wayne, lnd., who
re<*ently
ime ea.-t for hi* health,
.-nil-today, in -ch. Charley
Bm k. for Wilmington.
He w ill go a- far south as
>.iv aimali and Jaek-onville, and after a time will

pathetic, trombone, banjo and violin sob • pedc-tal,
clog and statue dances, a humorous lecture ami
other specialties, the whole concluding with a
laughable afterpiece which cannot fail to please
everybody.
city Ki.kki'Jox. The municipal election in this
city, mi Monday last, was unusually quiet, then* living no opposition to the Republican nomine for
Mayor, and no contest for ward oilicers except in

ward four, where the fusionists elected. Mr. M B.
Woodcock received all tin* vote- thrown with the
exception of four scattering—three for Charles
Baker in ward
and one for John (4. Brook- in
ward
But two oilier similar elections are brought
to mind.
In 1S58 Hon. Ralph C. Johnson, the lir-t
Mayor, was elected without opposition, and in l-od.
lion. Win. C. Marshall, the citizens* candidate, received all but two votes thrown. The vote of 1-7:1
was even smaller than on
Monday,the whole number
n at the former election was but 171.
Why
the Democrats made no contest Monday i- not
known, their only plea being, as they say. ‘-that the
Republicans have controlled the city for many
years, have got us into trouble, now let them get u>

out."

posited

Many Democrats went to the polls and
the Republican ticket. The billowing is

dethe

vote for
M A

YOU.

Wards I
M. B. Woodcock. So

2

d

4

ss

-s

f>‘»

ALDKKMKN.

and W. K. Mitchell. 1 Ward
Charles A. March, db. All the above are Repuldi
cans except Mr. ('base, who i- a <.reenbacker.

Ferguson,

B.

2,

COl-NCILMKN

Ward!, Robert Burge-- and l.imiu- Walton. >•;
votes each: Ward 2, David B. -Blander- and ( has.
W. Haney, SS each: Ward d, David H. Libby, —.
( has. F. (iinn. sd; Ward t, Horace Bark db, Walter
(.. Hatch
F. W. Brown (II, W. II. BankWard d, (..urge Hardy and v It. Richnr 1-, .77 each.
Hatch ami F. W. Brown are
In Ward t. Walter
elected, tin* former i< Rvenbacker.

a

R

‘publican,

the latter

a

urn

\\

t->

Belfast.
Kh.fi*.

;

the "'ill- lih

Tin*

following

are, in

at ilu* March term of

suit stance,

the court in this

cityMart!

1.!

w'ej 1. laf<* "f Walth- gives and
bequeaths
her >•»:i Kniei "..n Klw»*ll, where she lias made
her home for man years, all he now owes her in
notes, "eeured b;> mortgage, which mortgage is to
ta

to

discharged, pnn iding he does not demand or
claim anything against her or her estate. All her
wearing apparel, clothing ami a portion of her
he

bedding she gives t<» her tiaugliteiv—l.avinia, >arah
•lane, I>ebo ah I*.. Martha A
Lizzie, Nancy K.,
Ktta M. and Lydia. The balance of household furniture, bedding Ac. goes t** >arah Kiwell, wife of
Kmerson. A sum of money not to exceed $ioo is
set

apart tortile purchase of

sets of grave stones,

one

burial lot and two
fur herself and one for
a

Kiwell. who lost his life in the
war
After all bequests are made
ain’t hills paid the balance t«* be divided among her
children, except Kmerson. 1 >. S. Flanders, K-q.,of
Monroe, is named executor.
her

son

Newel! -J.

of the rebellion.

Hazt-n

late ol‘

Ayer,
Melville, requests
debts be paid and a sot of grave stones purchased.
He giw- t«> his son Marshall >.
Ayer s'iou.

lirst that

all his

1 •> his daughters. Mary W.
Ayer and Caroline L.
''prowl, he gives household goods and furniture.
He give-, all hi- estate, both real and
personal, to
his son. Marshall s.
Ayer, to beheld in trust for the
*le u- and hem*lit of his daughter
Mary \\ Ayer.
After the death of Mary, to be equally divided
among remaining children. The property can he
sold at any time, the proceed* t<» he held in trust as
above specified. Marshall s. Ayer is named ex
ecut#.

lionui' Ilaugh, lateof Belfast, alter the payment
all debts, funeral charge-. Ac., gives to his gram!
daughter Mary, daughterof John Ilaugh, the build
ing and lot on Waldo Avenue, subject to the follow
ing conditions—James Scanlin and wife t«» remain
in possession of said read estate until Mary shall
become eighteen years of age. scanlin to keep
buildings in good repair, insurance and taxes paid.
To his son John he gives nothing but good will, and
nothing to his grand-daughter, Blanche 1 laugh.
Mrs. Sybel Barker, late of Belfast, after the payment of all debts and the purchase of grave stones,
Ac., gives to her grand-son, W. E. Barker, one gold
dollar, as he has enough of (his world s goods. To
her grand daughter Anna L. (Bidden, a portion of
1

of

household goods, &c. To her sou, Samuel s. Bar
ker, one third of what money she had. To her son,
George A. Barker, one third of her money, and a
portion of her bedding. To her sister Martha
Townsend, clothing and same household goods.
The remainder to be divided
among her legatees,
bv the executor, who is M. s. staples.
Ann M. Warren, late of Jackson, gives to her
husband one undivided half part of all her real estate and personal property, to be held by her exe
cutor for the support and comfort of her husband
during his natural life. At his death if any property remain it goes to the support of her daughter,
Julia A. Kendall, if she he alive. If dead, to be divided among her relatives. One undivided half
part of all her real estate and personal property to
her daughter, Julia A. Kendall, to be held in trust
for her support during her natural life. After her
death to the support of Mrs. Warren’s husband, if
he be alive. If dead, to be divided among her relatives. Everett Morton, of Jackson, Is named as executor.

April

»>

**

term of

Ward L d. D. 'Fuck
ard 1, >Hinuel Norton,
cr.v7: Ward d. II. I*, siirkney. *7: Ward I. <K*“rge
F. Brier, 110; Ward 5, 1*. s. staple-. 57.
wakhkxs.

Miss Martha A.

PAi.Kimo. Mr. Wm. Lewis Is putting in a new
cylinder-saw stave mill. It will cost when completed
nearly $300...There are a number of eases of diphtheria in town. The only children of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Turner, Gracie and Willie, have lately died from
it> effects and Mrs. Turner is dangerously sick w ith
the same disease.The regular town meeting,
holt Ion on tin* 14th, resulted in a Democratic victory.
Officers elected Moderator, Eli Carr; Clerk, Mitchell Detain ; Selectmen, H. F. Foy, (.. W. Carr, W.
•L Ne!<r»n: Collector, II. B. Carr:
Supervisor of
Schools. Herbert Turner. The debt of the town
has been reduced during tin* past year :?S0:>.17:
).!»:> balance against tin* town.
leaving s 1
masque ball of Iasi week under
tin* direction of Albert Arthur Y uing, w as a
perfect
success in every respect.
The costumes were various. ranging from Curie Josh to the King of the
Cannibal I-lands. Some few from out of town
Libkhti

The

represented beasts by being disguised
The hot turkey supper was
gotten
Ki!"\vlti>n's br-t style, and would have
eii\

w

liquor.

ith

in

up

Mr-.

done credit

caterer ...G.

Sherman wa- drawn
‘‘my
jur\ man from this town for the April term of court
-\t a town meeting held in this tow n tin* 14th
in-t. the following named persons were elected as
h*

oHieer- for the

ensuing year—A. A. Brown,
C. W. Lewi- and George Prescott, selectmen: F.
Bridge*:. Tiva-urcr: B. t Knowlton, supervisor of
schools: William Lewis, collector and Constable.
All Fusioni-l- except the third selectman, w ho is a
low n

Republican.
I

Tin* oldest couple now living in
and Mr-. Aimer Milliken.

'mi ii n vii.i k.

ulnville

Lin
Hi

living

been

Mr.

are

married in the year of ispi and have
together o:' years. Mr. Milliken is i>2

wore

old. and his wife is no on her next birthday.
I’hey have now living .) children, JO grandchildren
and in gr« at-grandehildi\*u.
Mr. Milliken and wife
year."

.mined thr* eliurch some sixty years ago. Mr. Midi*
ken "erved in the war of 1>I2.
Mrs. Milliken is "till
very smart and does all her own work. ( apt. Williani A. Dickey is one of Mr. Milliken’." grand children-There was an excellent entertainment at
the

Tuesday evening

< cut re

of

last week.

The

<

Tue

vs tin

property of the

<

astine Brick Co.

changed hands—wholly or in part—and now,
aficr several .'.ears of
naetivity, tin* business of
brick making will be revived.
It would be diflieult
t> find better tacilities for
making and hipping
t-

than are here aflorded. and the revival
this
bimincs" i- of no small importance in our little vii
laue....( onsidering its -izc. < ‘ast ine has good edu•ati-mal privileges. There are the Normal school,
with which is connected a im del
school, the High.
(Grammar. Intermediate and Brimary schools, hc•'ides an evening school for those who are at work
A lad of thirteen, of tlii" village,
during 1 lie dav
who remembers w hat he read- and learns at
school,
...

wn-

by

t-dd

hi"

father,

one

morning,

to

M'-li and bail out two or three boats w hich had
been partially tilled with rain during the night. \n
hour or two after, hi- father found him resting
from hi" labors, the Pmk not more than half done,

why

t->

do.

n,

he

ns wore

a

l nited "laics

*lu

sav

m»

shall

c;i-c

friends of

Mr.

Alvah

Stephenson, 58.
On Tuesday Mr. Monroe
being no opposition.

5. c. B.

wa-

heeled eh-rk. there

Our annual town incooling pa^-cd

Stockton.

Moderator, Otis liar
riinan: Clerk, d. W. Mudgett: Selectmen. OverL.
seers, Ac., s. B. Littlelield, R. s. small, II
Ilarriman: Collet t -r.
Shute; Treasurer, Otis I
Wilson Partridge; Supervisor of Schools, shepherd
Blanchard: 'Town Agent, L. B. Small; Auditor, d.

Lambert.

C.

MoNjtoi-;. The Monroe cornet bund gave a dramatie entertainment and concert at the town hall,
on Wednesday of last week, netting about *d2.
lb.
request the drama was repeated last evening, with
and milk for refreshments.L V Mea drive of logs containing -JOO,nut) feet,
which he will get in this week-O. < D<wv has
been draw'll as juryman for the April term of court.
.John Twombly will run an aceommodation line
between this place and Bangor, when his present
hulled

coni

Kenney has

duly.

time terminates in

Vinal, who \\ as defeat*
ed last week for clerk, has been clerk of this town
for thirty consecutive years, and has been a faithful .and efficient officer-Our town indebtedness i>
but $1.51*1.14 ...Whole number of pupils in town.
1000-Hon. T. R. simonton is to deliver a temperance lectlire in this town soon->. (.. Webster bad
a hog slaughtered recently that weighed 7Id pounds.
\‘in

Ai.lf avkn.

Mr. W. 11.

-Eugene Coombs, Melvin Ayer and A. Crockett
started for Dakota Territory in company with Mr.
Kill-The church people have decided to retain
for another year the services of Re v. Mr. Purington.
Tinhixdikk.

The following i> a list of tin town
officers for the ensuing year: Moderator, Tlu»nia~
Cornfortli; Clerk. A. I. Brown; Selectmen. Albert
s. Higgins, Kuel s. Ward, Chas. W. Lord: supervisor of schools, Frank I~ Philhrh k; Treas., Chas.
C. Bessoy. All Democrats but Moderator and Clerk.
-Sayward Lodge 1. (). of (FT. has revived itusefulness as well as its existence. There i.~ a
strong temperance sentiment in our town and tinlodge affords a means whereby it may become potent
Several of our farmers are securing Aroos—

potatoes for planting-sixty barrels of dried
apples were among the out going freight last week,
shipped by L. A. Bowler, merchant, of Palermo.
\ crily the
paring bee must have abounded in that
land.
took

<

vmdkn.

At

tin*

town

meeting Monday

Auditor, U II. Pascal; School Committee, F.
Ingraham; Collector, K. Orbaton-In addition
tie* usual business transacted, the town voted

s.
to
to

S-jnnoof its indebtedness the present year. The
town’s indebtedness at present, over and above
available resources is $:r»,oou-There i> a little
"tir along our wharves making preparations for
pay

the
ed

summer

business-Steamer Planet has receiv-

Capt. Rodney Witherspoon will
command her this summer_Mr. Sellman, of the
Sardine factory, is in town but will remain only a
few days, returning as soon as
they begin to catch
lish.
At this factory they are now making cans_
Mr. Calen Tribon is
having a successful extra term
of school... The annual
meeting of Mcgunticook
school district will be held at the high school room,
next Monday evening, when
among other business
two school directors are to be elected, one for
long
a

term

new

and

mast.

one

to till

vacancy of Rev. Mr. Cox.

Rfumiam. At the annual town meeting held in
this town on Monday, the following officers wrve

ehosen—Moderator,

A. \V. Fletcher; Clerk, .1. 1’.
Brown; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers, Orrin
Lenard, George Hancock and William It. Whitten;
Treasurer, Henry M. Cole; Supervisor of Schools,
Gersham Twitchel, ji.; Auditor, George K. Berry;
Surveyors of Wood and Bark, E. I. Doe, A. W
Fletcher, Henry M. Cole and Gideon l’oniroy; Surveyors of Lumber, F. I. Doe, o. Lenard, A. W.
Fletcher and James Rraley; Collector, O. J. Farrington, at one per cent; Constables, O. J. Farrington, Bradford Dodge and (>. S. McAlister. Raised
to defray the expenses and debt of town for the
ensuing year, $2,000; for support of schools, am t,
required by law eighty cents per inhabitant; for
repairs of roads and bridges, $1,000. Everything
passed off finely with good feeling on both sides.
There was no party feeling; all
wanting the best

and we got them... .The snow is about gone and
there is neither wheeling nor
sleighing.\ few

men

days since, Joseph Jones and William it. Dearborn
got into a scuffle in which Jones had his thumb dislocated-The Horse Shoe Ciub held their monthly
entertainment Friday night, March lltli, at it Eden
street, Charlestown, Mass. The programme was
excellent one and the entertainment a grand success-Mrs. Eliza Doe died in this town last week,
aged 88 years. Mrs. Doe was made a widow alter
live years marriage and remained a widow to her
an

death,

a

period

of

sixty years.

She

w-as a

faithful

member of the Methodist church for seventy years.

and
crutches.

on

bleeding,

and was
I commenced to

obliged
use

to go
the Ct n

Kacluimc these outbreaks grew les> and less severe,

duration

Are
and

( hemi-tDnurgi.-t-.MO Washington >t.. Ro.-ton, 21 Front
s
Toronto. Out., and
>no»v llill, London, and
ai
for sale
by all l>ru.ir^ists. Price of cetieera,
-mall boxes, .">o cents; laruv bo\e-, containing; t wo
and one-half times the .plantity of small,if 1. Resolvent, £1 per bottle.
j lli'ERA Medicinal l’oi
i-i t nia!’, 2”> cents per cake,
t etieera MkdH’In ai. >11 wind Soap, 1.) cents
per cake: in liars for
Rarlier- and large eon.-uniers, .*><) cents.
lyric
>i..

-Joseph Lewis, of Boston, an
sustained the principal part, and was

supported by local talent.

Much praise i" due Mr.
and to -ay that our citizens were much
plea"ed with him, hut feebly expresses it.
'lr i* red Kendall, of this tow'll, one of the crew
"t
"• Lmpire. at Boston last w eek, rescued
from

aA| I I tV

Kleetrieitv and

Healing lialsams dm, times
PBWcirrtW*,noni Powerful than the best
VOLTAIC BIELEClKp-rous
plaster for relieving

Weakness of tlie
Luna's, Liver, Kidneys and
«>/»§ I
Rack, Kheumati.-in, Neuralgia and Sciatica. Placed
"vor the pit of the stomach,
they cure Dy.-pt-p-ia,
RTiou- Eolie. Diarrhea. ( ramps and Pain, and
prevent Ague and Malaria. A-k f -r Collins' \ ,. 1
taie Kleetric porous Piasters. 2o cents.
Tain

Oi

a man

delirium

tremens...

\vh

jumped overboard in

a

tit of

.William

and .Josiali Black,
"'ll on Monday, ship to Boston a herd of
eleven
\cn tor slaughter. Tw o of the numlier
girth eight
t»a t and eight inches
each, and the pair weigh a,000
pounds. Five others girth eight feet two inches,
and all are in good c mdition.
They are undoubted
ly the largest cattle ever raised in Waldo countv.

Pexouscot. During the year h>u two and a
million bricks were manufactured in the four
1-ri'k yards in Penobscot, and live thousand
tish
barrel" in the live cooper
shops in town. These
bricks and barrels lind a ready market in Boston at
remunerative prices, and as thev are all sent in
vessels owned and manned in t »wn, a
very respectable sum of money is brought home to our door in
half

the course of the year-Speaking of vessels we
have two that we think may he called remarkable.
The seh.

Harriet, sixty-four

years

old and in fair

condition now. The sob. Lark, sixty-live years old
and in first rate condition. Mie i- owned and
oommanded by ( apt. IJaty Roberts. This schooner has
made lifly-«*ne trips to Rockland and hack in one

hearty and promises
Thanksgiving, ere she

hatch many a
brood lor
goes the way of
ail good geese.An ancient shell
heap composed

principally

of

bank

(‘°tbi.M flu* annual town

meeting the follow ing
elected
Charles Leach, -John B.
Snowman, and Benj. R. Wentworth, Selectmen;
•Joseph M. Hutchings, Supervisor of schools: (,d
’crt Littlefield, Treasurer; ohed Leach, Collector.
ofliecr-

were

I* the most ell'retuul Beme-

il) lor all Blseuses of the
Kldne)s, Bladder, and lrinarj Organs. Female Complaints and (ienerul lleblllty.sueh as pain ful.dragging

sensation In the Hark and
Loins, Suppressed or Inronllnent Irinallon, with
whitish or hrlek-dnsi deposit, Drops}, ((ravel, IManeles, Orgauir Weakness,
Ac.
\ K PII R K TI ( t M has no
equal for Lameness and
Weakness perullar to Females.

NFPIIIIKTKT M
the best
remed} for Diabetes.
XF.PIlltFTH l M.as a Tonie
and Stimulant for aged persons, is without a rival. Be
sure and ask
for Dr. HI LLOCK'S KIDNKL RKHKIM.
VFFHKFTKI M.
For Sale
Is

known

.1. I).

Court

Lam son, .Judge.—A. A

'Ida*
Mareli

Fletcher, Register.

BELFAS1

PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal
IIv ('. II. >aiu;i:\t, \o. s, Main street.

IMMIH'L'K

Apples

(i

K STATES OF—
Joseph Morse, lateof Searsport, Joanna B. Morse,
Administratrix : l>a\ id Kennev, lateof Knox,Rachel
( dark, Administratrix
; Albion S. Sheldon, late of
Morrill, Deborah J. Sheldon, Administratrix ; John
stewart, late of Montville, I. 1*. Thompson, Admin
ntralor; Boreas A. Chase, late of
Belfast, John
Putnam. Searsport, Administrator.
<>i audian Appointed—(
Pembroke Carter over
minor heirs of Thos. Stewart, late of
Montville.
License

to

PRICES 1'AII> PRomcKRS.

MARKF.r.

Ini-li,
dried, P it.

;»0y.>0 Hay P ton.
$12.oily ld,00
.">«•*
4yn Hides ¥ tb.
Beans, pea,bush l.Tayl.OO Lamb P tb,
OyO
Medium
$1 .lyl.To Lamb Skins,
$L.".iiy2uo
Yellow-eyes I.'Ily lso Mutt<m ¥ It*.
lyd
Blitter ¥ It..
2" y2:1 < >ats ¥ bush,
47 yin
Beef Pit.,
7yS Potatoes,
Idyll
doydl Round Hoy ¥ tt.
Barley ¥ bush,
7y7!3
12 y Id straw P ton,
Cliee-e p tt».
$d.o»iyS.oo
Chicken ¥ It..
12yl4 Turkey ¥ tb,
12yl4
12 Veal ¥ tb.
Calf Skins.p tt..
dm7
Duck P lb.
it
Illy 12 Wool, washed. P lb.
Id Wool, unwashed, p It), :>:>
Eirirs p do/..
Fowl P tt>.
10y r2 Wood, hard,
$4.n0yl.nd
Geese P tt.,
Idyl2 Wood, soft,
$2.">Oy.J.oo

It A NTF.D

ON

sei.i. Real Kstate

on

Kstate

of—

\doniram B. Curtis, lateof Frankfort.
Inn ent«)RIi> Filed on Ksi vies
of—Harriet N.
Present t; Kdiuund Stevens, late of Cnitv; ( lemen
tine Havener, late of
Winterport; Alonzo Jackson,
minor heir of Ozias 1*.
Jackson, late of Trov ; Calvin L. \\ etherbee, minor heir of
Pamelia K.‘ Wotherhee, late of Belmont.
Allowanci. Made to Widower on Kstate
OF—Mary Moody, lateof Jackson.
Accornts Allowed on Instates of—Aaron
Kdgecomb, late of Lincolnville; Amos M. Mathews,
late of Stockton; Menj. Shorey, late of Palermo;
John McFarland, late of Montville ;
Henry Staples,
la It* ol Stockton : (Jeorgc Me
Kenney, late of Waldo
minor heirs ol Daniel Tripp, late of Freedom.
M ti s 1*10>iiateD
Jonathan Klwell, lab* of
Norlhport: Ann M. Warren, lateof Jackson.
—

¥

RETAIL MARKET.
s Oat Meal P tb,
Beef, Corne<l, p tt.,
ly.v,
20 Onions P ft,
Butter, Salt, P box,
lyd
Curn finish.
d.7 (>il. Kerosene ¥ gal..
.d
Corn Meal p bush,
d.7 pollock P tb,
.'JL yt
Cheese ¥ tb,
11.02
lay IT Pork P'tt.,
Codfish, dry. P tb,
yd Plaster P bid.,
$f.Oo
Cranberries p if.,
d Rye Meal, ¥ tb,
2L
Clover S**ed, P tt..
10 y 2d Shorts P e'Yt.,
$l.do
Flour p bid..
$•» Tayu.T") sutrar P tb,
<»y io>2
II. G. Seed P bush, $:>. to Salt, ’1’. L, p bush,
4.".
12 y I 4 S. Potat >es p tb,
o
Lard P tt».
s."> Wheat Meal, P tt*.
Lime P bid.,
4a 1l2

Market.

Boston, March 12.
>\ (•stern creamery, 3.'U35r, ami sells so
is received that there is not the
of it hemming old in this market,
.1
il is wanted as soon as reech
ed; fair to good do,
2S<i32e: indie-packed Western,
15ii2.ic; New York
creamery, fall made, 25ii32c; summer made dairy
is held at 23ii25r; fall made
Vermont, 23ii2(ir; ■ l<>
New i ork,
-straipriit dairies, New York and
\ ermunl made, 17q22e; ordinary
cooking hotter,
lial'ic.
C iii-.km:— The market is quiet, and choice factory
sells at hi1! 31 Ic.and some is held al
higher
and occasional sales are made outside of
quotations
for strictly
fair to good, 121, a i:i'..c; coinmon, 10o 12c; skim, "iidir.
Eggs—Tile demand is good, and fully up to tile
supply quotations arc steady at 21c for'fresh Eastern, Northern and Western; Southern are a little
oil', and choice lots have sold above 21c, as they did
!>i

1-:It

Xxooa

Quality,

—

qmrkiv after i[
slight! ~l danger

2.i<i2.‘iej

figures7,

fancy;

toward evening to-day.
Beans—Tiic market shows a little more life and
prices arc tinner al the limitations; choice pea remains at $2 hi; mediums, $2 111; yellow
eyes, #2 h>
22 20, and for improved hand picked lots, $2 25 is
asked; red kidneys, $1 B5al 7.7.
Potatoes—Market quiet and quotations are unchanged; Houlton rose, HOc; Aroostook do, 75it7se;
Maine Central and Vermont, 70ii73r; New York,
7he; prolities, Houlton, 70a7.V; peerless and Jack
sous, Its-; sn pets, $2 27a2 70 tf lilil.
Aiti.es—The market is steady and firm; eom
mon, $1 50«1 77; shipping stork,$2a2 27; table apples, $2 50 03; Northern spys, choice No. I, $3 30.
Hay anti Stkaw —The" market is steady and
quotations remain without material change. Maine
timothy sells at #23if ton, with occasional sales of
very rhoire lots at little higher
figures; #23 is about
tlie car load price for choice; fair to
good do, $21 n
22 if toil; tine hay, not coarse, like
timothy, sells at
$lha20; this some farmers reckon better aiid higher
than timothy; the Boston
market demands timothy
for feeding horses and for
shipping South; medium
hay ranges from $13 50 for swale, to $17,
including
fair to medium. Kve straw, $24@25; oat, $l3gl4 V
Ion: medium thrashed rye, $17520if ton.

*Uc.

Tabling

Look at the

at 50c,

quality

TURKEY RED TABLING
CRETONNES Only 17c.

worth 14c.

Dress

Flannels

Register.

at 17c., 25c., 30c- and 55c.

LINEN HEMSTITCHED HDKFS.

who

arc suflcring from the errors ami indis
youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will
cure you, FULL OF CIIAUtiK.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Kkv. Joski'H

cretions of

T. Inman, Station /,*, Xcw York City.

iy-20

A

CARD.
The Crand A rim Dost respe •( fully re I urn- thanks
to the citizens of Sears: »orf, ami the public general
ly for their liberal patronage on the occasion of the
The Lost hopes in the m ar future
recent drama.
to again present t<> the eiti/s ns of this town, their
favorite. Mr. Lewis.
Searsport, March IT. lssi.

Dku <>ui>i-:u.

MARRIED.
In this city, March lltli, by Ke\. \V ooster Darker.
Mr. Oscar L. Limeburn *r and Miss ( arrie L. Cottrell. both of IL-lfast.
In this city, March loth, by Dev. F. \Y. Dyder, Mr.
Joshua LI we 11 of Xorthport, and Mrs. Lizzie A.
McDonald of St. John, V D.
In Freedom. Feb. 12th, bv Stephen Strnut, K*o.,
Mr. Clifton Morse of Montville, and Miss Almeda
Keen of Freedom.
In Docklaml, Fob. 2sfcli, Fred \\ Harlow and Mis.*Julia M. Mung, both of Dockland.
In Dockland. March 7th, Capt. Chas. F. Williams
and Miss Kva M. Coombs, both ot Dockland.
In Dockland March 2d, Mr. Walter A. Thomp-on
and Miss Mary L. Jameson,both of Hurricane Me.
In Yinalhaven, Feb. 2«ith, Mr. Thaddeus C. Creed
aud Miss Lstellc Ilarriman.
In \ inalhaveu, March f»th, Mi.
Joseph 'I’vler and
Miss Lmma Hopkins.

JIED.
A of It ing beyond tin atmou tieenient
t>f the name, age,
reside are, ^e.. of deceased persons trill be
published
an<!er this heading.)
In tlii-

city, Feb. 22d, Oliver It. Crockett, aged sG
and 2 months.
In this city, March 10th, Miss Lonnie Over, aged

i'.» years.
In tlii* city, March 13th,
Capt. Daniel W. Carter,
iged GO years.
in Burnham, March 5th, Eliza
Doe,ageil SS rears,
i month and J3 dnvs.
in Poor’s
Belfast, Mrs. Dorcas W. Towle,
iged 70 years, I month and 13 days.
In searsport, March 14th, 'Jonathan Smart, aged
■W years, 2 months and 14
days.
In Sandy Point, March 3d, Mrs. Hattie F.. wife of
Bradford C». Blanchard, aged 21 years.
In Belmont, March 3d, Eevi F. Wagner,
aged 0
months and 21 days.
In Winterport, Eel). 2Gth, Marston
Ha/.elton, aged
r. years and G months.
In Deer Isle, March 5th, Harrold s., son of A. O.
Boss, and grandson of S.
Ha-kcll, Esq., aged
i years and 2 months.
In Boston, Mass., March 3d, Mrs.
Betsey Eansil,
formerly of Bangor, aged G7 years and 3 months.
In Cafeden, March 4th, Hannah
Bneklin, aged SO

Mills,*

rears.

At Ellsworth Falls, March 3d, Mvs. Harriet Harts
lorn, aged 71 vears.
I n \\ arren, Mairli 3d, Mrs. 1‘riseilla, \\ ife of I lenrv
■*eco.

SHIP

NEWS.

POUT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

March Uth, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl, Bo-ton ; schrs.
A m. Frederick, Ames, do; Clmrlcv Bncki,
French,
Hath; Fannie Butler, Warren, ——; A. o. Cross,

Haskell, Wilmington.

March 15th, schrs. Radiant, Hardv•, Boston
Curtis, do.

;

Mala-

>ar,

SAILED.
March 12th, schrs. Lillian,
Ryan, Boston; Mary,
Magee, Rockland; Emma Hotchkiss, Phillips, Bos-

re

12 l-2c. to $100.

particular
'I ho

_rn-at reductio: in price.
attention t•» our silks at T >r
>i
a;, i >\! no.
These grades

the BLST VALCL every offered, anil every
person in want or a s; 1 k should avail themselves
f this iirand opportunity.

|

order
in tin*

pubii-hed tlnvt weeks spec, --iva '.v
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that

to

SATINS ^VELVETS.
hi every shade and

be

they may

appear at a Probate (ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within dial for said < unity. on tin- -eroi .}
of April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and -how cause, it any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
JAMKs l» I.AMmiN, Judge.
V true copy. Attot —A. A. Flkiviiku. Register.

BLACK

Tuesday

Lace Pillow Shams !
An ctnllC'S variety on hauil,
From $1.00 to $2.00 per Pair.

quality.

CASHMERES!

Great value at 117 e.. hoc., tk'c. and 7he.

T

NEW ASSORTMENT OF

DRESS GOODS I

AUKIYKIt AT i’Ol‘1 I.All 1‘Klt 1>.

1. subscriber hereby gives public notice t.. all
I^H
I
oiieerned. tliat he has been < 1 lily appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Admini-trator with
the will annexed, of the estate of
BKNJAMIN II. CRAY, late of Prospect,
in the ('ounty of Wald*), dccca-ed, by giv mg bond
the law direct-; he therefore request-all persons
who arc indebted to -aid deceased*- « state t
make
immediate payment, and tho-c who have am* dt
mauds thereon, («• exhibit the -ame for s**tt lenient
him.
W. T C. Ill NNKI.I.v
Seat-sport. March \\ KM.

OUR

SPECIALTY,

We have an immense stock of all the new and desirable shades lor carlv sprimr wear, which we
oiler at VKR Y LOW PRICKS

as

ID I ID
2
■i
4

GLOVES'

llu(li)ii kill. 25c. per pair.
"
"
57c.
"
#1.00, c\lrn iiualili.
•*

1

CARPETINGS !
Wf

r

Hosiug out our >tock of the-e good- at
price.- that will a.-toni-h all.
Low HI Extras s7 I -*>c. : All-Monl 75c. : Hemp*
I He. ; Straw Mattings, nice qualitj. Joe.
are

All the good- heretofore quoted in this
will he sold at a- low and many at lowa-r
than ever.
II

W.

GEO.

paper,

prices

BURKETT,

83 City Block,

K subscriber lu*reliv giv c- public notice J" all
I
concerned, that -he has been duly appointed
and taken upon ber-elt the trust of Administratrix of the estate ot

pH

JosKPH

M< >R>K.

late of *-earsport.

January t.

talent in

the profes.-i

8

Krai E-t: iir..
Lovernnimt!. "nat'-an ( Ity Ihnnls.
Loans
Kni.i ami
Lash ia Hank ami all other Assets.

AT

$C»47.v'.‘»U.OO
!

I ll's.

Ixesereeil Seats.

.7it

in*-.ruing

o'clock, at 1.

at

■Jd

:$

cents.

it

:<

CRASH,

inches wide ami ah linen) 7c.

TABLE LINENS,
0

ic

lot
tch (all linen) *Jdc., ddc. ami 117.
One
1>'1 t'avi;. Turkey Kciis. -he
Ide and dd.

XT AF2SIXTS!

$4,4*>'2,tn;;..:!i

llH'iilllr, 1 SSt t.s 2. M -,(k 4s
K\p< mliturr-. i>so.. ..sj.:*.(e.*.:;•»
in

.7,7 i'enfs.

ami HU*.

3000 YDS.

LlSu.4no.nn
>14,S»:.V2<!

»tal Asset.-.$4. L>2,o*;.V.y>

Losses. s'Jul ,7'o>. is
Lnearnnl Premiums...... I.s''»u.:’»:;7.,.,s
\mount rei hilmahle umlrr
:>o:‘...'mi|.4"
l’er|irtua! INJirir-.
\ !' o' !>( r laal'ilitii -.
i'.'l,|:;i
■orpins .i ,sj.*i.i(:■*.->.(11

*n.

Admission.

do.

\'"i. i"

l.IAMII.l

EltfD MEN

l ine.

2000 Yds. Huckaback

l. S. Branch, January 1, lssf.

Ln]>ai<l

Friday

J ils.. K.rtrit lltiiii/.I

Sf/o

7e

HoMt-rs.. .■?7,in.V_,r>7.!>s

iv^vpls Polirx

statement

!

Sale of seals
W. POTF’S.

Not remnants.) at h cents.

hM).

I'm A —(■ t-. .A1
Kiri* Liabilities.

UNRIVALLED

<20

Beautiful designs.

o.

Morla'i^e.

ARTISTS

and square.

4-4 Bleached Cotton

sin*|tiu-as

1NDKR THE MASAt.FMFNT OF F. \t. I’OTK.

ii:

LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE

Monday Evening, March 21,

ompri>ing tin* best

Both lo

<•

oxi: xi a ii r oxi. i.

(

Brcchet, India Stripes & Woolen,

5,000 YARDS DRESS PRINTS

roiue-t-

statement

8

-1 N—

in the ( ounty of W aldo, deceit-, d. by giving bond
the law directs: sin therefore
all persons who are indebted to-aid deceased's estate b»
make immediate pav nicnt. and those who hav
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the -am* for s. it lenient
to her.
JOANNA B. MoRsl*.
'-ear-port, March In. Is>|.

as

I nsit nniee (

Hayforcl Opera House,

25

SHAWLS

Main St.

GRANDEST YET!

All linen, from dOc. to ^l .'d.

«n;s.

TOWELS.

ROBERT B. MI M l BN, Kmi., Chairman.
U E\ WIIER II \MILTON. Esq.
CIIAKLEs II. M Alt Ml ILL. Esq.
\NS0N PHELPS STOKES. Esq.

An endless

Oop't

v.u :<*ty at
i:\iim m : r.s
low
fad to see the hath t. wtd at IOe.

Kxtra

large

s.

L I-!. I’l l.sf

oKD,
HENRY \\ i; \T< *N.
Kr-i.iv-nt Manager.
l>* l>ul\ Mana-nr.
LEo. W. HOV E. \-"i-t. Hepiits Maiiauvr.

II

Viil-N

in

w \ 1.1

m >

rut

11

r\

MILES s. STAPLES,

Belfast.

si/e.

very heavy, at Si 00

HOUSE,

Sunday Evening, March 20,1881.
THE ORIGINAL

FROM

NORFOLK, VA.
A Genuine Slave Band.

lllioil Jill!Hi!i
Life Insurant Co.,
STRIPED,

1-4 Cent*.

6

Southern Songs of the Old Plantation, which for

melody and harmony are unsurpassed. They are
genuine colored people, emancipated by President
Lincoln’s great proclamation of freedom. Former
1> slaves, they give the best and truest pictures of
slave life on the plantations of the South.
A rare,
rich treat for mimic loving people.
Admission 25 rents.
Reserved Seats 55 cents.
Children, 15 cents.
Doors open at 7 o'clock; commence at s.
Tickets
ou sale at F. \V. POTF'S.
lwll
1'. S. dWINFLL,
Manager.
$. A. HATHAWAY,
(General Agent.

*• 011

herein her HI, IS77
**

••

AIT ILL he sold at public auction at the oihee of
liEO. K. .JOHNSON, in Belfast, on Tliurs▼
lay, March ML A. D. ISSI, at two o’clock i*. m.. all
he right .title and interest, y\ hieh A M< >s F. R< >\\ FN
>f Belfast, had on the 20th day of Nov., isso, (bring the day when said Bowen tiled his petition in
insolvency,) in and to the following real estate,
situate in said Belfast, and being part of lots numbered 42 and 4M in the first division of lots in said
Belfast, and being the same real estate noyv oeeu
pied by said Bowen as a homestead; for a more
particular description reference may be had to Book
145, Page M7‘.», of Waldo County Registry of Deeds;
said real estate being subject to a mortgage given
)v saltl Bowen to David Peirce, recorded in said
Registry in *aid Book and Page. Also being sul>eet to a sale on an execution, Michael O’C onnell
igainst said Bowen, .Jan. s, A. D. issi.
A
!uv *d'
<;i;o. k. Johnson,
v said Bowen.
Belfast, March h», itfSi.—2\vll

$7 7,VIM ,».V

1S7S
i s7u

JOHN E.

DeWfITT,

77

.>• of

President.

lining! I

HOSIERY !
We have a large variety of new spbmr styles, purchased Jan I l.'Wl whieh we odor from Id e to
'l 00.
Kxamino our

SUL (tocL

V

1881.

Hu t h ri<f<ju n at /? l-'Zc,

I

1881.
It'd doz.
l »d

LADIES

Handkerchiefs.. _y
al! linen and hemmed.,">c.

<"•>.hemstitched.8c

I-’*'

.lt>e.

Gents' White Shirts!
Lvery gentleman that wishes to be happy should
our coat sleeve, perfect
litting and well

wear

finished shirt at 7.'>e. and Hoc.

Notice of Foreclosure.
AS, .ION N ( < )KL1NS, of Belfast in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated Mareh nth, A. I>. lS7s|and
recorded in the Waldo Co. Registry of I feeds. Book
IS*, l'age 341>, conveyed to the subscriber a certain
parcel of real estate situated in Belfast aforesaid,
(reference being hereby made to the mortgage deed
aforesaid and the record thereof as aforesaid for a
description of said real estate,) and whereas, t he conditions expressed in said mortgage deed have been
broken, by reason thereof, the subscriber claims a
foreclosure of the same agreeably to the statute in
such ease made and provided.
ANN IK COLLINS.
Belfast, March l*>, 1881.—3wll

W K\ A 15(0 S* H KVU.

We have ab<»nT doo vtb. more t those double ami
twist at Jde and a large assortment of Woolens
manufactured m this State

I~,4.47S 17
;r,o.ur>o ?:t

is so

Real Estate at Auction.

KID GLOVES!

T 11 KUK

JUST RECEIVED AT

3 Billion, SpleolM Quality, al 31 l-2c.
We have

MRS. B. F. WELLS.
fflI’ORTANT NOTICE!

price

si

a

kid in black and colors at *1 no. (former
wo have sold tor the
past ten
never heard of a pair but what
gave
satisfaction.
perfect

*j:») which

years and

In addition to the above

we

have

a

choice line of

The eight to deliver rcrtitlrntrs of stork oT the

FERTILIZERS !
HOKSHFOOT (tl'ANO is unsurpassed
fertilizer.
Its qualities are permanent
lasting, and it is twenty per cent, cheaper than
horse manure. It will assure good crops, and as a
top dressing or for horticultural purposes it has no
equal. Apply liberally and use no other manure.
Send for circulars and see testimonials. K vklk’s
Piiosimi aTK (Jo., Providence, K. I.
For sale hv
JOHN ATWOOD A (0.,
•hull
110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.

irVMM.K
and
-i

as

a

IMilladelphiu. Wilmington mid Baltimore Kallroad.
the I mini Sale Deposit Vaults, 40 State Street,
Boston, lor sale to the Pennsylvania Builroad. m
seventy-eight dollars ai share, payable July l, together with a dividend of two dollars, expires on
the lust day of March.
at

COMMITTEE :
HENRY P. klDIIKK,
CH Alt I. PS l. COTTINIi.
HKNBT l. llllilil.NSO.N, I IIAltLKS P. BDM DITCH.
HM MINOT, Jr.
loll

WANTED.

SulkyPlow.

^ es, ride and plow.
A hoy can do the work.
Send for circular.
FKKI) ATWOOD, Agent.
12\vl I
Winterport, Blaine.

on.

March 14th, sehr. »J. ( Roker, Ryder, Calais.
15th, bark C. P. Dixon, Keen, Rockport.
IGth, schrs. Radiant, Hardy, Rockport;
Henry, Woods, Searsport.

Kxecutor of the c-ute
late of ProsWaldo,
deceased, having
pect,
presented bis first account for allowance.
Ordered. That the said Kxecutor give not ice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of ties

Laces

TVr have an elegant a-sortment on hand iu-t
eeived from the importers.
Prices from

HAYFORD OPERA

A CARD.

We offer !■' pieces at

W.* call
>1 no, >1

IIARR1M VN.

»f HENRY D. II V'RRIM VN,
VLBKRT
iii said (Ountv of

••

FOR CURTAINS.

SPRING

BUCK SILKS!
are

At ;i Pn'bate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the C.>untv of Wald", on tin* second Tuc-dav of
March. A. I). is-|.

50 do/, more iif those llclkfs. recchcii nt 12 l-2c.
*•
25
sc.
Lim n lldkfs., 5c.. sc., 10.. 12'
15c. A I 7c.

Nottingham

-i-5 Y-

tile;

in. long. It* in. wide. One pan-old to each eustomer.

only

Days Only,

MVRSI

1 Case 1 Yd Wide Foulard Dress Cambrics

h)

Public for

and for
lav of

\l.l.
\\ KR. named Kv-eut -r in a
certain instrument purporting r«> be the la-t
will and testament of II VZKN A t KR. late of Mont
villi*, iu said County ot Waldo, deceased, having
presented tin* same i'or Probate.
On lered, That the -aid Kxe’tUor give notice
toall persons interested by causing a copy of this older to be published three Week- 'ticces-ively in the
ma\
Republican Journal printed at lie* fast .that
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said (’ounty. on tne second Ttiesdav
of April next, at ten of* the clock before
ooii,
and show cause, if any tin y have, why the same
should not be proved and allowed.
JAMKs I). L.VMSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A A. Flktoikk,

Sold elsewhere at 25c.

12 l-2c,

20

the

>.•

At a Probate
our! help at Bel a-f, witbi
tin* Countv -f W aldo, ou tic second 1’;
March. A. i>. issi.

45c. per yd. Marked down from 62c.

at

Grand Sacred Concert!

SPECIAL NOTICES

rears

Boston

l-Sic,

2 Pieces Linen

Offered to

Belfast, within and for
the -eeond Tue-dav ,.f

D".

Regular Grass Styla Prints
4

-O F-

1 I.ANDIES named K\e<-ut.»rin a rerl.-r.n
•
instrument purporting to 1
the la.-t will
and i.-taiuent ot MARTHA KKWKI 1
late ..f
Waldo, in -aid ( ountv ot Wald' deceased, hav ing
the
-aim*
t'*’»r
Probate.
presenteil
(>p lered,
That the <:•! * K\eem-*r give notiee
to all persons interested b\ causing a eopv of this
order to be published three weeks’sue«*essivelv in
tile Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that t‘ke\
may appear at a Probate Court, to be In Id at Belfast, within and t r said ('>untv, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at Vn 'of tin* clock oc
fore noon, and show cause, it any they bav •, vvnv
the same should not be appro d and allowed
J \MC" D
i.AMxiN. Ju-L.
A true copy
Atte-t
A. V. i-'i.KTCHKU, Register.

4 1-2c per yard.

•*

To all

At a Probate Court, held at
Hie Count v of W aldo, on
March, \. D. 1SSI.

2000 YDS. REMNANT PRINTS.

Prlee. oul} $1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. K0BFBTH0X. Proprietor. Boston.
HKD. C. liDDDWIX A CO., (ien'l Agents,
:ttl A Its Hanover St.. Boston. Mass.
lyro

following business was transacted at the
Term of said Court—

ADMINIs TRATION

Heavy,

h} all Druggists.

—

Probate

Cotton,

10c, p-r yard.

$<0,000 WORTH

Belfast, within and for
the .-vernal Tuesday of

ALVIN HEKYEY, Administrator of the estate
of OAKES \NGIKR. late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented liis
first account for alloxvanee.
Ordered, That tin* said Administrator give not i< e
to all persons int.*re.-ted by causing a ropy of thiorder to l»o published three xx- ok~ -u '<v->ivelv in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to b< hold at Belfast, within and for said Countv, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be allowed.
J YMT> D. L.YMs >N. Judgt
A true eopx
Attest:
A. Y. Fl.K r< IlEK, Register.

yard.

per

20 in. Linen Crash,

NEPHRETICUM.

to

oyster shells, has been discovered on
of the Bagaduee.
One of those
"Id mysterious heaps of w hich
nothing i< know n.
’This i- undoubtedly coeval with those in Damarisflic east

Only 10c

DR. BULLOCK S KIDNEY REMEDY.

>A‘ar.Did while we are talking of old things w e
must mention a motherly old goose,
thirty years
old, owned by Mr. .Joseph A. Perkins. The goose
i" hale and

42 in. Bleached

SALE!

J

••><•. by the piece only : 12 I-2c per yard,
worth Hr.

10 1

CLOSING OUT

Cl

:

400 Pieces Fruit 4-4 Cotton,

and

I. -wis.

drowning

OPET,

••

GUUUmy

At a Probate Court held at
the Countv of Waldo, on
March, A.' D. 1881.

50 Dez. Exlra Damask Towels,

Original and Revolutionary,
prepared by WKKK> .V: POTTKR,

A union of

< HUec in Belfast
aforesaid, on
the second Tuesday of April next, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if am
they lui\e.
why the same should not he granted.
JAMES D. I,A Msi »N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fletcher,Register.

Goods!

Spring

WE

Only 10c

CUTICURA REMEDIES

held at tin* Probate

-O F-

entirely

Messrs. Weeks X Potter: Gentlemen,—Fertile
benefit of tin* world I wish to make thi- statement :
I have been afllieted with a skin disease for about
live years, and have tried almost everythin:: that I
could hear of. without any relit t whatever, until 1
saw your <
11< era Remedies advertised, and coneluded to try them. I certify that I only list'd them
about -i\ week- until I was entirely well, but before I commenced usin^them my face, breast and
back were almost a solid scab, and I often scratched the blood from my body, l nil now entirely weli.
and think vour ci tu era Remedies ire the best
for -kin tli.-eases that ever were brought before the
F M. co\.
public.
Very gratefully vm r-.
< ADixi. Ind. Ter., Felt. 21, l>7‘».

Cpon the foregoing petition. Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, hv
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon. to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal.a paper printed at Belfast. that they may appear it a Probate * urt to he

HEAVYPURCHASE

New

-AND-

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of March, A. D. 1881.

Our stock has been
greatly reduced by the
rush made upon it.
consequently we have been
obliged to stock up. and have made a verv

! CnS8

SKIN DISEASE.
i severe rase of live years'
cured.

Dutch

IMr.

of note,

A

and Anally disapp ared. lca\ ingme perfectly cured.
1 used the (
ii(
u v and soap the months, and
took the Bixm.vem in"'! of tin'time, which were
the only remedies I used.
1 think the Resolvent
a
\cry strengthening and purifying medicine to
take in such extreme cases as mine, hecaust thedis
ea'C is so weakening to the
system.
Verv gratefullv vmirs.
'MBs. \s \ R. BR< iWV,
Malden, Mass oet. is. i>:>.

"•

a-for

(Tutehes.

in

...

the

Creenbackers elected every town olliccr except
collector, against whom they made no nomination,
by majorities from three to one to four to one. The
Democrats made no nominations. The following is
a li~t
Moderator, J. II. Martin; Town Clerk. A.
D. Chapney;
Selectmen, J. P. Wellman, dere. Me
Jntire, A. Lampson; Treasurer, F. II. Calderwood:

crucking

t RA

and

were

on

April, and at once realized its beneficial
effects. It gradually drew the inflammation and
humor to tin* -url'ace. and as fa-t as it appeared
healed it. At times, large quantities would conic
to the surface. cauMtig burning heat, inflammation,
swelling and itching, w hieh under the constant list*
"f < 1 lb
ra. would rapidly subside and heal.
1

excessive

ceipt"

Ward 1. K. If. ( mailt, so; Ward 2, A A. small.
Ward d. F. I.. Field, s7; Warl l. Llewellyn
Cray, Rep., 5S, (. II. Monroe. 5s. Noelioie#-; Wan!

s<;

"kin

about

bail be rei|uired.”"
vim'oimTin*

about

Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,—I have
had Salt Rheum on my body and on my leg in a
No kind of
very aggravated form tor eight years.
treatment or medicine or doctors, during this time,
me
did
any permanent good. My friends in Malden
and elsewhere know that I have been a great sufferer, and that my condition at times has Wen such
as to make me despair of ever being able to lind a
in fact, when 1 began tin*
cure, or oven a relief,
use <‘f Ci'Tit
ra my limb was so raw and tender
that 1 could nut bear my weight on it without the

hadn’t done a- he w as directed
l.“ father, the constitution of the

Theotlieers chosen were—For

CI.KKKS.

to go

CURTAINS, &c.
For 60 Days More!

to the

go

b

! a~kod

Obliged

wonderful Cure.

’"rick

ofl‘ very quietly, resulting in the choice of the entire citizen’s ticket, by ail almost unaninioii> vote.

Patterson, 5S.

SALT RHEUM ON BODY

roes

family gave them a pound partv Saturdav
ning. tile donations amounting to thirty-live dolia:
1 ii.* o;li■•ers elect*- 1 at tow n meeting Monday
rc
v.
i" followJ. W. Black. Moderator; Mari
boro B..
ard. Albert B». Ferguson. .James
( ol
"oi:.
i<.• tui.*n :
.Joseph Field, ’Town ( ,’lerk ; Marl
boro Packard. Town Agent; d. Fred
Towle, >up,rvi- c
of school-; Robert Porter. Auditor’. d.H.
Kneel ml. Collector. Monev was raised as follows
s’».oi" raised for road". $|,ih)() for poor, .t<‘ : *1.000
P>r town debt; soO for decoration-The drama
“Patriot "oiis.- for tile henelit of tile Brand
Army
P""t- "as presented
Thursday and "aturdav of
l i"l week, and was well attended.
The gn.s, re-

ss;

-O F-

And Limbs.

Probate for the Countv

of

8.

Tin*

purification of the Vital Fluids of foul corruptions and inherited humors is the first step in
the treatment of Chronic Diseases of the Blood,
>kin and Scalp, with Loss of Ilair. No remedies in
the world of medicine are so sure to mire as the
Ct ticura Remedies. The Cvtici'ka Resolvent
is a searching Mood puritier, absorbent and tonic
invigorant, while no external application can possibly equal tin* Ci Tii ra, a Medicinal Jelly, and
the ci'TK TRA Soaps, prepared from it, for cleansing diseased surfaces, and for the Toilet, Bath.
Nursery, and for shaving.

Judge

Y 1,1 ST A PARTRIDGE, Guardian of HENRY
E.. IDA E., ADA E. and LILLIAN E. I'.ik
TRIDGE, minor heirs of HENRY PARTRIDGE,
late of Prospect, respectfully represents that said
wards are seized and possessed of the
following
described real estate, viz: the homestead farm of
said deceased, now occupied hv me, the same being
valued at *1000: that it would*be for the benefit of
said w ards to have the said farm sold and the
proceeds thereof put at interest.
Wherefore you petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convex said home
’dead farm at public or private sale
including the
reversion of the widow’s dower theron.
for tin*
SAL 1ST A PARTRIDGE.
p ur po sc s a f<»resa id.
By I.. M. Paktktimie. her Attorney.
Dated at Prospect, March s. 1881.

OK

ex-

consisted <<f the Drama entitled “Ten Nights
in a liar Room" interspersed w ith music. The sad
coiiseijueuc'--> of intemperance were pictured in
their trua cwloi*'ami could not fail to have a good
intluencc on all w ho were present. The proceeds
are to go towards
forming a library.
•

"I.

Ward 1, R. W. lingers, SO; W ml 2, c. < >. Boor,
Ward
R. P. Chase, ss; W ml 1, Ralph ( !•*>-..
Rep., 5i*. W. A. Philbriek. Deni., 57: Ward 5, F. M.

—

McShea has returned home from Massachusetts sick
dropsy-Our vessels are thawing out and
getting ready for their spring and summer’s work;
some have already loaded and sailed.. .The wharves
have been injured here to quite an extent, by heavy
bodies of ice coming down river.J. W. Eveleth
lost a valuable cow recently from eating too much
meal.

oi.l.s

M

Supreme Court

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

BLOOD AND SKIN AXXOl'XCES A C’OXTIXl ATIOX III>
GREAT SALE!
REMEDIES.

Charles 1*. Rich received two
last week-Capt. K. A. Mansfield

corn

with

an
<

(jiticura mum

port.

s IKK

erecting a store on Main street, to acconfmodate
his increasing trade-John Haley and Simon J.
Treat have been drawn as jurors to serve at the

li

Ward 1, (Jeorge A. Johnson, sd vote-: Ward 2.
la w i- A. Know-lton. >- : Ward d, J. M. Fletchei. s>
Ward 4, Eben 1 attleticld.'.'d.< River Chase,

PROBATE NOTICES.

is

Total.

.*».

■

ret

W

cargoes of

cities in

Jeremiah

to

Holme-, formerlv oi
elected Mayor of Eli.-wortli.
Mr. Holm. i- a Democrat, a -*n of .lame- Holmes.
■■••Mr. and Mr-. W. E. studh-v. of Belfast, will
go
:a tin- new bark (
P. Dixon as steward and stewardess.John s. ( add we!! i- laid up with an attack
of sciatic rheumatism. ..Deo. IE Fisher has been
appointed postmaster at WV-t Winterport_Deo.
A. Perrigo, formerly of Bel fa-t. lias been appointed
\i.

ing

begins

coming crops.

Mile-

next

men, and is said to he the
The sale of seats

throw

Mmda\

li- xi

assignee,

el

gi,-r> clothing

*t appear- that tiii- was when1 she made
•>1 *•
t ulct before
earning to thi-« ity. The girl, who

hard

The

-.

mg advance- the attention of

"aturday

ar<-

—

cargo of

reliable Liverpool and Loudon incompany.... \ iady teacher i- wanted at
Hurri'-ane.... R »».-"lone will -ell at auction, on

-’‘‘Mi

'"

a

statement of the

,•

Aoii.dk diddle. ‘singers will
appear
Hal!, in till- ity, on Sun* lay
evening
l ’1 eoinpanv i-.*,mi].osed of
genuine colored
;'‘*|d will be remembered 1»\ our citizens as
an
utertainment herein i-Ts. Tickets
Hop*’The Portland Hiv-say- of
'*'i nianee in that
itv
;p*g ih»- Norfolk singers appeared at

liseharging

>uraiice

an-on.

>

1

ill

iiur -h

«

-i

son.

mail'

!i and a worthy
children, of the
Carter, of bark m.m-

hurt.

Cottrell.

K*

auction....

wife and two

a

wa-

...

aching home he fell from
a pliy-i.-ian got to the

was *»*.*

nobody

Fred Atwood, of
Winterport. "ll'ers for tin* farmers consideration
tin "uiky plow
The Karle'- I 11. * p h. 11»• ( ompany
call attention f>> their fertilizer-_Ce«*. K. John

much

wa-

but

ii \i(\ i.-.

>.

<

\

cm

urn

before

die

apt. (. after

,u'

1

lb

for

\-

apt. Carter at

the latter service

mi

divan

*

(

pine

Carter, of this

of

r mie

a

a

If. W. Cun

'luring the da\ and evening, but

ii

>

l »aniel W.

\\

morning will preach on
l'h. Ale:, ;: e! i;.
...The subject of Rev. Mr. Ros*
"luelay morning -ennon at the Nortii church will
he
-Joint the Baptist's la-t Testimony to Jesu-.
1 rayer meeting in tii evening.

Aorthport, died very suddenly on
heart di-ea-e. Tin* family live

■I

evening

pi

>'-h. A.

raii.in

.-it;..

Ht\ni

s

I .en.

on

■

while the

uniiinghani.

<

House

assailants,

subject of Rev. Mr. Hood
'ngh\- vunda* cm ling lecture will he “Christ
and Mahomet-Mr. ( rownin-hield at the Fni-

V[pt
1

vicinity,

ift-;

h’n

Till

between the ( hine-e
S:i•
owned bv tin
A.Pig,-ition Conipanv.

:.

:i!'i

Phonix

Win. 1‘ileher A >on have
loaded the three-.na.-ied -eh. Wm. Frederick with
ha> for Brun-wmk. and in company with Wood- A
Mat hews ha\ e i- »aded the three-masted sehr. Charley
Bueki with hay for Wilmington. Mr. (i. W. Cot-ham
ha-loaded hrig
icy <'lark w ith hay for Charle--

i

irrange

1

■'

published
trial trip of

Ai.oni.

Hong ivong. Honolulu and
al-o to y.idao. when tiie terms

in
v,

\ -u-.

of the

"atunlay evening of lu-t week.
Attempting to
miter the hou>e he found tin- door locked, when he
turned ami tired rhiv -hm- from a revolver to intimidate the crow d. The affair caused some excite-

pleased to learn that Mr-, d. Klien
ad.ire— llie citizens ut Augusta
n; n g next, iiM.ranite church, under

<

proprietor

found himself in the hands of three

C. T. t
>he is one of the
her -c\, i- a lawver bv pro
an
die announ'vmeiit that -he'i- m
speak
e':
n-nre one of Augusta'- large- [ and
if.ip
audience.-.

a

of the

<hie

Klien K«*-ter. the ladv
eiti/ens tomorrow evening
I lie Augusta
-poke in A ugu-ta

-.

store give- him extra shelf
utilized with new goods. Read

now

hi- adv. in another column.

.-in

Hi

inue- his

coni

hi-

t

which i-

again

-peak

addition

1 he

her—

-'1

Burkett

large jminiitic.-<>t goods the pa-t winter.

of

tlie

wr.*k- ago Mr-, a.

ire--

a

great sale of dry
and fancy good■ .irpeting-. Am.
By a reduction
in price- and .indicimi- advertising, Mr. B. lias dis-

-tation.

tt

invented

ot

»rgm W.

< i<

in Bei
to

ha.-

Pitcher. Ritchie, Harding and
this county advocated the repeal of the
c m.-iabulai v and eider clauses of the
liquor law
and vot* d in favor of it, a- did Representatives
Broadstivet, Nickels and Packard. Mr. F-tcs i- not
recorded as voting on either -idc.

ordered to Baltimore. It is
hhat ('apt. I>eaue and ..hirer,- will h,*
-tea.ner 1.
: \\
dlmry. and return
-t it; a.
Tin Woodbury i- a ilrst-class
t.»n*». and earrie- live
propeller.
guns.

1

city,

Representatives

Freeman

ha-been

t.

of this

steamer Notes. Mr. George Nutter, steward of
the Cambridge, has resigned that position and w ill
open a hotel in Kockport-On and after next Friday the steamer May Field will make one trip a
week between Bucksport and Bar Harbor, touching at all the important landings....The steamer
Katahdin will he in tine condition and all ready for

•

frequently

so

season.

support
for a table leaf, which has been patented.
Mr. A.
B. Mathews, furniture dealer, i- interested in the
The -upport i- a very ingenious piece of
patent
work and simple in its construction.

needed below.

.Shanghai.

in

and unlawful t<> kill

close time

now

l.orke,

H. .J.

China, several
;on,a paj»er published
if \. md devoted to
temperance. One nuin:.iin- an an:• :<■ on hunting from the .Jour
*m
mrCeorge. If any ho.lv can tickle
"t tin celestial- ••Our
Ceorge” is

■

is

.Jonathan Baglex died in Troy a few days
since, aged HO years, 2 months. The deceased
was one of the ilr-t settlers of P u nal, and he was
the first postmaster of Trox.

lh«- 1 cnipciaui'c Ci

:

that it

Titov*

I.

-r

given by the tireenbackers for
making nomination- in this city, last Monday,
reasons

Woodcock out of

powder arc burnt here annually.

of

ic-

of the

hie

not

Wooden, k has filled up a neat little
-1ii«iio over the -tore of ..bock A Son.
W. is teaching a class tl ere, and has ou exhibi1:111' ircuis of an.
An electric hell <*on
•1 with a clock below strike.- the
hours, and

'1

thorough repair.
<

here

Greer,and J. A. Sprague, Selectmen, Asscsm rsand
Overseers of the i our, a. it. xlienwooo. Constable
and Collector; M. B. Hunt, Treas.; II. 1\ Farrow,
Auditor; C. M. Cunninghhm, Supervisor of schools.

—

good.

course

Bros. -ash. door, and blind factory,
which has been closed for repairs for a week, resinned bu-iuess on Monday. The machinery is now

are
talking of forming tliemclub, under the game law- of the

gun

a

train

Mathews

sportsmen

into

of

was

-tcamer.

was an ocean

Kvery

The concert and hall at Hay ford Opera House on
Tuesday evening last, was poorly attended. The
music by a portion oft handler's band, of Portland,

Au.-:.in Carter

Fred W. Tote lias purchased a lot ot stage scenery
which he will have put iu first class condition to be
used in Ilayford Opera House. If it can be got

WlIEREAHOl'TS OF BELF AST VESSELS. Sc 111’.
Nellie s. Bickering cleared from New York on the
sth for Jacksonville....Schr. George B. Ferguson
arrived at Lynn, on the 10th, from Elizabethport.
BvgH.C. Sibley arrived at Liverpool on the
Uth, from Galveston... .Ship City of Brooklyn arrived at Liverpool on the 12th, from Mobile.
Sell. M. W. Drew arrived at Jacksonville mi the loth.
-Sch. Prescott Hazeltine from New York for
Bort Koval, put into Wilmington March 11, leaking.

very liberal
into the city
Brings largo quantities of goods for him.

lia> returned home from Nork where he ha- been making
repairs on sell. M.
Drew ot Belfast. He
say- it is not yet known
it steamer ran down the Drew. All
that is know n

u

is

of >car>m«»nt.

patron of the railroad.

sl»:,ooo. and for iss2. ^lr>..

*1 i-

i■

Bean,

I

Bkimont. The following jim the towi < Hirerelected on Monday—\. It. A lie iwood. Mo h rator;
C. M. Cunningham, C’ci k; A. ,1. Donnell, D. \.

ready it will be used on Monday evening next. Mr.
Bote is trying to improve the entertainments coming here.

ity Marshall .1. (.. Cates, dr., on Wednesday
cveuing treated the out going police force of this
city with an oyster slipper at Dodge's.

County estimate-, taxation,
legislature. The estimate f.»r

on

so

C

Hock-

to

perilous to the comfort of the famiknown as spring house cleaning, is upon us.

man,

The spring licet of coasters have begun to arrive
Dyer’s dock for repairs. Sell. Fannie liutler, of
Bangor, is now in dock being overhauled.

at

dlard seckius, mentioned last week a-being in
.iail for lorgery, has been liberated, the matter having been satisfactorily settled.

Orlean-.

■for New
l’iu

bark

hew

Tue-day. towed

on

are

"

been discarded, and all vehicles
wheel.-.

May Queen,

.miei
'd

ly

have

now on

v

period

The

equinoctial gale may soon be expected.
1
day- and nights arc now nearly equal in
length.
I

K miners

rawled out of the mud and

taking the hook.

Patrick’s Da\.

i< st.

SEAMEN WANTED.
AN I) OltDIN A BY SEA3W0N, for coast-

SEAMEN
Apply
3ltf
ers.

to

J. S. RANLETT,
Intelligence Office, ltockland.

A DY TEA! II EU competent of taking charge
of a mixed school of about f.*> scholars.
Ad

AI.
dress

(with reference) stating terms,

I" 11*

S('1*EK\ ISOK OF SCHOOLS,
Hurricane Isle, Maine.

FOR SALE.
(tool* KISIIlNi; VESSELS, 1100qtla. ra
pacity. Well found in cables and anchors
Will make good lime carriers.
AM15KO.SE WHITE.

rpwo
X

Rncksport,

Feb. s. issi. -<»

Ties & Corsets!
Which

we

I bore

are

oll'ering

ire

at

VKHY LOW 1‘KU'KS

enumerate but

the great bargains which
H

e

only ask

stork to

eon

an

fete of

ire

offer.

insjwetion of

finer everyone that

bargains will he found

our

rare

at

T.W. Pitcher&Co’s.,
BLUE STORE.

*

Flower

A

in

a

Book.

in the inmost recess of a room
Where the books of ancient lore are stored away.
Where cheerful rays of light ne'er break the gloom
At vellow morn or at Ike close of day.

Beep

I lind. within an alcove dark and drear.
A book in curious language, quaint and old :
Written. 1 trow, in some forgotten year.
By some strange hand, now lying still and cold.
1 brush the dust from off its leathern sides,
Aud scan theleaves with careless, heedless eyes
Little 1 know what m that book abides.
What thought within that ancient volume lies.

My eyes
Musty

:

on a yeilow page at last.
and colored by the lapse of time :
Here lies a ower that bloomed in days long past,
Plucked by a hand in some far distant clime.

rest

even broathe a taint yet rare perfume.
I’prising from its petals crisp aud sere :
What hand. 1 wonder, plucked it in its bloom.
And pressed it in this volume lying here

maiden, wandering mid the trees.
Where through the forests sylvan footpaths led.
Shedding Us sweetness on the summer breeze.
Found this fair llower upon its mossy bed.

Perhaps

CANTERBURY
BLOOD

SHAKERS’

PURIFYING

she placed it in her golden hair—
A radiaut jewel, which no pearls excel—
And some young lover sought the blossom rare,
To hint a love he da:e not tell.

Perhaps

SARSAPARILLA.
Prescribed

by Physicians
Druggists for nearly
Fifty Years.

and

-haker-' -ar-apariila ithat it puri have long
p'Tts t*» !»«•.—Disci Crosby, M. D
jm -vibed it, and think it a n«»-t valuable medieine.
—Jeremiah IJake. M. I).. Gilmanfon, X. If. Have

nearly

hall

>ur

<

rontldenro

eentury.
way impaired.— Carlton
Iluvey,
nlldeme of it.
Druggists. Lowell. 1 speak with
having pr< -eribed it lor eighteen year-.— > M.
Dinsmor, M. D., Franeestown, X. II. ».iv. me the

in it is in

a

no

-»ai>aparilla
pivh
Guilmette, M. D.. Boston. 1 hate the most
unhounded eontidem-e in its healing and renovat-

shaker-’

in

r-

.*11 other-.—

m-.-

C. A.

propertie-. Wm. /,'. Preston, Druggist. Portsmouth, X. II. I eon-ider it the be-t pivj-ar: ri-v
eie.—J. G. IVilbor, Druggist, Boston.

ing

scholar dropped it here.
To mark the passage till he read again.
And. bound within its prison close ar.d drear.
Through long forgotten years the llower has lain.

Perhaps

some

thoughtful

1 could wonder till the day
lias turned to dusk, aud then not guess aright
The future and the unknown past must stav
Wrapped in a darkness deeper than the night.

Perhaps—but

rjTVlE

known it for

some

Home

:

Sung.

home, my heart, and rest.
Home keepiug hearts are happiest.
For those that wander they know not where
Are lull of trouble, lull ot care :
To stay at home is best.
stay at

Say.

Weary and homesick and distressed,

wander east, they wander west.
And are baiiled and beaten and blown about
the
winds of the wilderness of doubt :
By
To stay at home is best.

They

An

—

I>o not fail t" make a trial of thi- great Iilood
Purifier. Appetizer and Tonie, the first and best ot

m-*di';ine- < alle«i Sar-aparilla, vv hieh is prepared
from stdeefed MIAKKR IP >> ITS.II KRBS VM> ]»KKRI1.S
<
W IK RBI It Y >'
th
TKT Y ••! -J{ VKEKS, and is
h*-y. iid ail eouipari-on the pur« -t, safe-t an-i nio-t
A-k for
•fleetive laini y m.-d: ine in the world.
<
Tin* gen>rbutt's "ii'.xki:r-‘
vRSAi Aliir.t.\.
uine i- signed by I IIOMAS ( OHBI TT, it- il:\entor.
and sold by druggist- generally.

Then stay at home, my heart, and rest:
The bird is safest in its nest;
<» c-r all that tlutter their wings and
lly
A hawk is hovering in the sky :
To stay at home is best.
[Longfellow.

aii

UNFERMENTED
^TMIERE iI

:i i: t.iviv',

I'l

greater

ii"

I

i: IN("I

i-!l

i;ll \

IN»,

in tie-world of

and
li-

m

HITTERS nr- pan •! In :: M A I.T
RITTER" < dMl'ANY 1'n-m l'nfermentid Malt end
Hops It i- a l’erfeet Renovator «>f feeble am
1; 111-1• d constitution.-. P enriches the bl*»nd, -«*lidi'•ir.o th:tn M A I.T

«

hones, harden- the mu-ele-, <jiiieteheer- the mind and
It
\ italiz.es witli new life every llnid of tin-body.
i- -<*, he«-au-o it strikes at the ro<>i «•! all debility—
IMPOVERISHENFEEBLED PIhE"TI«'»\ a'
i'e-

the

the

perfect- digestion,

i-rees,

E I» BL<

M

H).

1

e\ el

U

11

1

HAS NEVER FAILED
when used according t t:ie primed directi. >ns
inclosing each bottle, cud is perfectly safe even
■

inexperienced hands.

in the must

r*
ji

l!
il

4.

*

I
*
£

£

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers.
by Mechanics, by Murscs in 11 pitais,
BY EVERYBODY.

PAIM VII I CD

ls A sirf. ( vre
1 <r
(ouch,, sore

I Mil.
IVILLCn
Throat, Chill,, l)l;irr!ior.n, Byw-ntriy,
t rump*, Cholera, r-,,,1 (J7 Bowel
Complaints.

We have innumerable lestimonlnls
m
parties in all parts of the w.rlu \vi. have u-ed

PAIN KILLER

internally

w,th

never-failing

in cases

Ri'in

sickness of alino-t every "liuiuie.

PAIM
VII
I CD
■ Mill
IVCLLCn

ls TnF best
KEM Kl> V Known
to the World fur Sick Headache, heu
SU kiifSH, Pain in the Back, Pain in the

Side, Hhcumatism, ami IVcurul^iu.
I XQUESTIONA KI.Y THE

BEST LINIMENT MAGE
Its
/tui
bcut
equal

eng

‘am r

PAIN KILLER!;!
uts,

cases of (
Bruises,
Severe Burns, etc.

yet

Juuiid.

^praiuh, Scalds.

PAIM VII I CD

well-tried ar.d

Ml" IVILLCH trusted friend of
Farmer, Planter, Sailor, Mechanic,

■

ir. faet all
medicine

and

classes wanting a sure
which will always be

tl.e
ami
sale
and
at

hand.

can be freely used internally or externally without fear of burin and with
certainty of relief.

PAIM
VIII CD
■

*

Medicine Chest in
ami few vessels

Mill IVILLCll it-elf.
a supply

leave port without

of it.

PAIM
VII I CD
Mill
IVILLCll

have

a

place in

arrj Factory. M u i.ineHhop and Mill.on every Farm and'Plantation,
and in every Household, ready i'«.r immediate
use not only for Accidents, Cuts,
bruises,
Sores, etc., but in case of Sudden Sickness of
■

any kind.

No family can safely be without this invaluable remedy in the house. Its price brings it
within the reach «’f ail. and it will annually
save many times its cost in doctor’s bills
For sale by ull druggists at *5jc., 30c., and
51 per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS At SON,
f
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Proprietors.

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blond. T
‘h»

■*!«

System.,

IT:iI.•

xu

the \.<;

Strong, liaihis tip the Bro':<
down

Invigorate*

tho

Brain, and

-CURES—
Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED EY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OE THE SYSTEM.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the Mood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IKON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all part < f the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOT.,
cnerricIng effects are not followed by corresponding reacare
but
tion,
permanent.
SETH W. FOWI.E 5c SONS, Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Bunion. Sold by all Druggists.

About

the

cabinet.

>eeretary of Shite needs no introduc
We all of us approve the
Maine people
choice the President has made, aud look forward
with confidence to an able aud brilliant administration of that Department.
Conceive a man of b'd years, medium height,
compactly and rather heavily built, with a splendid head.’ well set between his broad shoulders,
his most conspicuous feature being an expanse of
forehead without baldness, his nose and full uostriD indicative ot strength of character, a still upper .ip. and with f rank, brown eyes that look kind
l*y into yours, suggestive of au easy temper and
perennial good humor, saj^s a writer in the Phila
dclphia Times, summing up Senator Windom's
qualifications tor the presidency when his name
was mentioned prominently iu connection with
that < dice. His expression is that of benevolence,
while the pure, firm complexion indicates tern
In
pci ate habits and superb physical health.
dress lie is neat aud plain, the only mark of fash*
ion iu his appearance being the English cut whiskFrom
ers. running vertically iu front of the ears.
his attire the man might be a well to do country
In facial appearance a professor ot
merchant
moral sciences and a philosopher. This is William
Wiudom. A careful estimate ot the character of
Senator Wiudom and a consideration of his public
services reveal abundant reasons for public confidence and stamp his career with the grand mate
rial evidences ot statesmanship. Senator Window:
is not a brilliant or showy man: he parades reith
lie never does anything
er his person nor tongue,
for cdect. But he is remarkable for his hard sense,
of
ideas
and
wonderful mental en
capacity, range
durance, and in these qualities he has had few
cqimU among his colleagues in the House or Sen
ate.
His abilities are of the rugged, solid kind
Yet his public utterances are not devoid of the
graces of rhetoric which distinguish the orator.
His rec id is clean : his private character spotless
His political course lias
and without reproach
He has never wav
been straight ami consistent
ere. iu his duty to his constituents «>r in allegiance
to his party.
Wayne MacVeagh is a native of Pennsylvania
He was graduated at Yale iu the fatuous class of
Is'jA, and adopted the profession of iaw. Soon
after his admission to the bar he was elected district attorney of Chester county, aud served in
that capacity for three years. During the war for
the I'aiun Mr. MacVeagh was twice iu the service.
first as a captain ot a company of caval
ry. which was in the service tor two weeks
only when the invasion of the State veas threatened in September. 1*«'»T aud as a major on
th* stall’ --I Major Gen. Couch during the emerBy tins time he had
gency of the following year.
attained such prominence iu political circles that
he was made chairman ot the Republican State
central committee during the campaign of 1*<>J
The first interruption of his professional life after
1 hat date was in
I*7n. when President Grant appointed him to succeed E. Joy Morns as minister
to Constantinople.
This position he held until the
•1<.
of
I. when lie resigned and was succeed
In early life Mr. Mac
ed by George H. Boker.
Veagh had married a daughter of Mr Lewis, his
.aw preceptor, and after her death, he married, in
In Octol*v,;.a daughter of ex Senator Cameron.
ber. 1*7 J. be was elected a Republican delegate to
the convention for revising the constitution of the
Mate.
lie served as chairman <>1 the committee
In the convention his varied legal
on judiciary.
acquirements and line oratorical powers enabled
to
him
take a leading position, and he was throughThe

new

lion to

out

|

of

Something

>»ne

the most

prominent

and

liill.n-ntiai

members of that body. iJ is connection with the
lam .ii*
Louisiana committee four years ago is
The prominent part re
fresh in the minds ot all
cenllv taken by -Mr McVeagh in political affairs
need not be given at length, lie was one of the
originators of the National Republican League,
which did such effectual work iu preventing the
nomination <•{' General Lraut for the Presidency
last year, and as a member of the executive committee of the organization, proceeded to Chicago
at the time the convention was held.
There he
crossed swords with the Camerons, and the victory
side. After the convention was over
was on lr
lie made a journey to Russia as counsel to Mr.
Barker
on tlie expedition to investigate
Wharton
the coal and iron fields in the southern section of
that country, la the recent senatorial contest in
Pennsylvania his name was frequently mentioned
as t rallying point for the anti-Cameron members
of the Legislature, but he was not a candidate for
the place, and steadfastly refused to permit the
use of his name in the contest.
Samuel .1 Kirkwood of Iowa, the Secretary of
the Interior, is tlie oldest member of the new Cab
met
His age is ns years. Mr Kirkwood looks
fully as old as he is He is a man of large frame,
large features, pleasant, although very plain in his
manners, and looks more like a farmer than a Senator.
He is a statesman of the ‘•homespun” order.
He was born in Maryland, and went to school
when a boy in Washington city. He went to Ohio
when he was J(i years of age. where he studied
law
Here he got to be prosecuting attorney and
member of the constitutional convention.
He
moved into Iowa in 18B.*>, and in four years made
himself < ioveruor of the State. He held that office
through the earlier years of the war President
Lincoln nominated him as minister to Denmark,
but he declined the office. Then he was in lXtib
elected to the Senate to till out Mr. Harlan’s unexpired term Afterward he served another term as
• ioveruor.
and, in 187f>, was elected to the Senate
a second time.
His term of service would run for
two years longer.
He is a man of lair abilities and
good sound sense.
it'Mjun

nmu

um:uiu,

«uu wm

iioui mo

posiliou

of Secretary of War in Garfield's Cabinet, is tlie
child of Abrahatn Lincoln, and is
J7 years of age.
He was horn in lxpl, ,it Spring
field, 111. He titted for college at Phillips Acad
H.
X
lie entered Harvard College
emy. Kxeter,
graduating in the summer of lxr,| The war was
still in progress, and young Lincoln entered the
army, taking a place on the stall' of lien Grant,
with tlie rank of captain.
He served in \ trgiuia
through the remainder of the war. and was present
at the surrender at Appomattox. He then entered
the Harvard Law School at Cambridge, and
pursued the study of law. Completing his law studies,
he came to Chicago, aud shortly afterward was ad
uiitted to the Illinois bar
In 1X?-J lie became the
law partner of Kdward Isliam. with whom he has
remained ever since. Politically lie has always
been a staunch and rigid Republican. He has
taken hut little part in politics, haviug no iuc.ina
tion in that direction, lie took no active part in
politics until last fall, when as between men he
favored Gen. Grant as the Republican candidate
for the Presidency. He was a member of the
State convention at Springfield, and was appointed
a delegate to the National Convention, but
gave up
the place in favor of Stephen A. Douglas, Jr. He
was a Presidential elector on the State
ticket, in
the last campaign. He was married in lXtHi to a
daughter of Senator Harlan, and is the father of
three children. Hr. Lincoln is regarded as a young
man of great vigor, ability and executive
capacity;
remarkable, like his father, for his sound sense
and good judgment, unaffected and modest to a
fault, and indefatigably industrious, laborious and
energetic in all he undertakes
Hr. James lias, during tho time he l.as served as
postmaster of New York, made that office the
uest in the world, with the pnssiblo
exception of
London. If he docs as well in large things as he
has in small, he will he the most efficient Postmaster-General this country has ever seen.
William H. Hunt, the new Secretary of the
Navy. is. in looks, manners and character, what
is known as “a Southern gentleman of the old
school." Ho is a native of Louisiana.
Judge
hunt was a moderate sympathizer with the confederacy, but alter the war he was one of a numerous class of tnen in
Louisiana, of whom Geu. Longstreet was tile most conspicuous, who cast their
lot with the Republicans.
He was tho Republican Attorney General of tho State with Packard,
and was dispossessed of that office at the time the
MacVeagh commission went to Louisiana. His
merits were in this way brought to the attention
of President Hayes, who regarded him as one of
tlie Louisianians to be taken care of
His well
known ability caused his name to be considered
by
Hr. Hayes in connection with several
places anil
he eatne very near to being
appointed to the place
which Judge Harlan now holds on the bench of
the Supreme Court. He was, soon afterwards,
ap
a judge iu the Court of
Claims, where he
pointed
has rendered good service for the past two or three
years. He is regarded as a very able man bv those
who know hint

only surviving

“Do you really believe that tho ass
spoke to
Balaam ?” was the question propounded
by a
Thomas.
“1
haven't
the
doubting
slightest doubt
of it," was the reply; 'Tve been spoken to in the
same
way myself.”
“Tbe fool hath said, in his heart, any one can
write for a paper;” but when he trios it he finds
bow easy it is to be mistaken.

!

The Garfields at the White House.
Faintness before eating, pain ami distress afterward. prevented by Malt Bitters.
Mrs. Garfield, the wife, made it her first care to
provide for Mrs. Garfield the mother. The old
Many a man who wears glossy boots shines at
lady will have to wait for her elevator" and get the wrong extremity.
up and down the long, long staircase as best she
The Peruvian sjrup has cured thousands who
She is not very well. The excitements of I
may
were guttering trom Dyspepsia,
Debility, Liver
the inauguration were a little too much tor her, but
she has lived a great many years and her elastic j Complaint, ing fromuuiors. Female Complaints,
to
address.
etc.
free
Seth W.
any
Pamphlets
nature will probably bring her out all right
Mrs.
Fowle A Sons, Boston.
Hayes was a large, socially inclined woman Mrs. \
Garfield is small and reserved. Mrs llayes would
There's a meter iu every hymn, and a him iu
have danced it she thought it would do Kuther
every meet her.
ford any good. General Garfield didn't dance be
cause Mrs Garfield decided not
A tiEITS AID CAIVAifiERg
They mean to be
Make from #25 to #50 per week selling goods for
comfortable They will live well, but save money.
& CO.,10 Barclay Street,New York.
UIDKOl'T
K.tl.
not!
Garfield
hasn’t anything but his little
Why
l vr:U
send for their Catalogue and terms.
farm, and it might be a good thing for him to have
a little something four years from now. The little
A veil is a protection against the sun of Heaven
boys haven't explored "the entire place yet. but and the sons of earth.
they will. They are as restless as little tigers in a
Have W istar’s Balsam of Wild t'hrrrj always at
cage. It may be doubted if there was ever a more
hand It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Whoopdomestic family in the White House than sleeps
there to night. They are all worn out. and glad
ing Cough. Croup. Influenza. Consumption, and all
enough to be where they can say they are “out' if Throat and Lung Complaints. r>0 cents and #1 a
bottle
they wish to be. There will be very little tin
necessary ceremony in the White House Garfield
The reason hurricanes are not respected is beis the personification of accessibility, and he be
cause they put on too many airs.
lieves everybody, bores included, has*the right to
! seethe President.
What other medicines have failed to do in
THE PRESIDENT'S LITTLE YELLOW DOG.
Kidney troubles and similar diseases. Du. BUL
LOCK'S KIDNEY UEMEDY. •XEPHKETICTM.
President Garfield's little yellow dog is apparcomfort instead
ently to have a place in history. The Cincinnati accomplishes without fail, giving
of pain, and healing and strengthening in a wonCommercial relates that about a year ago this
is
of
the
derful
manner.
It
one
blessings of the
small dog followed the General home in Washingage. and grows in favor constantly.
ton and w as rew arded with a bit of meat bestowed
Several times
by the Ohioan’s generous hand.
Trilies as light as a hair sometimes turn tlie
this happened until the yellow dog almost lived at
whole course of a man s appetite.
the Garfield house. Before the news of the ChiMaic h Winds! The sudden changes and high
cago nomination reached Washington the dog set
"Something has happened" winds winch prevail in Mareli make a bo tie of
up a joyful balking
said one of the ladies in the house, “and here is a
Downs Elixir always necessary to haveat hand.
telegraph messenger." The message gave the It is a sure cure for sudden colds and all lung
news of the nomination.
The General when he
diseases.
heard this story, said he would take the dog to
<diio. but the animal disappeared and could not be
Baxter's 51 vndrakk Hi ikrs will cure all bilfound before bis departure. The General never ious Diseases. Soldevervwhereat •£> ets. per botsaw him again until March 3d. when lie
tle.
canght
Try it.
sight of him on the street, and calling "Bob." the
The best remedy for strains and galls mi horses
dog tiew up to him and seemed happy. Again he
disappeared, but on inauguration day he bloomed is Henry A .Johnson's Arnica and On. Lixiinto sight again, following his old friend's carriage
m knt.
Good for man and beast.
all the way from the Capitol to the White House
A down Last girl whois engaged to a lumberman
[New York Herald Dispatch.
says she has caught a feller.
Educator

as

Good

President.

During tbe greater part of our national history,
the politician has been foremost in affairs of State,
while the schoolmaster has been abroad in his
humbler but mightier work.
A sudden change
has come over affairs, as our new president comes
from the ranks of teachers to preside over fifty
millions of people. A- a statesman. .Mr Barfield
has never lost sight of the honor, the truthfulness,
the .sincerity, and the diligent, earnest spirit of the
teacher: and to this fact is due the universal confidence which the people repose in him His career
illustrates the old truth which Franklin applied to
"Seest thou a man diligent in business
himself,
He shell stand before king*: he shall not stand be
tore mean men.
Such a man. in fact, himself be
comes a king among men, and shows to men a
S
ich an example i* worthy of
kingly destiny.
study by teachers and pupils not as an incentive
to ambition for place and power, but as showing
to what measure of personal greatness or mind
and soul each can attain, by the honest perform
auce
of daily dut\.
When inauguration day
comes, make it one of the lessons of the hour to
teach the boys and girls of our schools the true
lessons of the remarkable man who ha- ascended
from the humblest to the most exalted po-.Dmi
among a free people, by consecrated industry and
direct obedience to truth and duty. All honor to
•lames A. Barfield, the teacher presi lent
[.lour
nal of Education. March d l
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di-ca-o.

required.

demand for 11ypophosphite and other
phorous preparations at the present day, i- largely
owing to the good etl’eets and success following the
introduction of thi- article in the f nihd Mali -.
The

W. C.

F3YE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
,

Ollier over V.D. t haM S Morr.t UNtoitt House Mjuare

BELFAST,

|

w. r

should the invalid have any dillieu’ty in pro
ining the < bnijioimd >vrup in this vieiudy, let him
not be

put oir wi111 any other remedy, 1mcause this
article ha- not its equal in the disease
tor which it
i- recommended.
reeom-

"icnd any other article as ‘-just a- good.” The high‘'la— medical liiciiin evcv
large eit v. where it
recommend it.
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for sale by WM. 0. POOR X SOX.

This favorite

the

we

is ntVeiv-l !•> fanner- for the

season.
Fifteen year-of continued a.aa-sient evidemv of merit. Farmer- are invdied
to give t lie MKAIM >\V K I N( i an e\ami :a! i •!,. Thev
will consult their own intere-t- in bnv ing a reliable
mower of responsible partie-.
A full -?.-ek of re
pairs on band. Circular- t ree.
FRKD ATWOOD, \\ Interport. Me., heneral Vgrnl.
New Knglaiul and Provinces.

is sum
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In
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nult

It

I j17

I

lie:- !u-ale
The under-igm <
ber farm -itnated in Ka-d Searsport. The farm eon-i-t- -A to
acre-of land, eats -even tons of
hay, has good pa-tnragi a. 1 a
small ..I lot.
I’lie buildings
the lot u ell fern ed. The plan is
a verv de-irable one and i- <ulVivd at a
argai.i.
Mits. i:i.i:mi>«,i. m \\< 11 \m>
Apply to ( apt. F. I*. l’l.MM.!. on.
I--!. »Uf
>.air-port. Feb.
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GABRIELEA

C. O’CONNELL
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Fruit 'frees anil other Nursery Stock

to., Main St., Belfast. Me.

Me mean business, ant) if you nlll give its a call
you can see for yourself (bat tie are doing Just
uliat we adierllse, and selling better goods than
utu-lo
you tan bay elsewhere for tie money.

In the New England States.
The 1m -t of te-1in- mials required. (ioo«|

wages,
men.

and steady employnn nt given to sue-' --till
For term-, etc., addre-.-. stating age. pn ;-*upation and names of n fcrenei -.
"Av-*
M. V. I». <11 ASK, Augusta,

oeen-

'soliciting Agent-

to travel
in die \,
Mate-, and take orders for

I’or Sole al

a

liari/itin.

NURSERY

ri'MIk following machinery can lie seen at F. A.
1
HOMAHD'S Machine shop. Pleasant Street.
Ilelfast, Mattie, where lie keep- on hanil, or will
furnish to ortlrr. all kinds of ra-tings at manufacturer's prices, and will do all kinds of machine
work in a style and al prices that cannot fail to

KM

lilt

Trees, Shrubs,

Fngland

u

Vines, Hoses, A'e,

For terms, addre--. -tating age. prev ;•
tion and name- a- reference.
>w I'd
s. T. (VVWOV, Vtigusta.

•>-<aipa-

llori/otital stationary Steam Kngine, 15 Horse
Power, with Hiintoon hoyernor amt feed water

Maine.

I

heater.
I I pl

ight Portable Strain Kngine, :! 1-2 llorsr
Power, with Feed Pomp ultarhed, ami a copper
roll heater.
These

engine- having

been

thoroughly' repaired,

as good a- a. or, ami can ho seen iit motion if
do-ired.
I liutiloon t.otrrmir (new) right size fora 15
Horse power to a •->(» Horse Power Kngine.
I Air l-amp for condensing engine new, cylinder s\io. ennneetlons for I :l-l Inch pipe.
I Irregular Moulder, in ..I rondlllou, and with
oier si00 worth of Moulding ( tillers.
I am al.-o prepared to rut .•arriage ttxles, to
take up end play in Ini'. and will guarantee -. 11 i
faetion in all eases.
mtf
.snor ix much mu.dim: ox pm: as a \t
STREET. XEAR SHOE FACTORY.
at1"

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite, Interj
Fevers,

V

A

etc.

IRON BITTERS—the only Iron
Preparation that tfill wit blacken the teeth
or
give headache.
Sold hv all druggists.
Write for the A B U Book,32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.

FOR 5&LE,
FI si n Nc \ |->si Km 11 no 111 *. a
11 found in cable and ;uidior>
\Vi 11 make u'ood line can iei
wnip>'i wuitk.
Buek~p'H i. Feb. >. !>s|. r,
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PATENTS.

R.

H.

EDDY,

Patents in the Foiled Mate-.. al*o in Croat

( ..pie*
Britain, France and other f<»rei*.:n <■..untie
of the claims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
A--i,miinent- recorded at Washington.
Xo Agency in the t 'nitul States jntsscssts superior

obtaining Patents
patentability of inventions.
“I
and

with

For N 1)1* v AND MACH INK
l\ running, and beingeouipped

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
prepared

wo an*
our

customers

to do work

direct.

promptly and just

as

Mining Machinery & Ship Work

will be made a specialty.
Duplicate parts or full
sa ts ot
nearly all'agrieult ur:;I implements in use in
this vicinity in stock or made to order.
Prices will
be made low, and we hope and
to merit and

obtain

a

expect
liberal patronage.
POWKB WITH BOOM TO BKNT.

C*

J. HALL, Lease©

Belfast, March 1, 1881.—'.I
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regard Mr. Kddy a» one of the nn-st capable
successful practitioner* with whom I have had

official intercourse.

('ll As. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.”

Inventors cannot

employ a person
capable of securing

trustfor them an
worthy or more
early and favorable consideration at the Patent Of
lice.'
KDMFND Bl PitK.
Kate Commissioner f Patents.’’
more

Boston, ()ctober lb, ls7o.

U- II. KDDY. Ksty Dear sir
You procured for
me, in 1S40, my tirsi patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundred* of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. 1
navi* occasionally employed
the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I still
almost
the
whole
of my business, in your
gave you
line, and advise others to employ you.

Boston,

Yours truly,
Jan. 1, issi
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GRAVES’ PATENT
IMPROVED
■
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AY 17
Liver

will pay the abovo
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To tlir Honorable the JiiHlires of tin mi prime
.hitllcial Pourt, next to he hidden :it ItrlfiM,
within ami tor the ( omit} of Waldo, on the third
Tuesdav of April next :
KT ! 117 17. I )/l 1711, oi Kell
-peef fully libels and give- this honor.d-’e

Court to lu* informed that she w a law Iu 1 ly uiarrh
t" PKAMv P. TO/117R. at Keitast, aforc-aid. on
the first day <>l May. A
1>. I >70 and bad n. Inn,
since their said intermarriage, three children, now
living, to wit. Herbert 1-... aged seven year-; k.
K-.aged live vear- and Margie K.. aged two
That since tlieir -aid intermarriage
.i libo;
it
h is eondiieted her-ch i-war I- the -‘..id trank 1
To/ier, as a faithful, eha-te and atleetiouaie w ife.
and ha.- resided with him a- hi- w ife. a! -aid Kclta-t a- aforesaid.ini; that the -aid Prank 17. To. n r.
w holly regardlesf hi- marriage covenant and
duly since their .-aid intermarriage, to w it on the
-ceoiul day -d Mptenibcr. A. I >. IS7<. has e. >111111 it ted
the crime of adultery with a certain lewd woman,
in your libellant unknown, and ha
on diver’#», 1
day and time- committed the crime of aduitcry
with certain other lewd women. P* yon: libellant
...

11.

•!.
Wherefore, inasmuch a- it would Iproper, and conducive to dome-tic h. rue
and eoii-istcnt with the peac .• and moraii!
eiety. your libellant pray that a divorce fn0, tii
bond.- of matrimony existing between !i.
•.,,i
the -aid Prank 17 'To/ier may be 1 le. iv-'d to her
that the care and eu-tody of her -aid miu.'i chi!
divn may he decreed to her and that the « -uirt w ill
decree to her reasonable alimony out ot Hie c-tate
"l tin*-aid Prank 17. ’To/ier. hav ing a regard !" Inability, nr in-tea-l thereof, -ueh -um a-{lie < ..nil
may order and as in duty hound w ill e\ er pre\
And your libellant further allege- tlial the re-i
deuce "f the .-aid Prank 17. To/ier is not known to
her and cannot be ascertained hv rea-onable diliN LIT! 17 17. TO/.1I7K
gence.
<

<

lA

m

M

vim

of

above named Prank 17. To/ier is not known to Iut:
that she has made diligent search and that the -ame
cannot he ascertained by reasonable diligence. Ik
lure me.
J. s. II vnnni v#N. Justice d tiic Pea«•»
WALDO S>.
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Llevonth-street Avenue 1). New Yoik. where plav
tilings in tin are manufactured literally by the
million for the amusement of “the young and risIt stands live
ing generation" all over the world
stories high, and turns out Iti07 distinct varieties
of tin toys
No. I, of course, is a tin horse: No.
Lin;, a tin menagerie. The output of circular tin
whistles is l’d.liiiO.OdO per annum
IS verything is
made on the establishment excepting wheels,
which are ordered in lots of thirty tons at a time
from a foundry ill the Last
Two hundred men.
women, and boys are constantly employed m toy
making. To make a tin horse twelve inches long
dies have to be cast costing *3000. Toys are ex
ported from New York to all parts of the world.
The children of different countries have different
tastes.
The passion of the young Brazalian is for
a toy water-cart, while in the States the
rage of the
American hoy is for tin horns ami "putty blowers
“Tin swords are wanted all over the world," the
military instinct being as universal in the nurseries
as in the Courts and Cabinets of the world.

npleasing revelations were made in
trial at Providence Monday. The
witnesses testified that tea, the first cost
ot which is only :12 cents
per pound, is
sold for 80 cents; another grade,
costing
21 cents, is sold for 00 cents.
Oolong,
which cost 25 cents, is sold for 70 and 80
cents, and Japan tea, which costs 104
cents is sold for 50
cents; Young Hyson,
which costs :K> cents per
pound, is sold
for $1 ; Formosa, which costs the same
as \ oung
Hyson, is bought for the same
and sold for the same figures. Coffee
peas, which cost 24 cents per pound, are
retailed at *5 cents per pound, while
chickory, which costs 11 cents, is sold
for 25 cents.

iiu j*.11»»•
five "l ■havin'.

ARRANGEMENT.

steamer t \M BBI IH.F. l apt.
IN'iK.viiam. commencing*
>11s
Tuesda}. Feb. :>'2, 1*M, will
rips \ t r. \vi i k,
make rwo
until further notice, leaving Lincoln’.- Wharf. Boston, every Tuesday and Frida- at •*»-<*> P- M.
Leaving Belfa.-t everv Mon lax aie Thur>da\ at
J.J 1*. M
Pa>-enger- for Portlai •» leaxing Belfast Monday,
connect with Portland steatm >• at Boekland.ami ar
rive in Portland same night.
the x\ inter month- extra care xx ill be taken
that perishable freight i- in r rhil ed or frozen.
Freight taken at low rate*.

r

..

at

Ash-ToniC

bv

I

tin* allow

P-^per.Curtains & Fixtures.

i ski.i. Tin;

It

Beach, of stone Ki-lge, I'lster

>.

i have:

the science of medicine equals the
relief obtained by the use of Dr. Graves' Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar for coughs, colds, sore throat,
w.looping cough, bronchitis, consumption, etc
It gives immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and
o< easions no
unpleasant nauseating feelings. Sam
pie bottle. F» cents: large si/e. '»o cents.
Dr Graves' Blood Puri tier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
ai d inert, by its use become unusually stimulated
and. in fact gives a Dealthv tone to the entire sys
tern
Price. si
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
ever
given a patient by a physician, and are
pill
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
When von desire a prompt
entirely vegetable
action of the bowel*, give the Improved Family
Cathartic Pills a trial
Price
cents per box
Dr. Graves' remedies are for sale by W 0 Poor A
S- n
Belfast
4w 11

\ es. sir." said General Sherman, “so tar from
hesitating to appoint Gen. Field one ot my Assist
ant Marshals to organize the Southern
companies
who will be here Inauguration day. I should, ft a
foreign army of iuvasion were to land on our
shores, as soon give him command of a division ot
ld.Uim soldiers as some of the super loyal, and perhaps I should prefer him 11** has given his pu
role of horn,r. and I am willing to trust him. just
as 1 am willing to trust
any other honorable South
orn gentleman, even
though he did serve in the
Confederate army.
A year or two after the close
ot the war. 1 met Gen. Bedford Fonvst in St
Louis, and he asked me if 1 didn't want him to or
ganize l.oon men of liis old command an 1 let aim
go West with them to subdue some of the hostile
Indians, lie said lie would be glad of ail o| pen
tunity to show the country how he and ‘his bovs'
could* tight under the stars and stripes when neccs
sary.
| \Y ashington special to Courier Journal.

a

HEMtl BULK!

-'

I7^nli

FINE WHITE SHIRTS :
From $1.00 upwards.

i»u>

thal ha

Mr. Beach had suffered sinee October l>th, !-7t.

1 will soil tli*»>c lar.av u a
to 1 po\xvr> o..nl rolled 1 \ in
-t me da in".
>ituated upon tioo-e Kiva i. and’ cjual I" ono-i'.-ar! h
tin- whole poxxor "I --i.d river. and -ituated below
ilio paper mills, and brim: the on!;, power- that aiv
oonsitloivd worth a dam m ilio city of llelt'a-t i<»
on-ct lanro mills upon for tin- manufacture ot cot
ton jrood-.
It an; men wmld like
ii
-t iu the
above named proport; a id omplo; labor. I would
like to •t'c thorn .-top to tin* front'about tbi< linn
that correct xiundiim- max bo obtainod.
II
I
1*1 IIP 1
I’el fa-t March s. I>-|.
:w!«*

HIT'. I

l’arii**-

case>

been brought l«* the notiee of the puuli.-, i- that t..|

Five Thousand Dollars Wanted.

From 30c. to $1.50.

Room

at W Interport, Buckvport, Searsport.
Belfast. ( aniden and Boekland.

WINTER

weeks.

tno

Mr. I.urr is a graduate
1
the Mr. \\som..
and ini' had several year- e\p< rienre as a teacher.
and
Thorough
practical instruction in all branches
n ually tati.ght in High
'',-h,,.l|. ..,,,1 .Va-lemics.
"pecia 1 attention gheu to those wi-lunu 1 prepare
themselves tor teacher.. The school will I,r
graded and the lower grade placed in charge ol a competent teacher. lined hoard and conveniences tor
self-hoarding at ver> reasonable rate E -e further
particulars.itddrc— tin- principal at l!r-»>ks.nt r--.-,
suit either of tin- follow ing parties.

READY MADE CLOTHING !

Com-

'File census is spoiling the
theory of
those who affirmed that the colored 'man
would die out when deprived of the “protection” of masters. The total number
of blacks in the Southern states was
l,242,1)0.'! in 1870 and (i,04:1,801 in 1880.
This shows during these ten years the
enormous increase of 1,401,888, or more
than thirty-three percent.
During the
preceding decade the colored population
of this group of states increased
only
22:1,514, or about live and a half per
cent.
The white population in the stales
above named has increased from 8,81:{,
:t77 in 1870 to 11,250,71:1 in 1880. or less
than twrenty-eight per cent.

Tl ITIOV

3\\

publican.

Americans who are asked to buy British-built
ships will do well to read the following statement
as to the character of the vessels
they would he
likely asked to buy. The total number of British
vessels ordered to be detained siuee the
passing of
the Merchant Shipping Act has been 3:*u
of
these :WI were reported by government officers.
-4S by the crews, and 11 by other
SLx
persons
were found safe. 370 unsafe, m the case of three
the survey is pending, and A were
improperly detained
Forty-two of them were iron steamships,
J wooden
steamships. ■> iron sailing vessels, and
.17‘J wooden sailing ships
There have been 10I
eases of overloading
reported by the government
ollicers. and one by the crew. All were found unsafe. Of the number JO-J were iron
steamships. I
an iron
sailing ship, and 01 wooden sailing ships.
Five of them were also detained on account of defective hull or equipments.

under the instruction'd'

xxooks.

Primary (trade.
.Si.Ml
l ommnn English.•>..-,<)
High English. "(.:,n
Languages, each.1.00

sSHIRTINO-ri,

.-

Inaugural

MK.IN

PRINCE E. LUCE.

CLOTHS FOR MEN A BOYS’ WEAK.
Here is a llsl of Prices ; 12c., 15c.. 1 7c. 20c.. 25c.,
2Sr., 30c., 32c., 35c., 40c.. 50c., 55c.. 05c., 75c.,
S0f„ '5c., »0c„ $1.00. $1.10. $1.20. $1.30, $1.35.
1.75, 2.00, 2.50 Per Yard.
I have different kinds of g.is in these prices.
I also have

Nothing in

No part fthc Kev Dr Bpiiam's Brace church
lecture oil ‘•Some F diles of Som Sensible People'
was more heartily enjoyed by lus large audiem- .*
than his protest against quack do -to
and the su
perstitions which many people still entertain con
cerning certain alleged'cures for disease. He instanced this recipe for whooping cough, once held
in high favor here in New England"
••Cut ml'a
lock of the child's hair, roll it m butter, and give
it to a yellow dog
1> particularly careful to observe this List direction, as no Newfoundhiij 1 ea
nine or black and tail terrier will do
Tin* speak*-:- said that whil a pastor in a eul'.i
vated New England city he w,t> railed to visit a
young woman who was *ii i to be in tin* last
stag-sot consumption, although h had seen her
at church i:. perfect health within
twenty lour
hours
IT* I'-uu 1 that she had employed a doctor
who liit.i stepped into his profession from a tin
peddler .* cart, after three weeks of study." and
that he had told the family that the decay in a
certain tooth had gone down on her lungs and
placed her in the last stages, etc The woman is
still alive, weighs ‘dun pounds and bids fair to live
for forty years longer. [Springli-Id ( Mass ) p

the
mittee.

and continue

11

the happy land of
nine. but cats go to purr ditiou

Superstitions.

>I*KIN«i TK.KM WII.l.

THU

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

GENTS

THE-

Ti'Esn.iv. M.incu ir>. issi,

Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, Kepcilants,
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns. White
Linen and Turkey Red Damasks.
A s nice n> can he found in this vicinity.
A
great variety of

II.

BANCOR & BOSTON.

induced to

Head of the Tide.

Prints from 5 to sc.; sheet lugs from 5 to 10c.;
( rashes from 4c. upwards; liress hoods from
an sr. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool CashAlso Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
mere.
Silks and Satins, Laces,Edgings. Buehes, Duellings.she! land Shawls,Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (Doth for ladies and gents!

Good

bottle

Dogs may possibly

■

and

-AT

DRY & FANCY GOODS!

go to the point. Get "Favorite Remedy" of your
druggist or wiite to the Doctor at Rondout. X. Y.

gressioual proceedings.

Sherman

nice line of

a

M t ils' I nilrrs/iirts anil Drain rs.'

■•

Gen.

have

HIGH SCHOOL

the most remarkable

>iu' <*f

Mr. *1.

AND LIVER TROUBLES.«
The medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTHFUL. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
of the nauseating do6es, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 50 cents per jar.

have

1

Yet all things are not humbugs, nor are all statements lies
Dr. David Kennedy’s "Favorite Rem-

a

BILIOUSNESS,

Lined Buffaloes from $0.00 to $1*1.33 ; Lap Robes,
from $2.25 to $H.12: Horse Blankets from $1.22
to $*1.12 : Hallers. 10c.. 50c.. «5e. and $1.00.

her altogether, and the disease has never siuce
This was two years ago." Such words

now

lie found in Waldo County.

Kennedy's “FavoriteBemed)" about
<

Cure for CONSTIPATION,

CASHMERE ROBES,
To

PRUNES.

Steamship Company.

-BETWEEN-

A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

-A N D-

'The papers are so full of
sorts of things that it is hard to tell what to believe.

Hear

medicated

The Sanford

in the Kidney expelled after using Dr. Datid

stone

SMITH S

h to

Touching

!

bi-st line *»1'

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

Thing
exaggerations about all

a

ju>t revived direct from the manufaetnrevs the

appeared.

the Treasury to change the names of
vessels where it can lie lawfully done. The act
that
the Secretary of the Treasu-v be
provides
authorized to permit the owner or owner* m any
vessel duiy enrolled and found s-a worthy anil
free from debt, to change the name of tin* same,
when, in hi* opinion, there shall be sulli iciit
cause for s
1 ung
He shall establish such rules
and regulai; ms and procure Mich evidence «i> to
age. condition, where built, and pecuniary liability
of the vessel, as he may deem nee -sary to pre
vent injury to public or private interest-; and.
when permission is granted hv the S cretary. he
shall cause the order for the change of name to !
published at least in tour issues in some daily nr
weekly paper at the place of register; cost to be
defrayed by owners of vessels Heretofore, win
ever it was desired to change the name of a vessel,
a special act of Congress
authorizing the change
bad to bo pr c ;red
Tfiere are a number of bills
pending n«»w graining permission to make desired
change.Upon every consideration day they
form almost one-tenth of the hi Is pa*.- 1
The
Kus.-ell act euabb-- changes to be male >:p-u.
tioush and ij lietlv without causing delay m * u

and

ta

Snyder, of Saugerties. N. Y. He says. "My little
daughter was covered with Salt Rheum from head
Dr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy cured
to tout.

of

Quacks

V"

I have

llajt/aai

MR.JOSEPH BEACH.

sa

Mens’ Still', $0.00. s.oo, 10.00, 12.00. 15.00.
10.00. 22.00; Mens' listers and III credits,
$2.75, 0.00. 0.50. 7.50, s.oo. 11.00. 15.00.

have used it

awaiting the President's signature, authorizing the

Secretary

far

'V*1

edy" is exactly what it claims to be. and deserves
the praises that are showered upon it from all who

Vessels.

B >th Houses of B .‘iigrcss leave

Words

What

o

N. A

lvrtf

Notice of Assignee of His Appointment.

\t l-'dfa-t. in the Count\ of Wahio and State <•!
Maim the 10th day of i-Yhrnarv. A. !>. tssi.
r I"111 K
undersigned herein idves noth-,* of Id- ai
I
pointment a- \ssigrnce of AMOS p. uoWKV
,»t
lieltasl. in said ('oiiutv
I
Wahio. lnsoiwni
1 >td»t»»r, w ho has been declared an Insolvent nm
hi- own petition, hv tin- (ourt of Insolvemu ithe
ounty of Waldo.
•hV.I
CKO. K. JOHNSON
CaUlAfttM of b«st <w
|7I Ij TUT"!! 8 Samples I.tn<l
A on
»ni.
earth. Work*.
wi K.Hj r.
®*

-A.VJLIAJLJ MtgCo. I?2 Nassau
Omtt

s»

n.*

